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Following Carson McCullers’ 1941 declaration that “there is surely a cousinly 

resemblance” between Russian literature and literature of the U.S. South, this dissertation 

examines that affinity, revealing that understandings of identity in both Russia and the 

U.S. South have been shaped by their historic marginalization by the dominant cultural 

centers of Europe and the U.S. North, respectively. This oppositional definition of 

identity, which has labeled Russians and southerners as inferior “others” against which 

those in the cultural centers define themselves, has led to a cultural hybridity that wavers 

between allegiance to a conservative, defensive self-definition of superiority to the 

dominant culture and a more cosmopolitan identity that seeks to integrate fully with a 

multicultural and multinational global culture.  

Scholarly dialogue surrounding issues of regional and national identity, from 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s conception of “minor literature” to Homi Bhabha’s 

understanding of “minority discourse” to Edward Said’s ruminations on exile and 

postcolonial identity, inform my study of Russian and southern identity. Through a 

comparative analysis grounded in literary-historical and cultural studies, I examine 

literary texts by three Russian writers and three writers from the U.S. South, spanning 
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more than a one hundred year period from 1842 to 1955. Attending closely to works by 

Andrei Platonov, Nikolai Gogol, Fyodor Dostoevsky, William Faulkner, Flannery 

O’Connor, and Carson McCullers, this dissertation seeks to answer questions of authority 

and authenticity regarding the stories of and about Russia and the U.S. South. By 

insisting on a reevaluation of traditional accounts of regional or national narratives, the 

authors considered here demand to know who or what gets to belong to these narratives, 

and by whose standards.  
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Introduction 

Carson McCullers has memorably claimed a direct bloodline between nineteenth 

century Russian realists and twentieth century southern writers. “The Southerner and the 

Russian are both ‘types’ in that they have certain recognizable and national psychological 

traits. Hedonistic, imaginative, lazy, and emotional – there is surely a cousinly 

resemblance,” she insists (“Russian Realists” 254). Though she resorts to stereotypes to 

characterize southerners and Russians, McCullers does not consider these qualities to be 

negative. Instead, she views them as natural responses to the base struggle for existence 

that has, in her view, historically characterized life in Russia and the U.S. South: “People 

are born into a world of confusion, a society in which the system of values is so uncertain 

that who can say if a man is worth more than a load of hay, or if life itself is precious 

enough to justify the struggle to obtain the material objects necessary for its 

maintenance” (“Russian Realists” 255). Her conclusion is that the struggle absolutely is 

justified, and southern literature, particularly those works that had begun to emerge with 

William Faulkner and Erskine Caldwell, honors this struggle by representing it without 

trying to explain it to readers. However, McCullers anticipates an evolution of southern 

literature that will incorporate the passion found in the works of Lev Tolstoy and Fyodor 

Dostoevsky, whose “metaphysical and moral explorations” assume a “philosophical 

responsibility” that McCullers believes enriches “the painful substance of life” (“Russian 

Realists” 256, 258). 

Even prior to this move towards “philosophical responsibility,” McCullers 

recognizes that southern literature is “the progeny of the Russian realists” because of 

stylistic similarities in which farce is superimposed onto tragedy (“Russian Realists” 

252). “The technique briefly is this,” she explains, “a bold and outwardly callous 
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juxtaposition of the tragic with the humorous, the immense with the trivial, the sacred 

with the bawdy, the whole soul of a man with a materialistic detail” (“Russian Realists” 

252-253). McCullers claims that this “callous juxtaposition” of opposites has led to 

charges of “cruelty” for Russian and southern writers, yet she sees it not as cruelty but as 

compassion, a way to bestow dignity in a country and a region where dignity has been in 

short supply. Indeed, McCullers and the other writers considered in this dissertation 

employ such grotesque combinations of opposites to reveal that there can be no single 

coherent “Russia” or “South,” an idea that is the point of departure for my study of 

national and regional identity in Russia and the U.S. South. 

Although the number of southern writers who have claimed a kinship with 

Russian writers includes a litany of now famous names, such as Charles Chesnutt, Jean 

Toomer, Richard Wright, Tennessee Williams, Ralph Ellison, Walker Percy, Shelby 

Foote, William Styron, Cormac McCarthy, and others, this dissertation focuses on three 

representative southern authors whose lives and work overlap with three representative 

Russian writers in compelling ways. My first chapter examines a Russian and a 

southerner writing contemporaneously: both Andrei Platonov in Happy Moscow (1933-

1936) and William Faulkner in Sanctuary (1929-1931) are deeply concerned with how 

their respective regions will adapt to the modern world, and they offer strikingly similar 

depictions of the failures of the modern utopian project. The following two chapters 

consider southern authors who lived and wrote many decades after the Russian authors 

who influenced them. Flannery O’Connor’s collection of stories, A Good Man is Hard to 

Find (1955), appeared more than one hundred years after Nikolai Gogol published Dead 

Souls (1842), and Carson McCullers’ The Ballad of the Sad Café (1943) appeared 

seventy-five years after the publication of Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Idiot (1868-1869). 

What links these southern writers with their Russian predecessors is their shared belief in 
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the difficulties and dangers of articulating a unified, homogenous identity, particularly 

during times of transition.  

While the specific influence of Russian literature on these southern writers is 

significant, I frame my comparative analysis to move beyond mere influence, accounting 

for the ways both sets of writers seek to negotiate complex definitions of identity, 

whether regional/national or personal. These authors are unwilling to accept any 

totalizing identification, seeking instead to overturn traditional understandings of regional 

or national allegiance. Such disruptions often play out on the level of the human body. 

Historically used to symbolize a microcosm of the nation, in the works considered below 

the body becomes a complex site of resistance to the encroachment of modernization, 

simultaneously censuring and celebrating the multivalence of Russia and the U.S. South. 

These monstrous, broken, and hybrid bodies reveal the impossibility of expunging any 

one particular narrative from a person’s or region’s identity, no matter how undesirable 

that narrative may be. These bodies insist on a reevaluation of traditional accounts of 

regional or national narratives, demanding to know who or what gets to belong and by 

whose standard. The central questions this dissertation seeks to answer thus revolve 

around the authority and authenticity of the stories of and about Russia and the U.S. 

South.  

In examining these complex understandings of regional and national identity, the 

work of Homi Bhabha particularly informs my use of the terms “nation” and “region.” 

Drawing on Benedict Anderson’s Imagined Communities (1983), Bhabha defines a 

nation as “a system of cultural signification, as the representation of social life rather than 

the discipline of social polity” (Nation 1-2, his emphases). This definition influences my 

own understanding of “nation” as well as “region.” Acknowledging the obvious 

differences between these two terms – size, political structure, economic independence, 
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strictly defined geographic borders, etc. – I want to suggest that in literary formulations 

of national and regional identity, this focus on cultural or social life is important over and 

above any discussion of the political life of a nation or a region. Or, rather, political, 

economic, and other considerations of a nation or a region can be subsumed under its 

cultural considerations.  

Charles Reagan Wilson and William Ferris argue, “The South exists as a state of 

mind both within and beyond its geographic boundaries” (qtd. in Griffin and Doyle 8). 

Russia, too, I suggest, exists not only as a physically defined territory but also as a “state 

of mind.” I often use the terms “nation” and “region” interchangeably, therefore, with 

“region” accurately defining the cultural space of both Russia and the U.S. South. The 

term “nation” is reserved solely for Russia, a cultural space that, although it continues to 

expand and contract even today, is officially and universally recognized by such a term. 

Although the region of the American South did make explicit claims to nationhood for a 

brief four-year period in the nineteenth century, my understanding of the region of the 

South does not coincide with the Confederate nation in any way other than accidental. As 

Edward Ayers asserts, “The South and the Confederacy covered the same territory and 

shared a critical part of history, but they have never been synonymous, not even between 

1861 and 1865” (79). Yet the sense of southern nationalism engendered prior to and 

during the Confederacy, I suggest, continues to resonate in the U.S. South today.1 As 

Anne Sarah Rubin argues, the “attachment to a symbolic or sentimental Confederacy, or 

at least to a separate Southern identity, existed independently of the political 

Confederacy, and thus was able to outlast the state” (qtd. in Hutchison 210n.10). Even 

without the official existence of a southern nation, therefore, I do recognize a strong 

                                                
1 See Coleman Hutchison, particularly chapter 1. 
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sense of southern nationalism. What I have in mind is something in line with W.J. Cash’s 

famous proposition that the South is “not quite a nation within a nation, but the next thing 

to it” (xlviii). On the page, of course, this region/nation nexus plays out in complex ways. 

The southern writers discussed below emphatically declare their southernness – or 

southern nationalism – even while simultaneously articulating a national, American 

identity. Likewise, the Russian writers, even when not actually from Russia proper, claim 

an innate affiliation with that particular nation, no matter what their other national or 

regional identities may be; they simultaneously claim a stake in the European cultural 

narrative. 

In drawing a connection between southern and Russian literature, I begin with the 

assumption that both literatures have historically operated on the margins of major 

literary traditions, forming what Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari would define as 

“minor literature” or what Bhabha would term “minority discourse.”2 For Deleuze and 

Guattari, “minor literature” is a deterritorialized, political, and collective enunciation, 

designating “the revolutionary conditions for every literature within the heart of what is 

called great (or established) literature”; it is “that which a minority constructs within a 

major language” (18, 16). For Bhabha, “minority discourse” is a “supplementary 

strategy” that insinuates itself “into the terms of reference of the dominant discourse” and 

“antagonizes the implicit power to generalize, to produce the sociological solidity” 

(Nation 305, 306). I argue that the southerners and Russians discussed below produce 

revolutionary new modes of “minority” writing within their dominant discourses in order 

to challenge the monolithic nature of those discourses. As Deleuze and Guattari argue, 

“The individual concern thus becomes all the more necessary, indispensable, magnified, 

                                                
2 See Deleuze and Guattari’s Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature and Bhabha’s Nation and Narration. 
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because a whole other story is vibrating within it. In this way, the family triangle 

connects to other triangles – commercial, economic, bureaucratic, juridical – that 

determine its value” (17). In telling individual stories of particular fictional characters 

and families living in Russia or the U.S. South, these writers make pointed claims about 

their nation or region or both, claims that often undermine traditional understandings of 

those places. This, then, is literature of revolt.  

Anne Lounsbery has argued that beginning with Gogol, Russian literature took on 

an activist role opposed to the state and thus performed a destabilizing function in order 

to “inspire people to think and act against the dominant order” (Thin Culture 280). I 

contend that southern literature, rather than following the American tradition of reflecting 

the state’s values and encouraging “social stability,” instead followed Russian literature 

on the path of dissent (Thin Culture 280). This dissent importantly is doubled for both 

sets of writers. Even as the Russian writers revolt against the tsarist conception of 

“Official Nationality” or the Soviet articulation of Socialist Realism, they simultaneously 

rebel against the established tradition of European literature, seeking a distinctively 

Russian enunciation. Similarly, the southerners write against the stereotypically southern 

plantation novels and their successors, as well as against the dominant tradition of 

American literature. Yet this revolt is often articulated within the very modes of writing 

against which these writers seek to define themselves, producing a hybrid southern or 

Russian voice that is simultaneously nostalgic and novel.  

Underlying this shared technique of dissent is a shared anxiety of identity: in the 

construction of European and American identities, Russians and southerners were early 

set up as marginalized, primitive, depraved, backwards, servile “others” against which 

those in the cultural centers defined themselves. Outlining Russia’s linguistic, cultural, 

political, and historical inferiorities to Europe, Priscilla Meyer concludes that by the early 
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nineteenth century, “Russia recognized that it was behind Western European 

development in every way” (6). James L. Peacock describes a similar historically 

oppositional definition of southern identity: “Southerners and the South have been seen 

for two centuries largely within a national framework. The South is labeled, by both 

nonsoutherners and southerners, as different from, lesser than (poorer, lazier, dumber 

than) the North; hence the South resents the North, and the North decries the South” (12). 

Russia and the American South’s historical marginalization has led to a cultural hybridity 

that wavers between allegiance to a conservative, defensive self-definition of superiority 

to the dominant culture – Western Europe and the American North, respectively – and a 

more cosmopolitan identity that seeks to integrate fully with a multicultural and 

multinational global culture.  

Although Russia can now boast two centuries of great national literature, Russian 

authors have remained uncertain about their place on the world stage. As early as 1836, 

Petr Chaadaev famously claimed that Russians were “outcasts in the world,” not having 

added “a single idea to the total ideas of mankind” and having “in no way contributed to 

the progress of human understanding” (qtd. in Peterson, “Civilizing the Race” 551). 

Chaadaev’s insecurity evolved naturally from Peter the Great’s initial obsession with 

Western Europe in the late seventeenth century, an obsession that propelled Russia, at 

long last, into the Age of Reason and left a widening gap between the Westernized, 

educated elite and the uncivilized, illiterate peasant masses. The effects of this imitation 

of the West lingered during the subsequent centuries, leading to the vitriolic polemics 

between the Slavophiles and Westernizers in the nineteenth century. Westernizers 

favored the cultural products of Europe over those produced in their own country while 

Slavophiles identified the West with decadence and frivolity, positing the history, 

folklore, and religion of Russia as much more valuable and authentic than anything to be 
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found in Europe. Yet both ideologies stemmed from a clear insecurity regarding Russia’s 

relationship with Europe. During Soviet times, this anxiety persisted: “The idea of joining 

forces with the Western proletariat was forgotten, and the new idea was to catch up with 

and get ahead of (‘dognat’ i  ‘peregnat’) the West” (Rancour-Laferriere 170). This 

insecurity has continued even beyond the collapse of the Soviet Union; in 1997, the 

Russian artist and philologist Sergei Romashko despairingly declared,  

In our time it has not only become extremely clear, but, still more important, 
directly, painfully palpable, how very fragile that delicate construction is which 
we call civilization. This is especially true for us in Russia, which has remained, 
as in the first centuries of its existence, a peripheral country [pogranichnaia 
strana], a province [krai], as if hanging above the Eurasian steppes. (qtd. in 
Clowes 17).  

New questions of national identity are now being raised with Russian President Vladimir 

Putin’s recent incursions in Ukraine and Russia’s annexation of Crimea. 

No longer considered the “nation’s Number One economic problem,”3 the 

American South nevertheless shares with Russia a similar history of marginalization and 

fears of inferiority. The initial split in America between North and South occurred as 

early as the seventeenth century over the issues of slavery and plantation economy. In 

1785, Thomas Jefferson outlined what he saw as inherently contradictory characteristics 

of northerners and southerners,4 and in 1830, Alexis de Tocqueville predicted that the 

North would become the country’s “common standard,” a prophecy that was quickly 

realized (qtd. in Cobb 10-11, 4). Southerners stubbornly insisted on the superiority of 

their agrarian, slave-based way of life to the North’s industrialism, however, culminating 

in 1861 in the secession of the Confederate States of America. After the Confederacy’s 

                                                
3 President Franklin D. Roosevelt gave this auspicious label to the South in 1938. See Griffin (26). 
4 Jefferson’s list of southern characteristics bears striking resemblance to the ones suggested by McCullers, 
above. For a full account of Jefferson’s list, see Jansson (294). 
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defeat in the “War of Northern Aggression,” southerners consoled themselves by 

transforming “their tragic military defeat into a tremendous moral triumph” (Cobb 62). In 

1920, however, H.L. Mencken disparaged the South as “the Sahara of the Bozart,” 

arguing,  

In all that gargantuan paradise of the fourth-rate there is not a single picture 
gallery worth going into, or a single orchestra capable of playing the nine 
symphonies of Beethoven, or a single opera-house, or a single theater devoted to 
decent plays, or a single public monument (built since the war) that is worth 
looking at, or a single workshop devoted to the making of beautiful things…you 
will not find a single Southern prose writer who can actually write. (230, my 
ellipses)  

Against Mencken’s charge of a complete cultural dearth in the South, the southern 

Agrarians lauded the fertile, pastoral South as the only place where authentic art – 

opposed to the mass-produced, artificial art of the North – could survive. This question of 

what the South has to offer the rest of the country and the world persists even today. 

Despite very real achievements in the fields of culture and beyond, southerners continue 

to feel the need to claim a distinctive superiority to the rest of the country – and 

academics feel the need to fill libraries explaining this distinctiveness. Hal Crowther has 

recently argued that this continuing defensiveness stems from a continuing disparagement 

of the South by the rest of the country: “It’s that kind of insensitivity that keeps the South 

resentful, obstinate, a little xenophobic, and best of all distinct,” he explains (5). 

Recent scholarly attempts to account for the persistence of the claims to southern 

distinctiveness or the eternal “Russian soul” have sought comparative frameworks for 

their analyses. Dale Peterson’s Up From Bondage: The Literatures of Russian and 

African American Soul (2000), points to the similarities between the historical and 

cultural forces shaping Russian and African American literature as well as the shared 

“need to be acknowledged by a dominant civilization that has historically denied cultural 
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content and human rationality” to their “creative utterances” (4). He thus acknowledges 

the deeply embedded anxiety that exists in these historically marginalized literatures. 

Anne Lounsbery’s Thin Culture, High Art: Gogol, Hawthorne, and Authorship in 

Nineteenth-Century Russia and America (2007) focuses on two individual authors to 

claim similarities between the early development of literature in Russia and America 

based on a shared anxiety over “their (peripheral) cultures’ relationship to the culture of 

the European center” (2). Both Lounsbery and Peterson trace the development of 

defensive ethnic identities that emerge from what they see as similar histories of 

denigration and which reinterpret cultural lack as “potential” or “mystery.” The goal 

becomes not simply to equal, but to surpass and even save the dominant “Other” against 

whom these groups have defined themselves. 

Ultimately, however, Lounsbery and Peterson conclude by demonstrating how the 

American writers in question successfully erase their marginal status to become 

subsumed into the larger Western literary culture. Hawthorne’s classical appeal and 

official approval cemented his, and his nation’s, literary legacy, while African American 

authors now willingly relinquish the need to be viewed as superior in order to become 

part of the “raceless” literature of the world. Only the Russians, Lounsbery and Peterson 

suggest, continue to cling insecurely to their singular ‘Russianness.” It is my contention, 

therefore, that a comparison between Russian and southern literature provides a more 

productive understanding of these sets of bounded literatures, since southern writers, too, 

continue to claim a southern distinctiveness even as they are now counted as valuable 

contributors to American and world literature.  

Considering the ways in which Russian and southern literature is the literature of 

revolt, my first chapter examines Faulkner’s and Platonov’s fictional hybrid bodies that 

mediate between purity and putrefaction, efficiency and excrement in order to confound 
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both the industrious modernism and the idyllic agrarianism of Soviet Russia and post-

Reconstruction U.S. South. The bodies of the female protagonists, Faulkner’s Temple 

Drake and Platonov’s Moscow Chestnova, become particularly contested sites through 

which articulations of power and powerlessness compete. These characters, like their 

creators, subvert the dominant social orders in which they live and move from within, 

offering instead a more complex understanding of identity in line with Deleuze and 

Guattari’s “minor literature” or Bhabha’s “minority discourse.” 

Nikolai Gogol and Flannery O’Connor, by contrast, turn to male protagonists who 

refuse to inhabit any fixed identity. Appearing as if from nowhere, the shifty characters 

examined in Chapter Two resort to language of denial or even silence, suggesting that the 

best way to access identity is apophatically, or through the concept of “ne to,” or “not 

that.” Gogol’s Dead Souls and O’Connor’s A Good Man is Hard to Find encompass 

distinctly theological considerations as a way to reimagine national and regional identity. 

The authors’ deliberate decisions to write in genres other than the traditional realist novel 

indicate yet another way they seek to resist monologic articulations of their national or 

regional identities. Through a proliferation of stereotypes, humor, and caricatures, Gogol 

and O’Connor continually displace concrete articulations of identity into the future and 

paradoxically seek to fill their “empty” homelands with meaning, both situated and 

impending. 

This hope for the future of Russia and the U.S. South is carried over in Fyodor 

Dostoevsky’s The Idiot and Carson McCullers’ The Ballad of the Sad Café, considered in 

Chapter Three. Both novels, written from the cultural centers of Western Europe and 

New York, respectively, center on the peripheries’ response to the invasion of modernity. 

Conceived from positions of exile, these works offer distinct perspectives on the authors’ 

homelands. By privileging marginality through their strange and “constantly 
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inappropriate” heroes – Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin and McCullers’ Cousin Lymon – 

these authors suggest that Russia and the U.S. South, despite their “backwardness” or 

“inferiority,” are actually the places best equipped to overcome the problems of the 

modern world. 

Grounding this comparative analysis in literary-historical and cultural studies, I 

reveal the constructed nature of such national and regional identities as “Russian” and 

“southern.” I conclude that these identities, however imagined or contested, will continue 

to have an enormous positive impact on how these regions interact in an increasingly 

globalized and borderless world by offering at least the semblance of a shared historical 

narrative. Michael Kreyling designates “the South” as “the richest site yet discovered in 

the U.S. cultural terrain for the study of and participation in the reinvention of culture” 

(Inventing 182). It is this type of ongoing creative work that Bhabha has in mind when he 

concludes that “minority discourse” does not usher in a full salvation, but rather makes 

space for “a strange cultural survival of the people” and “a kind of solidarity” (Nation 

320). Although there is never any final arrival of a “new South” or a “new Russia,” it is 

just such a creative refashioning of regional/national and even global culture that each of 

these authors undertakes. Through their literary creations, these six authors reinvent their 

homelands as places where solidarity and survival are possible. Moving away from but 

never forgetting the complicated histories of these regions, they imagine a future that is 

local and global, incorporating the voices and stories of all inhabitants, however 

marginalized, as well as the voices of other nations and regions. My consideration of 

these particular texts, therefore, complicates all understandings of literary nationalism 

and regionalism by challenging monologic readings that either demonize or valorize 

these and other hybrid “cousins.” Along with the six authors considered here, I advocate 
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instead for a dialogic identity that is ever-evolving as it seeks to broaden its scope 

regarding who or what gets to “belong” in Russia and the U.S. South. 
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Chapter 1:  Dirty Little Secrets in Andrei Platonov’s Happy Moscow and 
William Faulkner’s Sanctuary5 

 
I am convinced that the heirs to Dostoevsky, Gogol, Tolstoy are still writing the good 

books. They are hidden in out-houses, under floors, in Russia, because they don’t dare let 
the government find them. That some day they will appear, and those people are the ones 
who insist on being individualists even in a totalitarian condition like Russia. I think that 

no condition, no government can destroy the will among a few to be individualists. 
-William Faulkner, 1957 

 

William Faulkner was an American southerner unquestionably influenced by 

Russian literature. He publicly acknowledged his debt to writers such as Gogol, 

Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Chekhov.6 And, as the above epigraph shows, he 

wholeheartedly believed that the “heirs” to these nineteenth-century writers were still 

producing, even if not publishing, great literature under the totalitarian Soviet regime. 

Andrei Platonov, Faulkner’s Russian contemporary, was one such heir, and though 

Faulkner likely did not know his writing, the work of these two writers overlaps in 

important ways. Both Platonov and Faulkner resisted settling comfortably into the 

identities laid out for them as citizens and writers of Soviet Russia and the U.S. South, 

respectively – identities which, to their minds, restricted their individual freedom. “If I 

ever become a preacher,” declared Faulkner, “it will be to preach against man, individual 

man, relinquishing into groups, any group. I’m against belonging to anything” (Faulkner 

in the University 269). Platonov expressed a similar preference for independence when 

asked which literary movement he belonged to; he answered, “None, I have my own” 

(Никаким, имею свое, qtd. in Katharine Holt 60). 

                                                
5 A portion of this chapter was previously published as “Faulkner’s Dirty Little Secret: I am Temple 
Drake” in The Faulkner Journal 27.2 (2013): 3-22. 
6 See Faulkner 1959, 50 and 69.  
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This chapter examines two novels written contemporaneously: Andrei Platonov’s 

Happy Moscow (Счастливая Москва, 1933-1936) and William Faulkner’s Sanctuary 

(1929-1931). Both novels were written against the backdrop of increasing 

industrialization and modernization, which both authors welcomed and to some extent 

promoted. Yet, as these two particular texts reveal, these massive cultural shifts produced 

an undeniable atmosphere of anxiety regarding what might be lost in such a decisive 

transition to the future. Faulkner’s novel, which he notoriously claimed was written 

solely for profit, highlights this anxiety by imagining modernity as criminalization come 

South, while Platonov’s novel contemplates the potentially disastrous consequences of a 

near-future arrival of socialism to Moscow. Through a similar portrayal of the porousness 

and fragility of the human body, particularly the female body, these authors examine on a 

broad scale the breakdown of the boundaries that determine personal and communal 

identity, confounding both the efficient modernism and the idyllic agrarianism of Soviet 

Russia and post-Reconstruction U.S. South.  

For these writers, the female body is conflated with the body of their work and the 

body of their respective communities. Even as Platonov posits the female body as a site 

of resistance to modernization, therefore, he simultaneously overturns the traditional 

Russian “Myth of the Eternal Feminine.” Faulkner, too, uses his portrayal of the female 

body to disrupt both the traditional understanding of “pure southern womanhood” and the 

opposing threat of the ostensibly northern “New Woman.” Through their female 

protagonists, these authors plead instead for a more flexible, hybrid understanding of 

identity that accounts for the multivalence of their complex homelands – bleak as it may 

be.  

Platonov and Faulkner’s refusal to yield to the opposing accounts of their regions 

and unwillingness to offer an easily defined identity carries relevance for all other 
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projects of national or regional identity formation. By utilizing the female body as 

metaphor,7 the two writers implicate each and every reader in their deconstructionist 

project. Yet what these authors have at stake more closely resembles a postcolonial 

accounting for self-determination rather than a Derridean exercise in deconstruction. It 

brings to mind Homi Bhabha’s description of the writing of identity: “Each time the 

encounter with identity occurs at the point at which something exceeds the frame of the 

image, it eludes the eye, evacuates the self as site of identity and autonomy and – most 

important – leaves a resistant trace, a stain of the subject, a sign of resistance” (Location 

71). Platonov’s and Faulkner’s characters, most of whom can be described as 

“exceed[ing] the frame of the image” either by greatly exaggerating or greatly 

diminishing their regionally determined identities, perform such Bhabhaian resistance. 

Rather than describe a loss of identity altogether, these authors articulate a more nuanced, 

inclusive one which resists, à la Bhabha, any outwardly-imposed definition, reading lack 

as possibility and marginalization as power. By privileging the female body, whose 

gender marks it as always already marginalized and powerless, these writers reveal the 

impossibility of expunging any one particular narrative from a person’s or a region’s 

identity – no matter how undesirable. 

On the occasion of accepting the 1949 Nobel Prize in Literature, Faulkner 

directed his audience’s attention to just such an undesirable and bleak event: his 

country’s still-recent deployment of the atomic bomb in World War II. Though Faulkner 

in his speech advocates no such erasure of historical memory, he urges his audience to 

turn away from the very physical fear inherent in the ever-present question, “When will I 

                                                
7 This practice of “the gendering of a nation or a nation-like collectivity as female has a long history,” as 
Kuzmic and others demonstrate (1). 
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be blown up?” and turn instead to “the old verities and truths of the heart.”8 Physical 

annihilation alone, he suggests, is not a topic worthy of literature since it fails to account 

for the “love and honor and pity and pride and compassion and sacrifice” that spring from 

the human spirit, and Faulkner chides young writers for writing now “not of the heart but 

of the glands.”9 Such a dichotomy between spiritual and physical concerns, Faulkner 

argues, is illusory. To isolate the problem of physical death is to disregard the interaction 

of the body and the spirit and so to forgo a weightier evaluation of mankind. Questions of 

the body cannot be separated from questions of the spirit, as Faulkner proves by imbuing 

his own language with metaphors of the human body: sweat, bones, and scars.  

This same speech offers further introduction to this chapter by calling attention to 

Faulkner’s increasing engagement with questions of global politics. “Faulkner reluctantly 

edged into the public debate, obliged in part by a sense of civic duty expected with the 

world attention of the Nobel award, and compelled by the horror of Southern 

bloodletting,” explains John T. Matthews.10 Though not a politician, Faulkner traveled 

throughout Europe and Asia in 1955 as a cultural representative of the U.S. State 

Department. His severe rejection of communism did not keep Faulkner from likewise 

criticizing the problems he saw within his own country; nor did it lead Faulkner to reject 

outright the accomplishments of those artists and writers living in communist countries. 

Andrei Platonov was certainly the type of writer Faulkner had in mind when he praised 

the “individualists” who managed to write under totalitarian regimes.11 Indeed, Platonov 

continually affirms in his writing the potential of mankind to, in Faulkner's words, 

                                                
8 “William Faulkner – Banquet Speech”. Nobelprize.org. 27 Feb. 2013 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1949/faulkner-speech.html 
9 Ibid. 
10 For an overview of this southern obsession with bloodletting, see Watson, 156. 
11 Epigraph. 
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“endure and prevail.”12 And Platonov, like Faulkner, turns to the evidence of man's 

mortality – his bones and scars and sweat and tears – in order to demonstrate mankind's 

immortality.  

In 1933, the journal Literaturnaya gazeta announced a literary competition in 

Moscow entitled “Proletarian Moscow awaits its artist”; writers were instructed to 

“portray the transformation of the ancient Russian city into the model hub of socialist 

humanity” (Livers, Constructing 47).13 Platonov, though an early supporter of the 

Soviets, had garnered the disfavor of the official literary establishment for writing too 

candidly about the difficulties of the Soviet project during the 1920s, leading to a 

publication ban of his writings in the Soviet Union between 1931 and 1934 (Seifrid 11; 

Livers, Constructing 13). Despite the ban, Platonov began work on Happy Moscow in 

1933 in response to the competition. Rather than develop a model of an idealized, 

homogenous, and fictional Moscow, as the competition organizers desired, Platonov 

sought to portray what he saw as the true, heterogeneous Moscow. His version of the city 

resists the Soviets’ attempts at modernization even as it simultaneously resists the prior 

identity imposed on it by the nation’s tsarist past. Such a dual disruption of national 

narratives reflects Platonov’s own anxieties about the discontinuities and inequalities of 

the Soviet public image, which he seeks to subvert from within. His female protagonist, 

who shares her name with the city she inhabits, becomes the vehicle through which 

Platonov seeks to account for the polyphony of his personal and national identity.14 

                                                
12 “William Faulkner – Banquet Speech”. Nobelprize.org. 27 Feb. 2013 
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/literature/laureates/1949/faulkner-speech.html 
13 See also Chandler, “Around Happy Moscow” 120. 
14 Goscilo and Lanoux rightly acknowledge that “no single narrative can pretend to grapple adequately with 
all the ambiguities, paradoxes, vicissitudes, and silences that characterized the seventy-plus years of Soviet 
rule in order to tell ‘the whole story’ of a national identity crisis after the October Revolution” (8). While I 
agree with their sentiment, I argue that Russia’s national identity has been in crisis long before and long 
after Soviet rule. 
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The bodies in Faulkner's Sanctuary, like those in Platonov’s Happy Moscow, 

mediate between purity and putrefaction, efficiency and excrement. And this novel, too, 

was written in response to a challenge of sorts, one that the author posed for himself: as 

Faulkner describes it in his 1932 preface to a reprint of Sanctuary, the novel was 

"deliberately conceived to make money." Frustrated with writing great literature that 

failed commercially, Faulkner claims that he sought to exploit the reading public's desires 

for titillation by offering them a sordid account of Mississippi debutante Temple Drake's 

kidnap and rape at the hands of a Memphis gangster, Popeye. At the same time, Faulkner 

consciously responds to southern Agrarians’ concerns regarding the identity of southern 

intellectuals by revealing in his novel both the internal and external crises threatening the 

South. Bodily waste, or secretions, illustrates the corruption, imbecility, cowardice, or 

egotism that prevent Faulkner’s characters from adhering to the conformity and 

efficiency required by the encroaching industrialism and prohibit them from performing 

their duties as chivalrous gentlemen or Southern belles. Faulkner complicates the 

symbols of his region, illustrating through the bodies of his characters his own complex 

position between the northern industrial modernists and the southern agrarian 

provincialists. 

Platonov and Faulkner had more in common than it might initially appear. 

Platonov was born in 1899, Faulkner in 1897; both writers were the eldest sons of 

provincial railroad workers. Although neither Platonov nor Faulkner completed his 

formal education, there is evidence that their families exposed them to classical literature 

from their youth,15 and both Platonov and Faulkner began writing poetry while still in 
                                                
15 According to Soviet biographer V.A. Chlamaev, Platonov “completed parochial school, a few grades of 
the local town school, and, just after the Civil War ended, a railway polytechnic institute” (qtd. in Seifrid 
5). Of Platonov’s family’s interest in literary affairs Seifrid contends, “despite its straitened circumstances 
the family appears to have cultivated an interest in books” (4). On Faulkner’s early exposure to literature, 
see Blotner, who suggests, “Maud took strength and pleasure from her church, but even more pleasure from 
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school. Even once they decided to pursue writing professionally, Platonov and Faulkner 

continued to work for many years at menial jobs, neither one able to make enough money 

as a writer to support himself. Both writers were young men when World War I broke 

out, though neither man fought for his country. Beyond these biographical coincidences, 

a comparison of the authors’ works reveals an affinity between their understandings of 

communal identity. In Happy Moscow and Sanctuary, Platonov and Faulkner, 

respectively, turn to the female body not only because it is an ancient sacred symbol co-

opted and re-imagined by modernists, but because it is an ideal representation of the 

porousness and paradox of their national/regional identities.16 Although past critics have 

already examined the role of the female body in the work of one or the other of these two 

writers,17 putting Platonov’s and Faulkner’s work in conversation with one another 

illuminates the radical personal and national costs of the modern utopian project. These 

authors’ identification with their female protagonists allows them to offer alternative, 

revolutionary claims about the identities of their nation and region.  

  

                                                                                                                                            
her books. She read Shakespeare and Balzac, Conrad, and other fiction writers of the day, and like her 
mother-in-law, she greatly admired Tennyson and Browning. As her children came of age she encouraged 
them to read, drawing upon the large library of the Young Colonel as well as the books she had 
accumulated over the years” (16). 
16 Livers argues, “for the mature Platonov it is precisely woman who embodies the peculiar coupling of raw 
physicality and spiritual transcendence that constitutes the central paradox of the human condition. An ideal 
embodiment of Bakhtinian dialogue, she is both filth and cleanliness, high and low, self and other” 
(Constructing 14). 
17 For example, see Bullock; Clarke; Gwin; and Livers, Constructing. 
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PLATONOV’S DIRTY LITTLE SECRET: THE “SECOND MEANING” OF HAPPY MOSCOW 

 

In Happy Moscow, Platonov creates a protagonist who seems on the surface to be 

his opposite: Moscow Chestnova appears as the embodiment of a Soviet “New Woman” 

who heroically serves the state in a variety of ideologically-imbued tasks, first as a 

parachutist and finally as a builder of the Moscow metro. Rather than revealing Moscow 

Chestnova’s assumption of these roles to be a performance, however, Platonov instead 

points readers to the fundamentally constructed nature of such roles themselves. Moscow 

Chestnova’s employment as a parachutist and a metro worker does not, after all, appear 

to be calculated for any personal gain or loyalty to the state; rather, she takes on these 

roles capriciously, and just as capriciously she gives them up. By the end of the novel, 

Moscow Chestnova has removed herself entirely from the Soviet enterprise, choosing to 

wallow away in filth and obscurity with Komyagin rather than seek out new opportunities 

to serve the state. The story of her life ends abruptly as Platonov turns his final attention 

to the fates of other characters. The haltingly disjointed narrative structure of the novel, 

with its seemingly unrelated characters and events and its open ending, mirrors the fate of 

the protagonist, and Platonov thus links the fate of his heroine to the fate of his novel. 

Seemingly a Socialist Realist novel though not quite, Happy Moscow occupies a similarly 

ambiguous position as its protagonist, and possibly, too, its author. By continually calling 

attention to non-normative and perplexing moments in the narrative, Platonov questions 

the Soviets’ system of logic that leaves no room for such ambiguity, whether in art or 

identity.  

Platonov’s work on Happy Moscow coincided with the official codification of 

Socialist Realism: in 1934, the First All-Union Congress of Soviet Writers convened and 

declared Socialist Realism to be the guiding doctrine of its group, though most critics 
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agree that what came to be known as the core tenets of Socialist Realism had already 

operated as the unofficial standard for Soviet writers for several years.18 According to the 

speeches given at this particular meeting, the official doctrine of Socialist Realism was to 

emphasize the unity among all Soviet writers, the expression of socialism’s successes in 

the Soviet Union, and a focus on the working class and peasantry as the chief heroes of 

literature.19 Further, it was to shape ordinary workers into model Soviet citizens. As one 

of Socialist Realism’s primary supporters, Maxim Gorky, boldly declared to the 

gathering of Soviet writers, “It is one of the most essential duties of literature to develop 

the revolutionary self-consciousness of the proletariat, to foster its love for the home it 

has created, and to defend this home against attack” (Zhdanov et al. 52). Another 

prominent supporter, A.A. Zhdanov, argued that Socialist Realist literature must serve a 

prophetic function, pointing Soviet citizens to the new and better world that socialism 

was sure to inaugurate: “Soviet literature should be able to portray our heroes; it should 

be able to glimpse our tomorrow. This will be no utopian dream, for our tomorrow is 

already being prepared for today by dint of conscious planned work” (Zhdanov et al. 22). 

All the speakers sought to distinguish new Soviet literature from literature of the past, 

which they considered bourgeois, decadent, and Western-influenced. 

These writers and leaders posited the Soviet Union as particularly well placed to 

direct all other nations in reconstituting their literatures to serve such nationalistic and 

revolutionary purposes. For example, Zhdanov proclaimed, “Our literature is the 

youngest of all literatures of all peoples and countries. And at the same time it is the 

richest in ideas, the most advanced and the most revolutionary literature” (17). Gorky 

added that Soviet literature “will teach the masses of the people in all countries how to 

                                                
18 See Katerina Clark. 
19 See Zhdanov et al., 17-21. 
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fight for those aims which human reason, embodied in the aspirations of the international 

proletariat, has set mankind” (Zhdanov et al. 150).20 These Soviet writers viewed their 

country as the natural leader for a new revolutionary world literature, Socialist Realism. 

Yet as is clear, the tenor and content of these speeches reflect a continuation of national 

anxiety about Russia’s place in the world alongside a belief in Russia’s exceptionalism. 

In laying down the tenets for this new literature, the Soviets offered specific authors and 

texts as exemplars of Socialist Realism. Yet Platonov was not one of these writers, and 

Happy Moscow was certainly not one of these texts.21  

Nevertheless, even as Happy Moscow does not hold up as a failed Socialist 

Realist novel, neither can it adequately be categorized as a wholehearted critique of the 

Socialist Realist tradition; rather, it stands somewhere in-between these two camps.22 

Because it was written in response to a competition in which the author was decidedly 

not asked to participate, Platonov’s novel inherently invites questions regarding the 

sincerity of the author’s motives. My reading of Platonov’s work suggests that the 

apparent contradictions in Happy Moscow are deliberate attempts on the part of the 

author to reclaim some element of agency in the development of his art. Moscow 

Chestnova’s shifty character reflects her author’s own ambiguities as he endeavors to 

articulate a polyphonic personal and national identity that stands apart from the one 
                                                
20 See also Karl Radek’s speech in which he declares, “Without any fear of boasting we may say that the 
Soviet literature is now the best literature in the world, for it is the only literature in which great creation 
and great construction are portrayed; it is a literature which provides an answer to the basic questions of 
mankind” (Zhdanov et al. 130). 
21 Platonov had sent the manuscript of an earlier novel, Chevengur, to Gorky, hoping the latter would 
employ his political connections to get the manuscript published. In his response to Platonov’s novel, 
Gorky wrote, “Despite the unquestionable merits of your work, I do not think that they will print it, will 
publish it. Your anarchical disposition, apparently characteristic of the nature of your ‘spirit,’ will prevent 
it.” Letter to Andrei Platonov, 18 September 1929, Gor’kii i sovetskie pisateli. Literaturnoe nasledstvo, 
LXX (Moscow, 1963), 313. My translation. We can imagine that Gorky, had he read Happy Moscow, 
would have responded with a similarly discouraging assessment.   
22 Again, see Chandler, “Around Happy Moscow” 121-22, for a discussion of how Platonov’s novel both 
does and does not fulfill the tenets laid out by Socialist Realism. 
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espoused by the Soviets or their critics. Yet he articulates that more inclusive identity 

from within the very framework that sought to constrain him. 

What is at stake for Platonov, it seems, is a desire to repudiate the dominant 

discourse surrounding his status as a writer. Platonov’s conflicted identity as a Soviet 

writer who cannot be published as such finds expression in his heroine, Moscow 

Chestnova, who is concurrently a Soviet “New Woman” and the denial of such a figure. 

Platonov’s novel, therefore, seeks to access some measure of identity that stands beyond 

that of the dominant symbolic order. As Keith Livers explains, “Indeed, the 

archaic/maternal nature of the authority that one encounters in pressing beyond the 

paternal Name or Logos has always been known to great writers, from Gustave Flaubert’s 

‘I am Madame Bovary’ to James Joyce’s Molly and – I would add – Platonov’s Moscow 

Chestnova” (Constructing 60). Platonov uses Moscow Chestnova to deconstruct the 

“paternal Name or Logos” of the Soviet enterprise in order to access a more nuanced and 

full picture of Russian identity. 

In examining Happy Moscow, I use Platonov’s own reading techniques to 

approach his novel: in a 1937 article entitled, “Pushkin – Our Comrade,” Platonov writes,  

And Pushkin resolved the true themes of ‘The Bronze Horseman’ […] not by 
means of logic or plot but by means of ‘a second meaning,’ where resolution is 
achieved not through the action of the poem’s characters but through the poem’s 
entire music and organization – through the supplementary power that creates in 
the reader something extra – the image of the author as the work’s main hero. 
(qtd. in Chandler, “Introduction” 4)  

Indeed, it is not a stretch to see that the “entire music and organization” of Happy 

Moscow does in fact point to just such a “something extra”: Platonov, not Moscow 

Chestnova, is the novel’s “main hero,” since he is himself “the in-between, the 
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ambiguous, the composite” figure that disrupts the “borders, positions, rules” of 

monologic artistic production and Soviet national identity.23 

Happy Moscow, of course, tells the story of a young orphan, Moscow Ivanovna 

Chestnova, who is educated (and even named!) by the state. After serving the state in a 

variety of highly ideological positions, Moscow Chestnova loses her leg in an accident 

and finds that there is no longer a place for her in the Soviet apparatus. She moves in with 

the filthy and unambitious Komyagin, who renames her “Musya.” The last glimpse we 

have of Moscow Chestnova comes several pages before the end of the novel, and our 

final attention is turned toward another character who has also suffered a disability – 

blindness – because of his state service, and who has also been renamed: Sartorius-

Grunyakhin. The novel, ostensibly, is left unfinished. 

Recent scholarship24 has focused on the interplay of opposites in the novel: the 

filthy and the beautiful, impure and pure, dark and light, low and high, or what one critic 

lyrically terms “scatology and eschatology” (Livers, “Scatology”). Platonov’s characters 

are read as allegorical figures, symbolizing the country’s successes and failures in the 

transition to socialism. Yet the secretions and waste products of their bodies critics have 

approached as representations of a positive resistance to the Soviet enterprise rather than 

as affirmation of corruption and the need for reform present in the pre-socialized Russian 

citizens.25 For example, Eric Naiman argues that Platonov uses “human waste as a 

touchstone of reality, as a means for exposing the operations of ideological language”; for 
                                                
23 To this end I draw on, though ultimately disagree with, Clint Walker’s assertion that in Happy Moscow, 
Platonov “sets up Pushkin as the clear alternative to ‘Father Stalin’ as a desirable ‘transformer’ of the 
national soul” (285). It is my contention, rather, that Platonov establishes himself, and other “heirs to 
Pushkin,” as the alternative. 
24 Almost all scholarship on Happy Moscow is recent, relatively speaking, since the novel was first 
published in the Soviet Union only in 1991. For a succinct overview of recent scholarship, see Dhooge and 
Langerak. 
25 See, for example, Livers, “Scatology” and Naiman, “Communism.” Soviet readers, had there been any, 
would certainly have taken a different view. 
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Platonov, Naiman suggests, feces serve “as a counterweight to ‘finalized’ language and 

as an equivalent for his own” (“Communism” 104). To be sure, human waste in 

Platonov’s novel reveals that the perfected Soviet man cannot be thought of as a fait 

accompli to be witnessed in one’s own lifetime, nor simply a decisive break with the 

tsarist past; a more true understanding of Soviet identity instead must account for all that 

we might rather leave out or push beyond the pale. To this end critics have rightly noted 

that Platonov’s portrait of Moscow reveals rather than hides the city’s dirty secrets.26 This 

critical approach to shit inherently questions the authority of Soviet identity as it is 

represented in less “filthy” Socialist Realist novels.  

Further, this constructive approach to human waste exposes the unsettling 

implications of such utopian projects as the literary competition that prompted Platonov 

to begin work on Happy Moscow. After all, in the glittering portraits of the city of 

Moscow called for by the literary competition, there was certainly no room for disease 

and decay, but only for portrayals of the city as the “model capital” (“образцовая 

столица”) of the Soviet Union; the newspapers echoed the competition’s invitation: 

“Let’s write books about the glorious pupils of the heroic Komsomol – the builders of 

socialism” (“Напишем книги о славных питомцах героического комсомола – 

строителях социализма”).27 Michel de Certeau argues that the administration of a 

utopian city includes, among other processes, the “rejection of everything that is not 

capable of being dealt with […] and so constitutes the ‘waste products’ of a functionalist 

administration (abnormality, deviance, illness, death, etc.)” (94). Even as purveyors of 

the utopian city attempt to set up boundaries to exclude such “waste products,” however, 

                                                
26 Naiman demonstrates how Platonov plays with the Russian word “секреты” (“secrets”), which can 
mean either “secrets” or “secretions.” The same ambiguity exists in English, of course. See Naiman, 
“Communism” 105. 
27 Qtd. in Korneinko, 586. My translations. 
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this detritus necessarily infiltrates and proliferates within the city. Regarding such an 

inevitability, de Certeau offers what he suggests is a “pathway” that can be read “as a 

consequence, but also as the reciprocal, of Foucault’s analysis of the structures of 

power”: tracing the waste, or those practices that do not fit into the utopian vision of a 

city’s progress, he finds that these deviances, 

far from being regulated or eliminated by panoptic administration, have […] 
developed and insinuated themselves into the networks of surveillance, and 
combined in accord with unreadable but stable tactics to the point of constituting 
everyday regulations and surreptitious creativities that are merely concealed by 
the frantic mechanism and discourses of the observational organization. (96) 

In the very act of writing his novel, therefore, Platonov practices such 

“surreptitious creativity” – what Deleuze and Guattari call “minor literature” and what 

Bhabha calls “minority discourse” – by not offering a glowing portrait of the city of 

Moscow, that “consummate symbol of the Stalinist paradise” (Naiman, “Introduction” 

xix). What we find in Happy Moscow instead is a fragmented account of the life, work, 

and relationships of Moscow Chestnova that reveals the city she inhabits only as an 

afterthought and never in a particularly positive manner. In each new episode marking the 

forward trajectory of her life, moreover, it is the “‘waste products’ of a functionalist 

administration (abnormality, deviance, illness, death, etc.)” which, having deeply 

embedded themselves into the narrative, Platonov presents in a positive light. 

That waste is celebrated in the novel is obvious. In one oft-quoted scene, Moscow 

Chestnova is walking in the outskirts of the city with Sartorius.28 She takes off her shoes 

and hands them to Sartorius to carry, and he promptly sniffs and then licks the shoes. 

Platonov writes that “now neither Moscow Chestnova herself, nor anything about her, 

however unclean, could have evoked the least squeamishness in Sartorius, and he could 
                                                
28 Sartoris, of course, is the name of Faulkner’s 1929 novel, later published in its longer version as Flags in 
the Dust. It is the first of Faulkner’s Yoknapatawpha novels. 
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have looked at waste products from her with extreme curiosity, since they too would not 

long ago have formed part of a splendid person” (теперь Москва Честнова и все, что 

касалось ее, даже самое нечистое, не вызывало в Сарториусе никакой брезгливости, 

и на отходы из неё он мог бы глядеть с крайним любопытством, потому что отходы 

тоже недавно составляли часть прекрасного человека, 48/44).29 Naiman offers a 

potential explanation for such a bizarre image: “Unwilling to exclude, Platonov keeps 

returning to things which have been left out, to the remnants and wastes produced by the 

demand for philosophical coherence” (“Communism” 99). Though Platonov, like the 

Soviets, longed for the improvement of mankind and the built environment in which he 

lived, he was unwilling to agree that this reconstruction should happen at the expense of 

those persons who physically or ideologically did not conform to the Soviet ideal. 

Platonov invites readers, therefore, to examine the images of waste in his novel with the 

same curiosity and care Sartorius here expresses, since these images of waste will 

necessarily reveal what the symbolic order has “permanently thrust aside in order to 

live”: that is, waste like Platonov himself, and others like him (Kristeva 3). Sartorius thus 

embodies Platonov’s “ideal reader”; through him, Platonov defamiliarizes readers’ 

expectations of “clean and proper” Socialist Realist literature by inviting readers to 

consider exactly that which, according to the tenets of Socialist Realism, should be 

excluded from consideration.30 Platonov therefore invites his readers to follow Sartorius 

in celebrating vomit or any other bodily excretion that undermines the closed Soviet 

body. 
                                                
29 Robert and Elizabeth Chandler’s 2012 English translation, when used, is listed before the Russian 
citation; where only the Russian citation is listed, translations are my own. All original Russian quotations 
are from Strana Filosofov, 3 (Moscow: IMLI, 1999). 
30 For example, see Gorky, who castigates Dostoevsky for seeking truth “in the brute and animal instincts 
of man, and found it not to repudiate, but to justify”; see also Karl Radek, who criticizes Joyce’s work for 
similar reasons, writing, “A heap of dung, crawling with worms, photographed by a cinema apparatus 
through a microscope – such is Joyce’s work” (Zhdanov et al. 46, 153). 
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Platonov follows the expectations of his literary context by introducing into his 

novel ideologically correct characters and places. Indeed, here we find the requisite 

factories, communal kitchens, and public dance halls; the collective efforts at building 

socialism through advancements in air and space technology and the building of the 

Moscow metro; the “new” men and women of the future and the proletarian heroes of the 

revolution; and the new socialist family which has replaced traditional nuclear families. 

Yet these buildings, bodies and institutions are somehow not quite right, and Platonov 

challenges the idyllic representations of his homeland by undercutting its most treasured 

symbols. Platonov’s symbolic characters and places cannot be contained by the ideology 

they purportedly represent – they are either too compressed or stretched too far beyond 

what they are supposed to symbolize.31 Platonov, therefore, performs a Bhabhaian 

resistance to Soviet articulations of identity.  

The symbolic status of Moscow Chestnova, who shares her name with the city she 

inhabits, is a case in point. De Certeau writes that the city, “like a proper name, thus 

provides a way of conceiving and constructing space on the basis of a finite number of 

stable, isolatable, and interconnected properties” (94). We see that Moscow Chestnova’s 

name, which she receives in the children’s home where she goes to live after her father 

dies, bears out this very conception: Platonov writes that though Moscow “thought her 

father had called her Olya” ([Ей] казалось, что отец звал ее Олей), she cannot be sure, 

“so she had been given a first name in honor of Moscow; a patronymic in memory of 

Ivan, an ordinary Red Army soldier who had fallen in battle; and a surname in 

recognition of the honesty of her heart” (Ей тогда дали имя в честь Москвы, отчество в 

память Ивана – обыкновенного русского красноармейца, павшего в боях, - и 
                                                
31 See Naiman, “Communism”: “We know from Valerii Viugin that Platonov’s process of composition was 
often one of сокращение or compression, but ironically the resulting density conveys the feeling that too 
much as been left in” (96). 
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фамилию в знак честности ее сердца 8/9-10).32 Thus Moscow Chestnova, a “daughter 

of the Revolution” (дочь революции), is given a highly ideological name that is meant to 

structure her identity “on the basis of a finite number of stable, isolatable, and 

interconnected properties” of Soviet utopianism (Platonov 9/10). Like the abandoned 

children (беспризорники) of the 1920s who “had no family ties, and quite often they 

even had no knowledge of their heritage,” Moscow Chestnova is a “tabula rasa on which 

the Soviet government could write its glorious and happy future” (Balina 103). Indeed, 

upon completing her state-funded education, Moscow Chestnova takes up employment 

serving the state in various utopic social projects within the city of Moscow, and it seems 

that she is exactly the “New Woman” so revered by the Soviets.  

Moscow Chestnova therefore seemingly enters the Soviet symbolic order when 

she is named in the orphanage, since naming, according to Kristeva, distinguishes 

between all oppositions, thus clearly demarcating the boundaries of a person’s identity 

(252). Yet Moscow persists in her identification not as a “daughter of the Revolution,” 

but as an orphan: when she is chastised for trying to run away from the state-run 

orphanage back into the unreconstructed “void” (пустота, Platonov 9) of her early 

childhood, Moscow yells,  “I’m not a daughter, I’m an orphan!” (Я не дочь, я сирота!; 

Platonov 9/10). Although her status as an orphan would seem to mark her as a blank slate 

upon which the Soviets could project their fast-approaching radiant future, she rejects this 

attempt at Soviet acculturation. Although she is an orphan, she refuses to be remade in 

the image of the collective Utopia that has attempted to replace her identity as the 

daughter of a pre-revolutionary traditional family (“Olya”) with a new identity that 

reproduces the family pattern in a Soviet vein (“daughter of the Revolution”).33 Here 
                                                
32 “Chestno,” of course, means “honest” in Russian. 
33 See Balina and Dobrenko, who describe how “the stories about reformed vagrants usually conclude in a 
complete ‘family-like’ vein: the authors either allow their heroes to find their lost parents or else offer them 
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Platonov reveals that identity for Moscow Chestnova rests not on language/naming or on 

the repression of the mother or murder of the father, but on her reappropriation and self-

articulation of orphanhood as resistance.  

Further, Moscow Chestnova reinscribes all such “heroic” roles bestowed upon her 

by the state. Moscow Chestnova follows the script determined for her by the state, 

embodying a multitude of heroic positions thrust upon her by a variety of patriarchal 

authorities. One such position is parachutist, an embodiment of Stalinist culture’s 

Promethean ideal of conquering even the skies and “igniting another sun” (Livers, 

Constructing 53). Graphically demonstrating the extent to which the state has 

appropriated Moscow Chestnova’s body, Platonov describes her final jump in overtly 

sexual language:  

a fierce vortex struck into her from below, as if the earth were the muzzle of a 
mighty blast engine inside which air is compressed to hardness and stands erect, 
like a solid column; Moscow felt she was an empty tube, being blown straight 
through and through, and she kept her mouth constantly open so she would have 
time to breathe out this wild wind piercing point-blank into her.  

Снизу в неё ударил твёрдый вихрь жёсткий вихрь, будто земля была жерлом 
могучей воздуходувки, в которой воздух прессуется до твёрдости и встаёт 
вверх – прочно, как колонна; Москва почувствовала себя трубой, 
продуваемой насквозь, и держала все время рот открытым, чтобы успевать 
выдыхать внизывающийся в неё в упор дикий воздух ветер. (17/17)34 

Moscow Chestnova is thus penetrated and manipulated by the dominant symbolic order 

in a moment of violence that induces a narcissistic crisis. She attempts to separate herself 

from this order by resting in the emptiness through which she floats, “alone and free” 

                                                                                                                                            
new ties that reproduce family relationships” (xix-xx). Because she refuses the new “family relationship” 
designated by the appellation, “daughter of the Revolution,” Moscow Chestnova’s orphanhood is no longer 
the “much-desired raw material” for the Soviet state to reshape, but a significant resistance to Stalinist 
policies (Balina 103). See Schulz for an exploration of “Orphaning as Resistance,” albeit in an American, 
not Soviet, context. 
34 See Clint Walker, 335 n.499 for an exploration of the sexual imagery used here. 
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(одинокая и свободная 17/17).35 As if to confirm her freedom, Moscow Chestnova pulls 

out a cigarette and tries to light it. Immediately the matches explode and the straps of her 

parachute, Platonov writes, “burnt away in less than a moment, immediately turning 

white-hot and scattering into ash” (сгорели в ничтожное мгновение, успев лишь 

накалиться и рассыпаться в прах 17/18). Plummeting towards the earth, she pulls the 

ring of the reserve parachute and induces yet another violent assault on her body: she “let 

out a cry of sudden torment – the opening parachute had jerked her body upward with 

such force that Moscow’s bones suddenly all felt like aching teeth all the way through” 

(закричала от боли/страдания внезапного мучения – раскрывшийся парашют рванул 

ее тело вверх с такой силой, что Москва почувствовала свои кости, как сплошь 

заболевшие зубы 18/18). Moscow Chestnova cannot escape the violence of the state, 

and she emerges from under the parachute into “All-Union celebrity” (всесоюзной 

знаменитостью), a “Celestial Young Communist” (воздушной комсомолки) full of 

“happy young courage” (счастливо[й], молодо[й] мужеств 18/18, 19). Livers argues, 

“As Moscow Chestnova plummets earthward beneath her burning parachute, she 

discovers the similarity of things that only appear to be opposed” (Constructing 48). 

Thus through her attempt at freedom, Moscow Chestnova herself hastens the realization 

of the impossibility of separating herself from the state.  

Although her narcissistic attempt to separate herself from the state fails, it 

succeeds in revealing the naiveté of Stalinism’s Promethean ideals, since it is “none other 

than the ethereal, airborne heroine who experiences the downward pull of gravity” 

(Livers, Constructing 49). Initially appearing as an unproblematic tabula rasa who is 

being molded into a Soviet hero, Moscow Chestnova disrupts that identification by 

                                                
35 This moment of suspension in the “emptiness” recalls Moscow Chestnova’s earlier attempt to flee from 
the state orphanage back into the “emptiness” of her childhood. 
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introducing a deviant “tactic” – here, attempting to light a cigarette mid-jump – that does 

not “cohere with the constructed, written, and prefabricated space through which [it] 

moves” (de Certeau 34).36 As Bhabha would put it, she has “exceed[ed] the frame of the 

image.” She rejects the state’s attempts to mark her as a “daughter of the Revolution” by 

clinging to that very thing, orphanhood, which would allow her to take on such an 

identity. She then submits to the state’s penetration and abuse of her body as a 

parachutist, yet it is the very thing that brings her “All-Union celebrity,” her cigarette, 

which provokes the state to set her free. And finally, when the state attempts to slough 

her off as no longer useful following her accident in the Moscow metro, she verbally 

repeats the state’s new view of her in her treatment of Komyagin, even as she solidifies 

her own worthlessness in the eyes of the state by going to live with Komyagin and 

allowing him to rename her “Musya.” 

Platonov invites his readers to continue to view Moscow Chestnova’s body as 

Sartorius does, even when her body becomes badly injured. Only by sniffing and licking 

her shoes, only by lovingly examining her excrement, only by cradling her shattered, 

filthy, bleeding leg, Platonov suggests, can readers begin to see her as fully a human 

being and not simply as a representation of this or that embodiment of ideal Soviet 

identity. “Defilement is what is jettisoned from the symbolic system,” explains Kristeva; 

“It is what escapes that social rationality, that logical order on which a social aggregate is 

based” (256, Kristeva’s emphasis). Yet Platonov would have us privilege that jettisoned 

                                                
36 De Certeau defines “tactic” as “clever tricks of the ‘weak’ within the order established by the ‘strong,’ 
an art of putting one over on the adversary on his own turf, hunter’s tricks, maneuverable, polymorph 
mobilities, jubilant, poetic, and warlike discoveries” (40). Further, he explains, “The space of a tactic is the 
space of the other. Thus it must play on and with a terrain imposed on it and organized by the law of a 
foreign power. It does not have the means to keep to itself, at a distance, in a position of withdrawal, 
foresight, and self-collection: it is a maneuver ‘within the enemy’s field of vision,’ as von Bülow put it, and 
within enemy territory” (37, de Certeau’s emphasis).  
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defilement over the “social rationality” or “logical order” which excludes those who 

physically or ideologically do not conform. 

Indeed, after she loses her leg, Moscow Chestnova finds that there is no longer 

room for her in the Soviet apparatus; Platonov writes, “before the hospital she had lived 

in Metro Works Hostel number 45, but now the hostel had been moved and Moscow did 

not know where to” (она жила до больницы в сорок пятом общежитии метростроя, а 

теперь то общежитие куда-то перевели, она не знала 85/78). Nor is Moscow 

Chestnova any longer considered beautiful and useful; now she is seen as clumsy and 

worthless. For example, after the old man in the mountains brings his toenail to Moscow 

Chestnova as meager atonement for the leg she has lost, Platonov writes, “Moscow 

frowned, so as to keep her own joy calmly in check, but then turned around to run away, 

and fell, striking the lifeless wood of her leg against the stone of the threshold” (Москва 

нахмурилась, чтоб спокойно сдержать свою радость, а потом повернулась, чтобы 

убежать, и упала, ударившись в камень порога неживым деревом ноги 87/79). 

Disappointed by her ineptitude, the old man immediately abandons her because he “did 

not want to know everything about someone but only what was best” (не хотел знать 

про человека все, а только лучшее 87/79).37 This man is no longer willing to claim 

Moscow Chestnova as his “Russian daughter” (русская дочка 87/79), so when she 

returns to Moscow from the mountains, she keeps her earlier promise to go and live with 

Komyagin now that she is lame.38 

                                                
37 Critics have read this mountain man as a representation of Stalin; see Walker 362 and Chandler, “Notes” 
246 n.69. If this man indeed symbolizes Stalin, then his desire to know “only what was best” offers further 
support for Platonov’s deviance in celebrating waste and inefficiency, or what is worst about someone, in 
his novel.   
38 See Platonov 85/78. 
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When Sartorius visits Moscow Chestnova at Komyagin’s apartment, he overhears 

her conversation with Komyagin during which she calls him “all burned out and 

charred,” “a mere has-been of a man,” “second-class reserve rank and file,” “blind man in 

the nettles,” “reptile,” and “opportunist cheat” (сгорел и обуглился, как бывший 

мужик, рядовой запаса второго разряда, слепой в крапиве, гадость такая, 

авантюрист 91-96/84-87). She begs him to hurry up and die, and she even threatens to 

“stamp [him] out [herself] with [her] wooden leg” (я тебя сейчас деревянной ногой 

растопчу 96/87) if he does not die quickly enough. Although no one in the novel actually 

uses such terms or threats against Moscow Chestnova, readers understand that she is 

acutely aware that she has been abandoned by every one of her former companions 

except Komyagin, all of whom unquestioningly accept the appropriateness of Moscow 

Chestnova’s new name, Musya, with its clear connotations of garbage.39 Even Sartorius, 

who chastises Sambikin for leaving Moscow Chestnova “lame and alone” (хромую и 

одну 90/82), in turn abandons her “without farewell” (без прощанья 101/91) in order 

that he might “become like the city of Moscow” (стану как город Москва 100/91). As a 

cripple, it is no longer possible for Moscow Chestnova to be a “daughter of the 

Revolution”; now she is simply more rubbish to be swept aside, and it is only fitting that 

in the final glimpse readers have of her, we witness her verbal abuse of the filthy, 

impoverished Komyagin. 

The trajectory of Moscow Chestnova’s life is one that moves increasingly 

downward until she lands finally in Komyagin’s hovel. If we allow ourselves to read the 

novel as a pseudo-autobiography, we see that Platonov’s life follows a similar path. Born 

in rural Voronezh and educated as an electrical engineer, Platonov moved to Moscow 
                                                
39 See Livers, who notes the correlation between “Musya” and “мусор” (“garbage”): “And after her 
accident in the bowels of the Moscow metro, Moscow Chestnova becomes simply ‘Musia,’ a name that 
cements the heroine’s association (in the second half of the work) with filth and waste” (Constructing 54).  
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only in 1926, very much a proletarian worker and writer, ripe to become a new Soviet 

hero. Though he initially supported the Bolsheviks, Platonov refused to align himself 

fully with any particular ideology, preferring instead to remain free.40 Caught between the 

elite world of literature and the working-class realm of building socialism, Platonov was 

continually plagued by a dual desire for his country’s improvement and realization of the 

impossibility of ever accomplishing such improvement fully. Though Platonov longed to 

devote himself to writing as a social profession in the same way he earlier devoted 

himself to governmental land reclamation efforts, he began to recognize that his “true” 

self was at odds with the Socialist Realist art demanded by Moscow. Thomas Seifrid 

argues, “From this origin on the ‘margin’ between two worlds – rural and industrial, old 

and new, natural and man-made, traditional and revolutionary – derive many of the 

contradictions that characterize this writer and his works, and Platonov himself often self-

consciously drew attention to the duality of his background” (3). Indeed, this 

schizophrenia leaks into his writing, as we have already seen through a cursory glance at 

Moscow Chestnova, leading to Platonov’s appropriation by critics into a variety of 

contradictory camps. The hybridity of his characters, particularly Moscow Chestnova, 

becomes a way for Platonov to validate his own hybridity, his own contradictions. It is 

my contention, further, that this tendency towards hybridity was not new to Platonov, but 

in fact has existed since the inception of a national literature in Russia. Platonov’s 

ambivalence places him squarely within the tradition of Gogol, Dostoevsky, and other 

literary predecessors whose ideology and fiction did not fit easily into one single critical 

category.  

                                                
40 See the introduction to this chapter. 
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Moscow Chestnova’s ambiguity, therefore, points to a concern even beyond the 

diachronic pre-revolutionary/post-revolutionary divide in Russia’s national identity. 

Indeed, her character reveals Russian writers’ continuing anxiety regarding their 

country’s belatedness to world literature and outsider status with regard to the cultural 

wealth of Europe. Platonov, like so many of his literary predecessors, seeks to reinterpret 

his country’s perceived cultural lack as “potential” or “mystery.” Indeed, the ending of 

his novel reveals that all of his characters, not just Moscow Chestnova, seek to erase their 

ideologically-correct identities so that maybe, just maybe they can move toward 

something better. Yet the novel is unfinished, perhaps fittingly so. In the end, Platonov 

refuses to articulate what that “something better” might be.  

Following Sartorius as he leaves Moscow Chestnova for the last time in 

Komyagin’s apartment, Platonov describes how this character progressively loses his 

eyesight. Like Moscow Chestnova, Sartorius is prompted by his new disability to 

abandon his former life of service to the state and seek out an alternate identity. In his 

blindness he, too, has become “мусор” to be swept aside, and he, too, voluntarily 

dissolves his former identity: he trades in his passport for a new one which formerly 

belonged to Ivan Stepanovich Grunyakhin, an unknown man with little education. This 

transaction occurs in a filthy marketplace where, among the second-hand clothes of the 

recently deceased, portraits of dead historical figures are also for sale. Sartorius-

Grunyakhin looks at these portraits and thinks to himself that “their gravestones were 

now being used for the pavements of new cities” (теперь их намогильными камнями 

вымостили тротуары новых городов 106/96). Such a palimpsestic use of gravestones, 

the very representation of death, indicates that far from separating itself from what 

Kristeva calls the “danger of identity that comes from without” in the form of “excrement 

and its equivalents (decay, infection, disease, corpse, etc.),” the new Soviet city, in 
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Platonov’s formulation, has woven that danger into the very fabric of its being (Kristeva 

260). Likewise does Platonov posit, against Stalinism, a Moscow and indeed a Russia 

that incorporates all of humanity, wasteful and obsolete though it may be, into its plans 

for future technological improvement. 

Unwilling to accept any totalizing definition of selfhood, Platonov paradoxically 

combines efficiency and inefficiency, cleanliness and filth, perfection and imperfection in 

his characters in a way that denies the validity of the Soviet project even as it affirms the 

human dignity of those outside the Soviets’ definition of a clean and proper self. Platonov 

therefore was able to look beyond the boundaries erected by Stalinism to reveal in his 

fiction the discontinuities and inequalities of the Soviet public image. Instead of 

portraying the city of Moscow as the center of smiling socialism, Platonov chose in his 

novel to highlight the filth and inefficiencies of humanity as a middle ground, or an in-

between space, where binaries are broken down or inverted, thus subverting the Soviet 

system from within.  

Moscow Chestnova’s expansive, filthy, broken body, for one, reveals the 

instability of the utopian dreams of rebuilding Moscow, and through her, Platonov posits 

“the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” as the ideal. Her body becomes the 

consummate representation of the porousness and paradox of Russia’s complex national 

identity; she is, after all, “the ideal centre which the entire nation strives to penetrate” 

(Naiman, “Introduction” xxii-xxiii). Far from offering a dismal view of mankind, 

therefore, Happy Moscow seeks to account for the multivalence of a complex nation by 

privileging filth and illustrating the impossibility of expunging any one particular 

narrative from a person’s or nation’s identity, no matter how undesirable.  
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FAULKNER’S DIRTY LITTLE SECRET: I AM TEMPLE DRAKE 

 

Like Happy Moscow, Faulkner’s Sanctuary addresses complex questions of art, 

national identity, and gender. Temple Drake, the female protagonist of Faulkner’s 

Sanctuary, both suffers and perpetuates violence. Kidnapped and brutally raped by a 

Memphis gangster, Temple is eventually found in a brothel and returned to her father’s 

care. Her perjury at the ensuing trial leads to a false conviction for Lee Goodwin, 

although the crime’s true perpetrator, Popeye, receives a form of poetic justice when he is 

later hanged for a crime he did not commit. Temple’s fabricated account of her rape 

marks her as an author in her own right, allowing her to stand in for her creator in the 

novel. Refusing to tell the “true” story of her victimization, she simultaneously embodies 

and disrupts stereotypical accounts of southern womanhood. That is, she reveals her 

vulnerability and need for protection even as she actively participates in determining her 

own fate. Faulkner, for his part, embodies and disrupts stereotypical accounts of southern 

art as defined by his literary contemporaries, the Agrarians. Thus both Temple Drake and 

Faulkner intentionally perform positions of marginalization so as to challenge the 

dominant systems of power under which they operate.  

Almost all critics have approached this horrific plot as representing some form of 

realism, examining the characters as symbols of the South or tracing Temple Drake’s 

trauma and Horace Benbow’s identification with it as the southern “return of the 

repressed.”41 These and other critics focus their attention on the angular or oozing bodies 

of Faulkner’s characters, suggesting that the secretions of these bodies illustrate nothing 

more than the disease and violence inherent in the corrupt and oft-victimized South.42 

                                                
41 For example, see Tate, Hinrichsen, and Fowler, “Faulkner’s Return.” 
42 For example, see Clarke, Forter, and Bleikasten, “Terror and Nausea.” These critics all argue that the 
only meaning present in Sanctuary is no meaning at all. 
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Such readings, however, fail to ask the question Faulkner himself seems to ask in this and 

other novels: who gets to tell the story of the South? On what authority? And how 

“accurate” must that story – or any story – be in order to be true?43 

My project, then, is to examine how and why Faulkner deliberately identifies 

himself with his female protagonist, thus placing himself in a position of inferiority. By 

attending to Faulkner’s intentionally unstable language, I demonstrate that although he 

shares with his literary contemporaries concerns regarding the modern artist’s contested 

place in the increasingly consumerist American society, Faulkner reaches a dramatically 

different conclusion than that of either his northern or southern counterparts. Indeed, his 

conclusion bears more in common with that of Faulkner’s nineteenth-century French 

predecessor, Gustave Flaubert, whom Faulkner repeatedly invokes in Sanctuary. 

Although Flaubert was certainly not Faulkner’s only literary influence, previous critics 

have noted that the two writers share an aesthetic ideology, thematic interest, and literary 

style.44 For example, André Bleikasten observes, “From Flaubert, probably more than 

from any other writer, Faulkner learned how to raise ‘vulgar subjects’ to art, and in 

Flaubert, too, he discovered the supreme model of total commitment to writing, the writer 

for whom writing had been a matter of life and death” (“Emma Bovary’s Ghost” 52). 

Without repeating Bleikasten’s and others’ comparative work on these two writers, I 

suggest that Faulkner, like Flaubert, demands that his readers identify him with his 

female protagonist. Just as Flaubert famously declared of Emma Bovary, “C’est moi,” so 

can we imagine Faulkner insisting, “I am Temple Drake.” And just as Flaubert employed 

his oft-stereotyped and misunderstood heroine to repudiate the stifling literary 

                                                
43 See Strandberg for a sustained examination of the divide between truth and facts in Faulkner’s fiction. 
Strandberg’s article omits any discussion of Sanctuary except for the brief mention of characters Horace 
Benbow and Lee Goodwin. 
44 For example, see Trouard 107-112. See also Bleikasten, “Emma Bovary’s Ghost” and Yonce. 
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conventions of his time, so does Faulkner wield Temple Drake as a weapon to fend off 

those who would seek to isolate him as either a southern artist or a modernist artist. 

Through Temple Drake, Faulkner disrupts the dominant literary modes that were 

available to him, even as he writes from within those very modes. 

As the author of both his own and his protagonist’s disruptive performances of 

marginalization, Faulkner conditions his readers to react much as Horace Benbow reacts: 

by retching. Indeed, we can imagine Horace responding to Temple Drake’s account of 

her night of terror at the Old Frenchman Place in the words of Kristeva: “‘I’ do not want 

to listen, ‘I’ do not assimilate it, ‘I’ expel it” (3). Like Platonov’s Sartorius, Horace 

Benbow thus represents Faulkner’s “ideal reader.” Yet while Platonov invites his readers 

to celebrate vomit as a refutation of Soviet ideals, Faulkner seeks to induce vomit in his 

readers in order to reveal their prejudices. And this response resembles the very one 

Faulkner’s novel first received.45 Horace cannot assimilate Temple’s story, not because 

he is outraged by the horrific violation of a virginal female, but because he cannot 

comprehend what such a violation represents: a breakdown of the law and order he is 

required by profession to uphold. Likewise, Faulkner’s initial readers could not accept his 

filthy and “cheap” account of the South, not because the content scandalized their 

delicate sensibilities, but because Faulkner’s novel profaned their very idea of what 

southern literature should be like.46 

Kristeva offers a potential explanation for why Temple Drake’s character and 

Faulkner’s novel were so disturbing to readers, arguing, “It is thus not lack of cleanliness 

                                                
45 See Faulkner’s 1932 introduction to Sanctuary, in which the author recounts his publisher’s initial 
reaction to the novel: “Good God, I can’t publish this. We’d both be in jail” (qtd. in Polk, “Editor’s Note” 
323). See also Cowley for an account of the negative critical reaction to Sanctuary that Faulkner’s 
introduction prompted (155-56). 
46 It is likely, after all, that Faulkner modeled Sanctuary on popular fiction of the time. For an account of 
Faulkner’s “hijackings of masculine popular culture,” see Wenska. 
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or health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity, system, order. What does not 

respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” (4). In 

telling her story to Horace before the trial, Temple adopts a multitude of personae that 

vary by age, gender, and race. Faulkner thus disturbs the southern symbolic order in 

which women are pure and men righteous by allowing Temple to become such an 

“ambiguous” and “composite” figure before the eyes of the horrified Horace. Likewise, 

Faulkner’s pecuniary claim and his “cheap” novel do not respect the “borders, positions, 

rules” of southern artistic production set out by the Agrarians, who argued for an innate 

and transcendent southernness that opposed modern, industrial, northern society. 

Published in the same year that Faulkner revised Sanctuary, the southern Agrarian 

manifesto, I’ll Take My Stand, responded to critics of the South such as H.L. Mencken 

who read southerners as hicks incapable of supporting a literature any higher than folk 

art. In this collection of essays, the Agrarians argue that it was, in fact, only in the well-

ordered, fertile, provincial South that art could thrive.47 Yet through Temple Drake, 

Faulkner invites his readers to reexamine the “identity, system, order” that the Agrarians 

insisted exists in the South. Further, Faulkner encourages his readers to imagine him as a 

successful modern artist in the South. His claim in the introduction to Sanctuary’s 1932 

reprint that the novel “was deliberately conceived to make money” intentionally links it 

to the commercialized art the Agrarians so despised (qtd. in Polk, “Editor’s Note” 321-

22). Faulkner himself thus embodies an “ambiguous” and “composite” position, 

simultaneously violating and violated by the “identity, system, order” of the Agrarian 

tradition of literature in the South. 
                                                
47 Compare the Agrarians’ claims regarding southern art to the Soviets’ claims that the Soviet Union was 
the most well-suited place for the existence of “true” art. It is important to remember, of course, the clear 
distinctions between the American Agrarians and the Soviets: the Agrarians praised the U.S. South’s fertile 
land, hierarchical class distinctions, and uncorrupted provinces, while the Soviets praised Russia’s 
industrial strength, equality among all citizens, and growing cities. 
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Just as critics continue to disagree about Platonov’s motives for writing Happy 

Moscow, so do critics ask similar questions about Faulkner’s intentions in Sanctuary. 

Many have rightly recognized, however, that Faulkner’s pecuniary claim regarding 

Sanctuary implies the Janus-face of the novel.48 Indeed, although evidently trying to 

distance himself from his Agrarian intellectual contemporaries by describing his own 

novel in terms of profit-value rather than cultural or artistic value, Faulkner 

simultaneously demonstrates a recognition of and potential participation in the Agrarians’ 

anxieties regarding the increasing commercialization of art and the ever-expanding 

publication industry. Faulkner justifies his financial motives by admitting that he has 

grown frustrated with writing books that no one reads, and he ends by exhorting his 

readers not only to buy his book but to tell their friends to buy the book, too. While many 

critics assume that this exhortation and Faulkner’s desire to delete it from later printings 

of the novel prove that he was at pains to hide his own anxiety about the place of the 

modern artist in the South,49 I argue that Faulkner’s authorial intrusion in the 1932 

introduction as well as within the text of Sanctuary is deliberately intended to reestablish 

the modern, southern artist as an agent of truth rather than simply as a product to be 

consumed. Faulkner’s linguistic playfulness and the intentional paradoxes in Sanctuary, 

such as Temple Drake’s evasions and falsifications, suggest not a breakdown of meaning 

in the South but an attempt to rebuff the monologic readings of this region and its cultural 

products offered by insiders and outsiders alike.50  

                                                
48 See P. Cohen and Trouard, for example. 
49 For example, see Guttman, who argues, “Faulkner’s self-presentation in the preface and the character of 
Popeye the rapist, then, both express the popular writer’s anxiety about economic change through 
paradoxical, racially doubled, and ambivalent images of masculinity” (15-16). 
50 For an insightful, if brief, account of Sanctuary as an exaggerated image of Mississippi meant to 
repudiate Mencken’s disparagement of the South, see Kreyling, “Faulkner.”  
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Indeed, rather than hide its contradictions and inaccuracies, Sanctuary celebrates 

them. Faulkner offers in his novel the indispensable southern plantation homes; the 

conservative politics and religion; the chivalrous gentlemen and decorous belles; the 

nurturing mothers and protective fathers. Yet these buildings, bodies, and institutions, 

like the ones found in Happy Moscow, are either so gaunt and ghostly as to be almost 

nonexistent, or so corpulent and overpowering that they literally spill out of themselves. 

They make “untenable any supremacist, or nationalist claims to cultural mastery, for the 

position of narrative control is neither monocular or monologic” (Bhabha, Nation 301). 

By embodying the South’s conventional symbols in this complex way, Sanctuary resists 

southern identity as formulated by both proponents and critics of the South.  

Temple Drake, whose southern womanhood positions her for many critics as 

representative of the South as a whole, is marked by her gender and victimhood as one of 

the most marginalized and powerless characters in the novel.51 Yet her name complicates 

any reductionary reading of her character: indeed, Temple’s first name is a synonym for 

the title of the novel, suggesting a place of divine worship and protection, while her last 

name evokes that age-old enemy of the divine – a dragon or serpent (OED). Even within 

these two names, the meaning is not clear. “Temple” can be used to describe the sacred 

buildings of pagans, Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, and any number of other ethnic 

religious groups (OED).52 And “drake” evolved from its original association with moral 

evil and danger to refer to a neutrally regarded but distinctly sexed creature: a male duck 

(Karczmarczyck 257; OED). Rather than grant Temple Drake any form of divine agency, 

therefore, the multiple meanings of “temple” destabilize her affiliation with divinity and 
                                                
51 For example, see A. Jones, who argues that “the southern lady is at the core of a region’s self-definition; 
the identity of the South is contingent in part upon the persistence of its tradition of the lady” (Tomorrow 
4). See also Seidel, who suggests, “The belle’s personality traits and the plot or life story an author invents 
are roughly reflective of the author’s attitude toward the South itself” (xiii).  
52 See Jones and Pennick, 20-24 for a discussion of the religious history of the term “temple.” 
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the multiple meanings of “drake” subvert her associations with evil. Furthermore, 

Faulkner undercuts her southern womanhood by directly associating her with a singularly 

male creature.   

By combining seemingly incompatible terms within his heroine’s name, Faulkner 

anticipates the opposing readings that Temple Drake’s character has engendered, even 

among the other characters. For example, moments after the District Attorney labels 

Temple a “ruined, defenseless child” at Lee Goodwin’s trial, men from the crowd outside 

the courthouse call her a “good looker” and “some baby,” and another man indicates that 

the only reason to protect “our girls” is because “[we] might need them ourselves” 

(Sanctuary 288, 294, 298). Thus we see that even as the District Attorney depicts Temple 

as a vulnerable child in need of protection, the very “fathers and husbands” he calls on to 

defend Temple view her as a sexual commodity to whom they will extend that protection 

only so long as they do not need her for their own sexual gratification (Sanctuary 285). 

We know, too, that for as much as the District Attorney and many other characters 

believe that until the moment of her rape Temple is a virgin, Temple has actually entered 

the sexual economy long before she ever arrives at the Old Frenchman Place. After all, 

both Gowan Stevens and Horace Benbow have seen Temple’s name etched into a dirty 

bathroom wall. And when Ruby Lamar, assuming Temple’s virginity and despising her 

for it, recounts for Temple how her own father murdered her boyfriend and then told her, 

“Get down there and sup your dirt, you whore,” Temple answers Ruby, “I have been 

called that” (Sanctuary 34, 172, 58).53 Such moments reveal Faulkner’s deliberate refusal 

to dispel the ambiguities of Temple’s identity. Critics, therefore, have been unable clearly 

                                                
53 See A. Jones, “Like a Virgin.” Jones explores the consequences for our cultural assumptions if Temple, 
in fact, is not a virgin. Although Jones convincingly supports her claim of Temple’s un-virginity with 
textual details such as these from the novel, she admits that Faulkner never explicitly articulates Temple’s 
sexual status and thus readers can never know for sure whether or not Temple was a virgin before her rape. 
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to define Temple, trapping themselves in what Dawn Trouard calls a “false binaryism” 

that cannot account for the complexity of this symbolic female figure (102).54  

Faulkner offers Temple Drake as a symbol of the South as a whole even as he 

defies those who reduce Temple, and therefore the South, to either/or terms. For example, 

although Temple is characterized by the “hot minute seeping of her blood” after her rape, 

evidence of the brutality Popeye has inflicted upon her body, we also imagine this blood 

coursing through her body as the hot blood of lust when she throws herself at Red later in 

the novel (Sanctuary 137, 238). Deborah Clarke makes this difference clear when she 

points out, “The bloody functioning of female sexual organs reveals the reality behind the 

ideal, that the physical, not the linguistic, provides the engendering power, power which 

grows out of female sexuality” (5). Blood here encompasses both the victimhood of 

violence and the agency of desire even as it attempts to distinguish between them. 

Further, any discussion of female blood in the South calls to mind yet another metaphoric 

function: Temple’s pure, white bloodline. Temple’s father is a judge, making Temple 

herself a privileged, well-mannered, well-educated white woman by blood. Clearly 

Temple is no innocent debutante, however. Undoubtedly a victim of sexual violence, she 

is also a desiring female subject whose manifest sexuality stands in stark contrast to the 

trauma she has experienced. Her rape and her sexual agency are not mutually exclusive. 

Thus, Temple Drake, like Faulkner, refuses to be reduced to an easily consumable 

product; she chooses instead to claim power for herself, even if that power takes the form 

of repeating her trauma through the destruction she causes.55  

                                                
54 Trouard argues that so far critics have reduced Temple to “good girl or bad girl; nightmare figure or 
realistic 1920s coed; existence meaningful or not” (102). 
55 A. Jones refuses to see this sexual agency as feminine, claiming “Even Temple’s desire for and behavior 
with Red is, like Joanna’s for Joe Christmas, arguably gender transgressive in its force and aggressivity” 
(“Like a Virgin” 67). Deborah Clarke views Temple’s sexuality as almost dehumanizing, arguing, “What is 
uncovered is not so much women’s hidden strength as men’s weakness and the fragility of patriarchal 
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For example, long after Popeye has installed Temple in Miss Reba’s Memphis 

whorehouse, repeatedly bringing a man named Red to have sex with her while he 

watches from the foot of the bed, Popeye takes Temple to the nightclub where Red is 

playing cards. Faulkner notes that as Temple gazes drunkenly at Red, “she felt long 

shuddering waves of physical desire going over her, draining the color from her mouth, 

drawing her eyeballs back into her skull in a shuddering swoon...When he touched her 

she sprang like a bow, hurling herself upon him, her mouth gaped and ugly like that of a 

dying fish as she writhed her loins against him” (Sanctuary 237, 238). Faulkner here 

presents Temple’s sexuality as bleak and lifeless, her lustful movements recalling an 

animal in the last throes of death and concomitantly a human corpse, already rotting. 

Temple’s grinding and thrashing repeats her earlier gestures following her rape at the Old 

Frenchman Place. Faulkner writes that just after the rape, Temple “lay tossing and 

thrashing on the rough, sunny boards” (Sanctuary 102). And when Ruby Lamar watches 

Popeye drive away with Tempe in his car moments later, Ruby notes that Temple looks 

like a living corpse: “The face did not turn, the eyes did not wake; to the woman beside 

the road it was like a small, dead-colored mask drawn past her on a string and then away” 

(Sanctuary 104). Thus Temple’s encounter with Red places her in the same position of 

victimhood she occupied in the corncrib with Popeye: as a corpse or a dying fish, 

Temple’s role remains utterly passive. There is a difference, however; in this later scene 

Faulkner combines the language of powerlessness with language of agency – Temple’s 

springing and hurling and writhing. Her sexual aggression here foreshadows her 

culpability in Red’s death, which in fact comes only moments after this encounter.56 

                                                                                                                                            
authority” (13, 53). However we read Temple’s sexuality, it is clear that it destabilizes phallogocentric 
conventions of power. 
56 According to Yarbrough, Temple is a femme fatale, responsible for the deaths of Tommy, Lee, and Red. 
For an alternate reading of Temple’s guilt, see Hinrichsen, who attributes Temple’s subsequent actions in 
the novel to her initial sexual trauma.  
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Temple repeats the trauma she has experienced, but this time she is both agent and 

victim. Her ambiguous blood – again evidence of both victimization and lustful 

vengeance – indicates that her character, like her name, is both sacred and sinister, 

benevolent and brutal, passive and aggressive. 

Faulkner’s manifold use of blood confirms what we now know from Kristeva, 

that blood “thus becomes a fascinating semantic crossroads, the propitious place for 

abjection where death and femininity, murder and procreation, cessation of life and 

vitality all come together” (96, Kristeva’s emphasis). Kristeva illustrates how blood blurs 

oppositions even as it seeks to establish clear separations between man and God, 

vegetable and animal, pure and impure, male and female. Further, Kristeva demonstrates 

that blood can never be understood apart from gender, since “blood, as a vital element, 

also refers to women, fertility, and the assurance of fecundation” (96). Even as blood 

represents life-force and potential for procreation inherent in the female sex, it always 

also points toward death and impurity, as indicated by the biblical mandates which 

prohibit a menstruating woman or someone who has touched a corpse from participating 

in the temple’s sacred rituals. For Kristeva, therefore, blood and all other defilements 

“stem from the maternal and/or the feminine” (71, Kristeva’s emphasis). Yet any danger 

the feminine may present to the masculine symbolic order operates only by revealing to 

that order what it has “permanently thrust aside in order to live” (Kristeva 3). Indeed, as 

we see in Sanctuary, Temple Drake challenges the masculine order by exposing to it the 

impossibility ever of distinguishing between the oppositions it seeks to establish. That is, 

by repeating the very violence it has enacted upon her, Temple embodies what Bhabha 

identifies as a colonized people’s “mimicry” of the colonizers, which he associates with 
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revenge and resistance.57 “Mimicry is at once resemblance and menace,” Bhabha explains 

(Location 123). Because it is focused on Temple’s subjectivity and not on the subjectivity 

of the masculine “colonizers,” however, Nidesh Lawtoo’s term, “postcolonial mimesis,” 

is actually more accurate than Bhabha’s, since Temple’s violence “uses the language of 

the dominant to actively reframe colonial narratives in a mimetic way” (Lawtoo 28). 

Temple’s blood – that which overflows from her body but which is supposed to 

remain hidden – serves a dual purpose. It functions simultaneously as corporeal waste, 

what Kristeva describes as the defilement threatening the boundaries of the symbolic 

order, and as Faulkner’s oblique indictment of anyone who would reduce Temple, and 

therefore the South, to any single definition or set of conventions. Temple’s blood 

suggests a South that is both the South of the Agrarians and the South that the Agrarians 

fear. She is the Old South’s virtuous belle, whose blood stands for her (presumed) purity, 

and she is simultaneously the New South’s and the North’s aggressive and corrupt “New 

Woman,” whose blood articulates female sexual agency.58 For Faulkner, Temple is not 

virtuous or depraved; as her dual name suggests, she is neither and both. Likewise, 

Faulkner implies, the South is not merely idyllic or grotesque; it is neither and both, too. 

Temple embodies even as she undermines the opposing stereotypes of the Agrarians’ 

venerable Old South and Mencken’s irredeemable “benighted South.” Through her, 

Faulkner constructs a South that, though indebted to both versions, is much more 

complex than either side is willing to allow. 

Temple’s ambiguity speaks not only through her body but also through the words 

surrounding her, most tellingly the word “shucks.” Typically referring to the outer husk 

                                                
57 See Bhabha, Location 80, 128-29, 172. See also Johnson for an account of Faulkner’s disruption of 
Bhabhaian mimicry in his Yoknapatawpha Native American tales. 
58 See Seidel for a discussion of the modern southern belle’s evolution from gentility and purity to 
depravity and destruction. 
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or shell of corn, nuts, oysters, or fruit, this word has a rich etymology, the trace of which 

can be seen in each instance Faulkner employs the term. “Shucks” can connote the devil 

or another petty fiend, or it can more broadly apply to a scoundrel or contemptible 

person. Furthermore, it can describe anything simply tossed aside as valueless or it can be 

used as an interjection expressing disdain or indifference (OED). In Sanctuary, Faulkner 

exploits the multiple meanings of this word in order to demonstrate the impossibility of 

arriving at any definitive understanding of Temple’s character. By proliferating such 

contradictory meanings for this single word, Faulkner synthesizes the competing 

characterizations of Temple and demonstrates the inability of language to adequately 

convey meaning. Faulkner, of course, must launch this critique of language from within 

language, a fact that does not diminish the power of his resistance to the dominant 

discourse which would seek to confine Temple, or the South, or himself, to a single, 

unambiguous identity.  

In Sanctuary, “shucks” initially evokes Temple’s rape, first as the corn-shucks in 

the mattress where she lays next to Gowan and spends the night in “comparative 

inviolation,” and then as the shucks in the corncrib, the scene of the actual rape (215). 

Later, when Horace discovers Temple at Miss Reba’s Memphis brothel, Temple recounts 

her nightmarish experience at the Old Frenchman Place to him and the shucks appear and 

reappear in her account(s) of the rape. For example, Temple tells Horace that before 

Popeye touched her, she imagined herself dressed in white and lying in a coffin, 

surrounded by shucks: “I was crying because they had put shucks in the coffin where I 

was dead,” she says (Sanctuary 219). Temple’s white dress evokes that image of pure 

southern womanhood revered by the Agrarians, but as a corpse, she simultaneously 
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represents the death and defilement of that image.59 The shucks’ appearance in the coffin 

seems out of place, inexplicable, except as an ineradicable trace of Temple’s rape which 

continues to haunt her long after she has left the Old Frenchman Place.  

Most significantly, “shucks” signifies both the scene and instrument of Temple’s 

rape, as well as Horace’s response to Temple’s recounting of it. Returning home to 

Jefferson after hearing Temple’s story, Horace recalls corporeally what he has just heard. 

As he remembers and fantastically reinvents the story of Temple’s violation, Horace 

braces himself against the toilet and the shucks become his emetic reaction to Temple’s 

tale: feeling “that sensation in his stomach,” Horace “gave over and plunged forward and 

struck the lavatory and leaned upon his braced arms while the shucks set up a terrific 

uproar beneath her thighs” (Sanctuary 223). In vomiting, Horace becomes fused with 

Temple’s ravaged body, the pronouns sliding from “his braced arms” to the roar of the 

shucks beneath “her thighs” (Sanctuary 223). Doreen Fowler argues that in this moment, 

Horace takes the place of Popeye in sexually assaulting Temple: “Leaning on his braced 

arms, Horace assumes the position of a man engaged in intercourse: his spewing vomit 

simulates an ejaculation. Concomitantly, Horace identifies with Temple” (“Faulkner’s 

Return” 420). Significantly, therefore, “shucks” here indicates a repetition of Temple’s 

rape with Horace acting as both the violator and the violated.60 

Later Popeye, too, repeats his rape of Temple, though he remains firmly in the 

position of the violator. As Popeye drives Temple to the nightclub where he will shoot 
                                                
59 Faulkner is certainly drawing on Edgar Allan Poe’s “death-of-a-beautiful-woman theme”; like Poe’s 
Madeline Usher, Temple Drake “appears draped in white, simultaneously bridal, virginal, and funereal” 
(Norman 22, 27). Faulkner’s “dead” woman, unlike Poe’s, however, can speak her own story.  
60 See also Urgo, who reads Horace’s “shucks” solely as ejaculation, not vomit. He writes, “That sensation, 
contrary to the usual reading of this passage, is not nausea. Horace rushes to the bathroom and his fantasy 
continues…The sound of mattress shucks is among the aural images Temple gives to Horace in his visit 
with her at Reba’s. The implication, of course, is that Horace has found Temple’s story as erotic as it is 
criminal. He has also discovered a potentiality within himself which places him in collusion with a rapist” 
(442).  
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Red, Temple taunts him for not being a real man like Red. Faulkner writes that Popeye’s 

hand “came over her mouth, hard, his nails going into her flesh. With the other hand he 

drove the car at reckless speed. When they passed beneath lights she could see him 

watching her as she struggled, tugging at his hand, whipping her head this way and 

that...One finger, ringed with a thick ring, held her lips apart” (Sanctuary 231, 232). 

Faulkner here trades Temple’s vagina for her mouth and Popeye’s corncob for his ringed 

finger; the reckless speed at which they are moving recalls Horace’s rewriting of 

Temple’s rape in which he imagines that “she was bound naked on her back on a flat car 

moving at speed through a black tunnel” (Sanctuary 223). When Popeye finally removes 

his hand from Temple’s mouth, she examines her jaw with her hands, searching for some 

tangible trace of the violence Popeye has committed against her yet again.  

Reaching the nightclub, Temple rushes to the washroom to inspect her face in the 

mirror: “Shucks, it didn’t leave a mark, even,” she mutters (Sanctuary 233, my emphasis). 

“Shucks” here operates as an interjection or, better, an ejaculation.61 Therefore even at the 

level of syntax, I contend that “shucks” evokes masculine sexual power and Temple’s 

attempts to resist that power, this time by claiming it as her own. Since she cannot 

physically ejaculate sperm, she resorts to a linguistic ejaculation. As she stares at her own 

reflection in the mirror, however, Temple’s ejaculation provides agency only so long as 

she remains also the victim. Significantly, Temple’s ejaculation, like her blood, reveals 

the violence inherent in the masculine symbolic order, and her semantic reenactment of 

that violence resists the dominant order by undercutting its power. 

What Temple Drake experiences as she stands before the mirror is what Kristeva 

would call a “narcissistic crisis” during which she embodies “the violence of mourning 

                                                
61 “Ejaculation” can refer to “the hasty utterance of words expressing emotion” or “the discharging of male 
sperm” (OED). 
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for an ‘object’ that has always already been lost” (14, 15). Temple searches her reflection 

in the mirror for some physical evidence that would mark her as separate, distinct from 

Popeye, but she can find none. Her “pure southern womanhood,” Faulkner suggests, has 

never existed as such. Temple’s semantic ejaculation further blurs the boundaries 

between herself and Popeye, since he is the one who should, but cannot, ejaculate. When 

Temple reenters the dancehall, she and Popeye literally parrot each other’s language: “I 

gave you your chance,” they each say in turn (Sanctuary 233). Temple meets Popeye eye 

to eye, challenging him on his level. Although they appear in this moment as linguistic, if 

not literal, mirror images of each other, Temple is unable to sustain her defiance: “I’ll go. 

I’ll go back,” she whispers (Sanctuary 233). Temple falters, and yet her response negates 

itself, empties itself of meaning: “I’ll go” implies that she will leave – presumably with 

Red – whereas “I’ll go back” implies the opposite – that is, that she will stay with 

Popeye. 

Temple does not recognize herself in the mirror or in Popeye, but neither does she 

recognize herself in the other woman who enters the washroom. Faulkner writes that 

Temple and the other woman “examined one another’s clothes with brief, covert, cold, 

embracing glances” (Sanctuary 233). In this exchange of glances resides another 

narcissistic crisis. Powerless to identify or place herself through any tangible expression, 

Temple Drake becomes a reflection of the whole of southern literature as defined by the 

Agrarians. Unable to find anything that would distinguish their work from others’ work, 

southern writers can only examine their fellow writers, whether northern or southern, 

with disdain and defensiveness – the same tactics Temple employs with Popeye and this 

other woman. In an explanation that would aptly apply to the southern Agrarians, 

Kristeva maintains, “Narcissism then appears as a regression to a position set back from 

the other, a return to a self-contemplative, conservative, self-sufficient haven” (14). By 
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claiming an inherent “southernness” without being able to define what that quality might 

entail, the Agrarians fail to “uphold ‘I’ within the Other” – they refuse to see influences 

from the North as positive in any way (Kristeva 15). In I’ll Take My Stand, for example, 

Donald Davidson chastises southern writers who fail to write from within their own 

geography, since he believes the South’s provincial towns and classical architecture are 

much more suitable for the expression of creativity than the North’s isolating and chaotic 

cities. The greatest crime for a southern artist, Davidson suggests, is to “adopt somebody 

else’s geography and contrarily write like Northerners – at that, like Northerners made 

sick by an overdose of their own industrialism” (Ransom et al. 59, my emphasis). 

Southern writers who “write like Northerners” seemingly corrupt what the Agrarians see 

as the South’s inherent purity. Correspondingly, when Temple speaks like Popeye, she 

violates her own pure southern womanhood. Yet as Faulkner would have it, neither the 

one purity nor the other has ever existed. 

In rejecting northern literature, Davidson advocates instead the cultivation of the 

South’s rich tradition of folk art, whose orderly appeal is symbolized in the old plantation 

homes. Davidson writes, “Nothing more clearly and satisfactorily belongs where it is, or 

better expresses the beauty and stability of an ordered life, than [the South’s] old country 

homes, with their pillared porches, their simplicity of design, their sheltering groves, their 

walks bordered with boxwood shrubs” (Ransom et al. 55). Yet the Old Frenchman Place 

in Sanctuary offers none of this beauty, stability, and order. Just as he denies Temple 

Drake’s pure southern womanhood by revealing that such purity was always and already 

lost, so does Faulkner, a native son of the South, maintain Davidson’s required ties to his 

homeland even as he turns the Old Frenchman Place inside out, revealing its dirty secrets.  
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As the scene of the central rape,62 the house hides the actual event from view. The 

only indication that it has occurred comes after Temple’s warning that something is going 

to happen to her; she screams, “Something is happening to me!” and then “I told you it 

was!” (Sanctuary 102).63 Instead of articulating the details of Temple’s violation, the 

house spews forth “silence in a thick rustling...like hot silent bubbles” (Sanctuary 102, 

ellipses mine). The house also expels Tommy’s dead body and a corncob that looks like it 

had been “dipped in dark brownish paint” (Sanctuary 283). This detritus in turn both 

hides and excretes. In themselves, Tommy’s corpse and the bloody corncob are empty 

symbols, suggesting some larger story but unable to speak that story. Like Temple’s 

blood, Tommy’s body and Popeye’s corncob are signifiers with no stable signifieds. To 

be sure, the meaning of these objects is set forth as needing no explanation, yet the dead 

body and the corncob, once appropriated by the court, expectorate a meaning with only a 

loose relation to truth.64 As such, they leave behind another dead body, an orphaned child, 

a widowed “wife,” and justice not served. What Faulkner is doing here resembles what 

Patricia Yaeger claims is common for southern women’s fiction: he is uncovering “a 

southern culture of neglect” (69). Through this litany of detritus, Faulkner registers the 

“gap between what is articulable and what has been lived” (Yaeger 74). These expelled 

bodies and institutions, though undoubtedly southern, invert the South’s traditional 

values: fecundity, family, marriage, and order. Through his attack on the paternalism and 

corruption of the South from within one of its most valued symbols, the family home, 

                                                
62 Many critics rightly recognize that there are many rapes in the novel. See Roberts, for example, who 
argues, “Temple Drake is raped over and over again” (129, Roberts’ emphasis). See also Forter, who posits 
the Judge’s appearance in the courtroom at the novel’s climax as a repetition of Temple’s rape (560), and 
the many critics who highlight Lee Goodwin’s rape by the angry mob before his death at their hands.  
63 Matthews summarizes Faulkner’s failure to describe the actual event of the rape in this way: “Temple’s 
rape itself constitutes the central ellipsis of Sanctuary” (260).  
64 In the District Attorney’s hands, of course, Tommy’s corpse and Popeye’s corncob mistakenly point to 
Lee Goodwin, not Popeye, as Tommy’s murderer and Temple’s rapist.  
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Faulkner continues to challenge Davidson’s and the other Agrarians’ idyllic, monologic 

reading of the “native architecture” of the South.  

In contrast to Davidson’s “pillared porches” and “sheltering groves,” the Old 

Frenchman Place is described as “a gutted ruin rising gaunt and stark out of a grove of 

unpruned cedar trees,” whose vegetation had “long since gone back to the jungle” 

(Sanctuary 8). The house itself “the people of the neighborhood had been pulling down 

piecemeal for firewood for fifty years or digging with secret and sporadic optimism for 

the gold which the builder was reputed to have buried somewhere about the place when 

Grant came through the county on his Vicksburg campaign” (Sanctuary 8). If, as Patricia 

Yaeger puts it, “place is never simply ‘place’ in southern writing, but always a site where 

trauma has been absorbed into the landscape,” then it is useful to view the Old 

Frenchman Place as a witness to or repetition of the trauma that has taken place there 

(13). This house, then, reads as Temple Drake’s body, plundered for the treasure it is 

rumored to contain. Yet the house, mutilated and used for firewood, is also Lee 

Goodwin’s body, brutally assaulted by the townspeople and then left to burn as “the 

flames whirling in long and thunderous plumes form a white-hot mass out of which there 

defined themselves faintly the ends of a few posts and planks” (Sanctuary 296). Finally, 

the house resembles Popeye’s body, diminutive and dreadful, implicitly racialized though 

not explicitly so, blending in with nature yet somehow diametrically opposed to it.  

Readers first encounter Popeye’s body from Horace Benbow’s viewpoint. Horace 

notes that he is “a man of under size, his hands in his coat pockets, a cigarette slanted 

from his chin. His suit was black, with a tight, high-waisted coat. His trousers were rolled 

once and caked with mud above mud-caked shoes. His face had a queer, bloodless color, 

as though seen by electric light” (Sanctuary 4). Popeye’s black clothes, which lead 

Temple and other characters to refer to him later as “that black man,” hint at a 
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discriminatory racial identity that the house, with its reference to jungle origins, shares 

(Sanctuary 42). His mud-caked trousers and shoes suggest that he, like the house, has 

risen chthonically out of the ground. Yet Popeye’s cigarette and apparently electric aura, 

like the Old Frenchman Place’s “stark square bulk” which Horace describes as lifting 

itself “above a black, jagged mass of trees...against the failing sky,” suggest a less natural 

birth (Sanctuary 7).  Lacking any “beauty” or “stability,” the house holds meaning now 

only in relation to what it excretes and what it hides.  

By characterizing the Old Frenchman Place in terms of specific southern bodies in 

his novel – and in particular, southern bodies that do not “express the beauty and stability 

of an ordered life” – Faulkner provides a more complex and “true” record of the trauma 

of southern identity. Indeed, he uncovers the sinister implications of the Agrarians’ 

veneration of the South: by extolling the stability and fertility of the South, the Agrarians 

deny these virtues to any other locale, and they reject the potential for chaos and 

impotence within its own borders. Davidson’s vision of “pillared porches” and 

“sheltering groves,” Faulkner reveals, does not account for the history of sexual violence, 

slavery, discrimination, and mob brutality that is undeniably a part of the true “native 

architecture” of the South. Paradoxically, therefore, Faulkner restores dignity to the South 

by refusing to sanitize its disastrous history. 

The Agrarians’ version of an ideal community is one in which each person is in 

his or her proper place. John Crowe Ransom suggests that the social order in the South 

“was a failure if it could not be said that people were for the most part in their right 

places” (Ransom et al. 14). The Agrarians believed that such a desirable arrangement was 

lacking in the “urbanized, anti-provincial, progressive, and mobile American life,” and in 

their essays, these southerners establish strict binary oppositions in order to define their 

cultural idea of the South: men versus women; South versus North; old versus new; 
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provincial versus urban; leisure versus labor; quality versus quantity; art versus science; 

agrarianism versus industrialism; white versus black.65 Critics such as Michael Kreyling 

have argued that the Agrarians’ conservatism and nostalgia led them intentionally to 

inflate differences between themselves and their detractors through these binaries so as to 

unify their own position of superiority, suggesting that emphasis on such oppositions 

illustrates nothing more than a stylized play for power. Quoting anthropologist Mary 

Douglas, Kreyling argues, “It is only by exaggerating the difference between within and 

without, above and below, male and female, with and against, that a semblance of order 

is created” (Inventing 5-6). Thus the Agrarians demonstrate what the structuralists have 

proven to be true: definition depends on exclusion, and language itself rests on 

differentiation. Yet it is these very binaries, these exclusions and differentiations, that 

Faulkner deconstructs in his novel in order to articulate a more complex southern 

identity.66  

Unwilling to distinguish between internal and external threats to the South, 

Faulkner creates characters whose broken bodies reveal the corruption, imbecility, 

cowardice, and egotism that prevent them from adhering to the conformity and efficiency 

required by the encroaching industrialism and prohibit them from performing their duties 

as chivalrous gentlemen and submissive belles. These characters fail to live up to the 

Agrarian standard of “proper living” just as they fail to conform to “the common or 

American industrial ideal” espoused by northern critics and New South advocates 

(Ransom et al. xxxix, xxxviii). Neither Agrarianism nor industrialism, Faulkner reveals, 

can account for the complex interplay between the self and the other.  

                                                
65 See Ransom et al. 35; 2; 4; 5; 9; 34; 47; 52; 69; 73; 74. 
66 See Fowler, who argues that Sanctuary “exposes the instability of the boundary-making process that 
generates identity” (“Faulkner’s Return” 419). 
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Faulkner’s broken and imperfect bodies, therefore, resist what he sees as the 

dehumanizing tendencies of both the Agrarian and the industrial traditions. By 

privileging bodily fluids and functions in the novel, Faulkner effectively, if grotesquely, 

rehumanizes his characters. Replicating Temple’s bleeding and Horace’s retching, all the 

characters in Sanctuary likewise incline toward bodily dissolution, or what Gregory 

Forter has evocatively termed “decompositional viscosity that renders action an 

ineffectual gelatination” (542). Indeed, the novel opens with Popeye spitting into a spring 

from which Horace has just been drinking and ends with Judge Drake sweating in Paris, 

“the rigid bar of his moustache beaded with moisture like frosted silver” (Sanctuary 317). 

What is important about this “decompositional viscosity” is that it endangers the South’s 

clearly mapped symbolic order.67 For what order can there be in a world in which gender 

and race are always fluid, and in which blood and shit abound? Kristeva suggests, “It is 

as if the dividing lines were built up between society and a certain nature, as well as 

within the social aggregate, on the basis of the simple logic of excluding filth, which, 

promoted to the ritual level of defilement, founded the ‘self and clean’ of each social 

group if not of each subject” (65, Kristeva’s emphasis). Defying such “simple logic,” 

Faulkner chooses instead to include and expose such filth in his version of the South, 

thereby denying the “self and clean” of the Agrarians’ South. 

Popeye is the novel’s most direct repudiation of this “self and clean” body. 

Although all of the men in the novel are portrayed as impotent in some way, and all of 

them may implicitly be responsible for Temple’s violation, only Popeye is actually both 

impotent and a rapist. As a southern white male, Popeye should be the prototypical 

patriarchal purveyor of power. And indeed, the other characters clearly perceive his 
                                                
67 It is irrelevant for Faulkner whether this symbolic order is mapped by the Agrarians, the New South 
proponents, or the northern critics. His characters’ “decompositional viscosity” questions any monologic 
account of the South. 
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authority. Lee Goodwin, for example, is unwilling to implicate Popeye in Temple’s rape 

and Tommy’s murder, even as the only way to save himself, because he is afraid of 

Popeye’s retaliation. Lee tells Horace, “If I talk, if I say what I think or believe, I won’t 

be clear,” implying that even if he escapes punishment from the law, he will not be able 

to escape Popeye’s retribution (Sanctuary 115). Yet Faulkner portrays Popeye variously 

as industrial, womanish, and black, all negative or powerless attributes in the South. 

Popeye is a “modernist lampstand” possessing “that vicious depthless quality of stamped 

tin”; his hands are called “gal’s hands” and “doll-like” (Sanctuary 7, 4, 47, 5). When 

Horace first encounters Popeye at the opening of the novel, the latter is dressed in black 

and smells black, “like that black stuff that ran out of Bovary’s mouth and down upon her 

bridal veil when they raised her head”; Temple, in turn, repeatedly refers to him 

unequivocally as “that black man” (Sanctuary 7, 42, 49).68 Faulkner’s direct allusion to 

Flaubert’s Madame Bovary here designates Popeye the villain as simultaneously a victim 

of his environment, like Flaubert’s Emma Bovary; Popeye’s biography, which Faulkner 

appends to the end of the novel, bears out this categorization.  

It is in this biography that we learn how Popeye’s father infected his mother and, 

consequently, Popeye with syphillis before abandoning them both. Popeye’s caretaker, 

his maternal grandmother, attempted to murder her charge by setting the house on fire but 

ended up killing only herself. Like Flaubert’s Emma Bovary, Popeye struggles to rewrite 

his identity in opposition to the dreary facts of his life. Producing and selling contraband 

whiskey, which his syphillitic condition prevents him from imbibing, and raping Temple 

Drake, whom his impotence prohibits him from penetrating, allows Popeye to recast 

                                                
68 Duvall suggests that this reference to Madame Bovary can be read as a direct marker of Popeye’s 
(figurative) racially ambiguous identity, since “He smells black” is “a detail that resonates with a clichéd 
racist sentiment that African Americans smell funny” (38). See a similar claim made by Sondra Guttman, 
26-27. 
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himself in a position of masculine strength. His industrial, womanish, black body, 

however, betrays his secret. Thus Popeye appears as an always already marginalized 

figure in the South.  

In a world in which color is racially coded, Popeye’s blackness places him 

assuredly at the fringes of southern society, and his rape of a white woman becomes the 

worst crime imaginable.69 Likewise, Popeye’s angularity bespeaks mechanization, and his 

disease-bearing, strikebreaker father represents, as Guttman suggests, “the very worst that 

industrial society can produce” (30). By feminizing Popeye Faulkner pushes his character 

further to the periphery. Thus Popeye is both black and white, northern and southern, 

female and male, “like a mask carved into two simultaneous expressions” (Sanctuary 5). 

He therefore escapes easy classification in what Kristeva would call the “social 

rationality” of the South (65). Even Tommy recognizes Popeye’s monstrous hybridity, 

saying to Gowan, “Aint he a cur’us feller, now? I be dawg ef he aint better’n a circus” 

(Sanctuary 45). Often described as squatting, Popeye in fact represents more than simply 

“excrement and its equivalents” or that which Kristeva characterizes as symbolizing “the 

danger to identity that comes from without” (71). Popeye is defilement itself, both an 

internal and an external contamination of the southern symbolic system. Through him – 

and through Horace Benbow, for that matter, who is ineffective as a lawyer, husband, and 

father – Faulkner denies any monologic reading of either the industrial North or the 

patriarchal and fertile South.70   

                                                
69 Duvall points out, “Rape in the southern imaginary of the 1920s and 1930s is a racialized crime 
committed almost exclusively by the Negro who lusts after white women” (44).  
70 See Arnold and Trouard, who recognize a strong link between these two male characters (152, 182-83). 
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Yet it is Temple’s hybrid body, not Popeye’s or Horace’s, which readers are left 

with at the end of the novel.71 Figured simultaneously as an innocent victim and a savage 

nymphomaniac, Temple is elsewhere described as a toy, a ghost, a shadow, and a corpse, 

indicating that any agency she possesses is only a trace, or an incomplete imitation, of the 

masculine power to which she has been subjected. And though her femininity seems to 

stand at the center of this novel, Temple’s sex is repeatedly rendered indeterminate. For 

example, when Temple tells Miss Reba her name, the latter responds, “You got a boy’s 

name, aint you?” (Sanctuary 147). Moreover, when Temple repeats the story of her 

violation to Horace, she emphasizes how she tried to turn herself first into a boy and then 

into an old man: “I was looking at my legs and I’d try to make like I was a boy,” she tells 

him (Sanctuary 216). When kissing her elbow to change her sex does not work, Temple 

relies on the sheer power of her imagination; she tells Horace, “Then I thought about 

being a man, and as soon as I thought it, it happened” (Sanctuary 220). Temple even 

imagines possessing her own phallus in the form of spikes on a chastity belt, which she 

wants to thrust into Popeye to make him bleed: she recalls, “I was thinking maybe it 

would have long sharp spikes on it and he wouldn’t know it until too late and I’d jab it 

into him. I’d jab it all the way through him and I’d think about the blood running on me 

and how I’d say I guess that’ll teach you!” (Sanctuary 218). Even when Temple 

temporarily and imaginatively assumes the role of violator, as she does here, she is still 

characterized by the ambiguous image of blood. Like Popeye, Temple is both an internal 

and an external threat to southern order, but there is a difference here. Temple recognizes 

and controls her hybridity, using it to her advantage, while Popeye’s violent actions serve 

as his attempt to erase any traces of his impotent and frail past.  
                                                
71 The ending in the original text of Sanctuary, however, does leave us with Popeye’s swinging body. See 
Trouard, who convincingly argues that the revised ending focused on Temple in the Luxembourg Gardens 
offers more hope than the original ending (106-7). 
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The novel ends not in the South at the Old Frenchman Place, but in Paris, France, 

specifically in the Luxembourg Gardens. How or why Temple got here, readers can only 

speculate. Most critics argue, however, that Sanctuary’s dislocated and seemingly bleak 

ending suggests that Temple has received no justice and has simply been reinscribed into 

the patriarchal and misogynistic southern “traffic in women.”72 Yet we cannot elide the 

fact that Temple escapes the novel with her life. The same cannot be said for many of the 

men in Sanctuary, including Tommy, Lee, Red, and finally Popeye, whose death by 

hanging immediately precedes the novel’s closing scene.  

I argue that Temple arrives in Paris neither by mere chance nor by any protective 

maneuverings of her father, Judge Drake, but through Faulkner’s revelation of Temple’s 

agency. Minrose Gwin claims that Temple, like other Faulknerian women, is able to 

“create new meaning through the disruption of presence, by taking the risk of ‘meaning 

nothing’” (25). Concluding that in the end she fails to sustain this new meaning, Gwin 

suggests that Temple’s own articulations of her sexual desires are always already 

misunderstood since they can only be expressed within the very masculine symbolic 

order which seeks to erase such feminine desire or to relegate it to a place where it can be 

controlled and contained. Gwin argues that Temple, “in trying to say her sexuality as a 

female adolescent (and so as a commodity) in a masculine economy,” meets a fate worse 

than “meaning nothing”: she is finally reduced to “the said – the bloody inscription on 

the phallic corn cob, the whore in the bed, the Father’s daughter” (65, Gwin’s emphasis). 

For Gwin, Faulkner’s women possess no permanent agency of their own and instead are 

“ever in the process of being bound by their culture even as they are eluding it” (30). 

Instead of reading Temple’s denouement as tragic, as Gwin does, I argue that Temple, 

like Faulkner, uses what limited power she has to direct the course of events in the novel 
                                                
72 For example, see Roberts, 138. 
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– or to disrupt the presence of the symbolic order at the risk of self-erasure – and she 

succeeds in her endeavors. Temple’s power, like Faulkner’s, rests in her ability to 

collapse boundaries.  

Temple’s “bright, chatty monologue” performed for Horace in the Memphis 

brothel is a case in point (Sanctuary 216). As Horace soon realizes, Temple is in 

complete control of their exchange; she determines the location, timing, and content of 

their conversation. Miss Reba leads Horace into one of the brothels’ many bedrooms, 

explaining to him, “This aint hers,” since Temple “Wouldn’t even see you in her room at 

all” (Sanctuary 212). It is some time – another three pages, by Faulkner’s count – before 

Temple begins to share her story, and even then she alone determines what to confess and 

what to conceal, and when. Faulkner writes, “Now and then Horace would attempt to get 

her on ahead to the crime itself, but she would elude him and return to herself sitting on 

the bed, listening to the men on the porch, or to lying in the dark while they entered the 

room and came to the bed and stood there above her” (Sanctuary 215). Pridefully, 

Temple fabricates a colorful account of her experience at the Old Frenchman Place, 

reenacting for Horace a series of fantastical performances and, as many critics have 

noted, refusing to articulate the one experience – her actual rape by Popeye’s corncob – 

that Horace came to hear. Temple recounts for Horace her roles as a boy, a queen, a dead 

bride, a middle-aged teacher, and an elderly man with a long white beard, and she 

concludes her account just at the moment Ruby leads her to the corncrib, shortly before 

her rape (Sanctuary 216-20).  

Recognizing that her womanhood – what the District Attorney calls “the most 

sacred affairs of that most sacred thing in life” – marks her as a commodity to be 

trafficked among men in the South, Temple is able to turn her sex to her advantage 

(Sanctuary 284). Indeed, by cooperating with the men who would write her as an 
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innocent victim of masculine violence – even to the point of committing perjury – 

Temple is able to do what many southern women are never given the opportunity to do: 

as Roberts puts it, Temple “tells her own story” (125).73 That this story bears little 

relation to what we know actually happened at the Old Frenchman Place is, finally, 

beside the point. After all, Faulkner has shown us through Popeye’s impersonation of 

masculine power that fiction can often be more “true” than truth. And of course it is only 

by “fulfill[ing] her script” that Temple can finally escape the “truth” of law, order, and 

justice in the South.74 Indeed, as Trouard has argued, Temple’s performance in the 

courtroom is nothing more than that – a performance, a sleight of hand enacted in order 

to reflect back to the audience/jurors the violence inherent in a system that can so 

dehumanize a woman as to reduce her to an animal, in this case a parrot.75  

Faulkner makes this reflection explicit when Temple pulls out a compact mirror at 

the end of the novel, as if reminding readers that when they look at Temple, they will 

only see what they have always already inscribed on her body. Indeed, this small mirror 

reminds us of that earlier mirror in the dancehall washroom, where Temple experienced 

the abjection of a narcissistic crisis. Kristeva argues, “Abjection is a resurrection that has 

gone through death (of the ego). It is an alchemy that transforms death drive into a start 

of life, of new significance” (15). Once Temple accepts the “death” of her pure southern 

womanhood through that moment of crisis in front of the mirror, she is able artificially to 

                                                
73 Clarke reads Temple’s perjury as “her final stand against the masculine world,” though she concludes 
that this serves as yet another violation of Temple, this time a linguistic one (68). Urgo suggests that 
Temple’s testimony in the courtroom is perjury “only in the very strict legal sense,” since “As far as 
Temple is concerned, Goodwin is responsible for her rape because he terrorized her into the crib” (440). I 
argue that Temple’s perjury demonstrates her agency, not simply her trauma. 
74 See Trouard, who argues persuasively that though Temple compromises herself through her perjury, it is 
that act alone that allows her to escape a worse fate surely awaiting her as a woman in the South, and only 
through that act does Temple manage to keep her true self intact (118-19). 
75 Much as been made by critics of Temple’s “parrotlike answers” in the courtroom (Sanctuary 286). For 
example, see Trouard, 124n.60. 
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reclaim that always and already nonexistent state as her own in order to transform that 

death into a new start for her life. In the Luxembourg Gardens Temple no longer stands 

passively in front of the mirror; she cradles it in her hands, controlling what she and 

others see in it. Temple’s true self remains hidden somewhere behind the “face in 

miniature sullen and discontented and sad” which is reflected to readers through this 

compact mirror (Sanctuary 317). 

We know from the countless biographies of Faulkner that his true self, like 

Temple’s, remained hidden behind the multiple personae of his public and private self. 

Biographer David Minter writes of Faulkner, for example, “In some moods he simply 

enjoyed being outrageous; in others he tended to be evasive and deceptive; in still others 

he became deliberately misleading. Almost as deep as the shyness he felt toward 

strangers lay an aristocratic distaste for public exposure except on his own terms,” a 

description which might aptly apply also to Temple during her conversation with Horace 

(xiv). Thus we can see that Faulkner, repeating Temple’s perjury, deliberately performs 

anxiety in his introduction to Sanctuary and allows himself to be read as a commodity so 

that he might rewrite his lack as possibility and his marginalization as power. Indeed, 

Faulkner’s identification with Temple Drake, like Flaubert’s “cross-dressing” as Madame 

Bovary, illustrates a concern with the author’s place in an increasingly consumerist 

society (M. Cohen 748). By intentionally claiming a position of marginality, Faulkner – 

like Flaubert before him – frees himself to play with language and meaning, since he 

knows that his readers will see in his work only a reflection of what they already expect 

to see from a writer in the South. And although the impotent characters and absent events 

of Sanctuary suggest that the South has failed, the secret of the novel is that the South has 

succeeded in creating (excreting?) Faulkner. The circulation and success of his filthy and 
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“cheap” production, like Temple’s lavish transatlantic tourism, both hide and reveal his 

secret. 

Critics almost uniformly agree that Faulkner’s conception of Sanctuary began 

with a vision of Temple in the Luxembourg Gardens.76 While in Paris in 1925, Faulkner 

wrote to his mother: “I have just written such a beautiful thing that I am about to bust – 

2000 words about the Luxembourg gardens and death. It has a thin thread of plot, about a 

young woman, and it is poetry though written in prose form” (Selected Letters 17). If 

Sanctuary’s origins did indeed begin with this meditation on Temple Drake in the 

Gardens, at a time when Faulkner lived just a few steps away from this exact spot, then it 

is easy to imagine Faulkner’s identification with his character as deliberately established 

from the start. Noel Polk suggests that these 2000 words hold an even greater 

significance for Faulkner. Polk argues, “If [Faulkner’s] letter home is any indication, the 

passage was an important breakthrough for his sense of himself as a writer, an important, 

perhaps crucial, moment in his career” (“Luxembourg Gardens” 34). Sanctuary’s 

conclusion, therefore, cannot be as tragic as critics have long agreed that it is. Rather than 

erasure or dissolution, Temple’s presence in the Luxembourg Gardens marks, for her and 

for her creator, a new beginning, a rebirth of sorts. 

Temple mounts her escape from the patriarchal southern order through playing by 

the very rules of that order. At times she consciously and unconsciously mimics its 

violence in a way that allows Faulkner, if not Temple, to challenge it. Likewise, Faulkner 

pays lip service to the mandates for southern literature articulated by both the Agrarians 

and their critics: he produces a novel that mediates between the commercial and modern 

art of the North and the provincial and “transcendent” art of the South, and which ends by 
                                                
76 For example, see Polk, who notes, “Faulkner wrote to his mother from Paris in early September 1925 a 
letter which seems clearly, from our vantage, not just to anticipate but actually to announce Sanctuary’s 
closing scene” (“Luxembourg Gardens” 34). For a dissenting opinion, see Trouard (107). 
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denying and thereby reclaiming both. For Faulkner, the way to redeem the South is to 

exaggerate southern stereotypes so as to defamiliarize them, and the way to redeem 

modern art is by importing it to the South. For as troubling as Temple Drake’s mimicry 

of the patriarchal violence that has been inflicted upon her is, the conclusion of the novel 

suggests that, contra Bhabha, there actually is a “presence or identity behind [her] mask” 

(Location 126).  
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FAULKNER AND PLATONOV: TELLING THE TRUTH 

 

Faulkner and Platonov demonstrate the porousness and paradox of their regional 

and national identities through complex meditations on the situated female bodies in 

Sanctuary and Happy Moscow. By intentionally aligning themselves with their 

marginalized female protagonists, these authors seek to disassociate themselves from the 

emergent traditions of regional/national literature – Agrarianism and Socialist Realism – 

in the U.S. South and Russia. Faulkner’s and Platonov’s shared emphasis on broken and 

oozing bodies defamiliarizes readers’ expectations for “proper” southern or Socialist 

Realist literature, offering instead a truer picture of regional/national identity. Yet 

Faulkner and Platonov stage their dissent from within the very literary traditions they 

seek to overcome, producing a revolutionary new mode of “minority” writing within their 

dominant discourses. This act of dissent overturns any monolithic account of the U.S. 

South or Russia, suggesting the existence of a region and a nation that are more “true” 

than any story yet told about them.  
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Chapter 2:  The Mystery of Identity in Nikolai Gogol’s Dead Souls and 
Flannery O’Connor’s A Good Man is Hard to Find 

Do you like the novel Dead Souls? I like Tolstoy too  
but Gogol is necessary along with the light. 

-Flannery O’Connor, 1952 

 

Flannery O’Connor, like Faulkner, repeatedly acknowledged her indebtedness to 

Russian literature. Yet critics have largely glossed over the particular influence of Gogol 

on her work, choosing instead to focus primarily on her affinities with Dostoevsky.77 

Gogol, however, offers a more insightful comparison. Gogol and O’Connor, both anxious 

about whether or not their art was true to their faith, spent their short lifetimes revising 

and explaining their work. Likewise, both recognized their own doubly marginalized 

positions: Gogol’s status as a Ukrainian national isolated him from both Russia proper 

and Europe, and O’Connor’s status as a devout Catholic female separated her from both 

the Baptist, patriarchal South and the secular North.  

In examining Gogol’s novel-poem Dead Souls (1842) alongside three stories from 

O’Connor’s collection of short stories, A Good Man is Hard to Find (1955), I am 

interested in how the differences in genre as well as the lapse in chronology and 

geography reflect shared concerns with regional/national identity. I contend that what 

Gogol and O’Connor share is an abiding commitment to the mystery of identity. Gogol 

highlights such a commitment on the title page he designed for the initial publication of 

Dead Souls: he designates the work a “poema,” or a long epic or narrative poem, rather 

                                                
77 See Derek Maus, who calls this critical lack an “egregious oversight” (54). See also Sally Fitzgerald, 
O’Connor’s long-time editor and friend, who wrote that while O’Connor read many Russian writers while 
in Iowa, “most importantly of all, [she read] Gogol, a kindred spirit from whom she learned how effectively 
religious themes could be treated with grotesquely comic characters” (viii). For comparative studies of 
O’Connor and Dostoevsky, see Bloshteyn; Hooten; Lake; McMillan; Saxton, “Incarnational to Grotesque”; 
and Wood. 
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than a novel.78 In Anne Lounsbery’s view, “By calling the work a poema, Gogol is 

raising questions rather than answering them” (Thin Culture 125). Even the identity of his 

work of fiction is in flux, Gogol suggests. This aesthetic understanding reflects 

O’Connor’s own perception of what makes good fiction. In her view, “The type of mind 

that can understand good fiction is not necessarily the educated mind, but it is at all times 

the kind of mind that is willing to have its sense of mystery deepened by contact with 

reality, and its sense of reality deepened by contact with mystery. Fiction should be both 

canny and uncanny” (Mystery 79). In other words, good fiction should stand apart from 

fact, offering something other than pure mimeticism or naturalism. Thus Gogol and 

O’Connor’s technique is really quite similar. It is, in O’Connor’s words, always a move 

“more toward poetry than toward the traditional novel,”  (Mystery 50).  

This commitment to the poetics of mystery leads Gogol and O’Connor to rely on 

denial and the diabolical in their works in order to account for their complex yet situated 

national/regional identities. Rather than directly opposing the negative labels attached to 

their regions from outside or directly affirming the more positive designations attributed 

from within, Gogol and O’Connor proliferate all manner of myths about Russia and the 

U.S. South, respectively. Denying any stable meaning regarding their regions, these 

authors thus reveal a shared belief that language can only access reality apophatically 

through the principle of “ne to,” or “not that.”79 Apophatic theology, of course, is that 

para-eccleisal doctrine in which a believer attempts to describe the inscrutable God by 

asserting what he is not. This doctrine emphasizes the imperfection of human nature and 

                                                
78 For a discussion of the significance of Gogol’s designation of Dead Souls as a “poema” see Brenda F. 
Buchanan; Fanger; and Pevear. See also Lounsbery, who points out, “Gogol is not consistent in his 
terminology, however; elsewhere in Dead Souls he refers to the work as a ‘novel’ and as a ‘tale’ (roman, 
povest’)” (Thin Culture 125). 
79 For a sustained analysis of the particular phrase, “ne to,” in Gogol, see Fanger. 
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the resulting inability of humans to comprehend, much less to communicate, the 

perfection of God. Mikhail Epstein argues, for example, “The least adequate images are 

the most truthful since they bear witness to the impossibility of representing an authentic 

image of God” (“Post-Atheism” 368). I apply apophaticism more broadly as a narrative 

strategy to explore how these two writers seek to account for their national/regional 

identities, which they posit in mystical and transcendent terms. This language of negation 

must be understood as apophatic in the theological sense, since for both Gogol and 

O’Connor, it points toward a sacred renewal of identity.  

O’Connor chose as the epigraph for her republished collection of stories this 

quotation from St. Cyril of Jerusalem: “The dragon is by the side of the road, watching 

those who pass. Beware lest he devour you. We go to the father of souls, but it is 

necessary to pass by the dragon.”80 She thus makes very clear the telos of her stories: 

though they may appear diabolical, they are always straining toward redemption. Gogol, 

for his part, suggests in his novel-poem a similar path past the dragon to reach God; for 

him, the dragon is not Lucifer proper, but a whining, banal beast – the very embodiment 

of poshlost’.81 Critics have long debated whether or not O’Connor and Gogol succeeded 

in their stated claims to write toward a spiritual end.82  Indeed, because they relied on the 

                                                
80 See J. Ramsey Michaels (15).  
81 Vladimir Nabokov defines poshlost’ as “not only the obviously trashy but also the falsely important, the 
falsely beautiful, the falsely clever, the falsely attractive” (70). Nabokov’s emphasis on “falsely” implies 
the connection between poshlost’ and the devil, a connection he makes clear in his discussion of Chichikov: 
“The poshlust which Chichikov personifies is one of the main attributes of the Devil, in whose existence, 
let it be added, Gogol believed far more seriously than he did in that of God” (73). Poshlost’ is typically 
translated as “banal.” See also Troyat (268-69). 
82 The most famous example of a critic questioning O’Connor’s aim to write toward redemption is John 
Hawkes’ 1962 article, “Flannery O’Connor’s Devil.” Vissarion Belinsky, of course, was the most well-
known critic of Gogol’s purportedly spiritual aims, which Gogol articulated most clearly in his 1847 
Selected Passages from a Correspondence with Friends; in his response to Selected Passages, Belinsky 
wrote to Gogol, “Proponent of the knout, apostle of ignorance, champion of obscurantism and Stygian 
darkness, panegyrist of Tartar morals – what are you about! Look beneath your feet – you are standing on 
the brink of an abyss!” (2). See also Troyat. 
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apophatic and diabolical devices of inversion and interruption in their fiction, these 

writers fail to affirm any single moral lesson within the fiction itself. The question of 

their success or failure in achieving redemption is not, therefore, the most appropriate one 

to ask. Instead, I ask how their stories, letters, and essays employ apophaticism to reveal 

the mystery of regional/national identity. 

Drawing lessons from their own religious faiths, Gogol and O’Connor translate 

their apophatic understandings of God, the ultimate “Other,”83 into an understanding of 

their own national/regional identities. Russia and the U.S. South become for them the 

mysterious “Other,” an understanding of which can only be approached indirectly. In 

order to express the mystery of these regions, these writers rely on a proliferation of 

stereotypes and humorous caricatures of their homelands and the people who live there. 

Gogol’s and O’Connor’s “grotesquely comic characters” such as Chichikov or Manley 

Pointer refuse to occupy any stable identity, preferring instead to keep others guessing as 

to who or what they really are.84 Chichikov’s secrecy regarding his identity becomes a 

metaphor for Gogol’s own views regarding Russia, revealing that Gogol is most effective 

at articulating Russia’s mysterious essence not when he argues for it directly in his letters 

to contemporaries, but when he as an author is silent, letting his characters speak for 

themselves. O’Connor, too, uses her characters to reveal how identity is constructed from 

within and without through partial and often contradictory narratives; like Chichikov 

does for Gogol, Tom T. Shiftlet, Manley Pointer, and The Misfit stand in for their author 

                                                
83 See, for example, the dialectical theology of Karl Barth and his concept of God as “wholly Other.” 
According to Barth, “On the very brink of human possibility there has, moreover, appeared a final human 
capacity – the capacity of knowing God to be unknowable and wholly Other; of knowing man to be a 
creature contrasted with the Creator, and, above all, of offering to the Unknown God gestures of adoration” 
(250). See also Epstein, “Post-Atheism” (363) and Brinkmeyer (29). 
84 The phrase belongs to Sally Fitzgerald. See her introduction to Three by Flannery O’Connor. 
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and her own conflicted identity as an ailing Catholic female writer in the patriarchal 

Baptist South.  

Even as their stories gesture toward some possible future redemption, Gogol and 

O’Connor acknowledge the diabolical character of language as a medium of 

communication. Gogol succinctly summarizes this problem in his description in Dead 

Souls of Petrushka’s reading habits: “He liked not so much what he was reading about as 

the reading itself, or, better, the process of reading, the fact that letters are eternally 

forming some word, which sometimes even means the devil knows what” (Ему нравилось 

не то, о чем читал он, но больше самое чтение, или, лучше сказать, процесс самого 

чтения, что вот-де из букв вечно выходит какое-нибудь слово, которое иной раз 

черт знает что и значит 20/20, my emphasis).85 The genre of reading material is 

irrelevant for Petrushka, since the meaning of the words he reads continually eludes him. 

Joseph Zornado recognizes a similar play with language in O’Connor’s writings, which 

he tellingly refers to as “A Fiction of Unknowing.” The humorous ways Gogol and 

O’Connor treat language becomes a productive critique of language itself – as Gogol puts 

it frequently in Dead Souls, the “devil knows what this is” (Черт знает что такое 25/25). 

Acknowledging the unreliability of language, Gogol and O’Connor free themselves from 

the responsibility of offering any direct, final word of identification for themselves and 

their fellow citizens. By never cataphatically articulating any fixed regional/national 

identity, they attempt to rewrite the marginalization of their regions as a moral and 

spiritual advantage, the realization of which is always displaced into the future.  

Both writers were acutely aware of the marginal status their region/nation 

occupied in the world. In 1938, Franklin Roosevelt labeled the South “the nation’s 
                                                
85 Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky’s 1996 English translation, when used, is listed before the 
Russian citation; where only the Russian citation is listed, translations are my own. All original Russian 
quotations are from Sobranie sochinenii, 5 (Moscow: Gos. izd-vo khudozh. lit-ry, 1959). 
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Number One economic problem.”86 Nearly ten years after the publication of A Good Man 

is Hard to Find, Howard Zinn called the South “The most terrible place in America” (qtd. 

in Cobb 1). Chaadaev, in his “First Philosophical Letter” published in French in the 

Moscow Telegraph in 1836, famously emphasized Russia’s deviation from – and 

inferiority to – Europe; in this letter Chaadaev calls Russians “outcasts in the world.”87 

Against these views of the American South and Russia as marginalized stood, 

respectively, the dominant cultures of the rest of the United States, typified by New York, 

and the rest of Europe, typified by France.88 Recent critics have articulated the 

relationship between these regions/nations as one of “internal orientalism,” or the 

othering of a region within a nation’s or continent’s own borders.89 For example, David 

R. Jansson argues, “The South serves as the analog of the Orient, an other against which 

an exalted identity can be produced for both the individual states (e.g. New York, 

                                                
86 Qtd. in Griffin (26). The paperback edition of W.J. Cash’s The Mind of the South (originally published in 
hardback in 1941) was published in 1954. In an oft-quoted description of the South, Cash observes, 
“Violence, intolerance, aversion and suspicion toward new ideas, an incapacity for analysis, an inclination 
to act from feeling rather than from thought, an exaggerated individualism and a too narrow concept of 
social responsibility, attachment to fictions and false values, above all too great attachment to racial values 
and a tendency to justify cruelty and injustice in the name of those values, sentimentality and a lack of 
realism – these have been [the South’s] characteristic vices in the past. And, despite changes for the better, 
they remain its characteristic vices today” (425-426). 
87 The longer quotation bears repeating in full: “The experience of the centuries has no existence for us 
[i.e., Russians]. One might think, considering our situation, that the general law of humanity did not exist 
for us. Outcasts in the world, we have given it nothing and taken nothing from it; have not added a single 
idea to the total ideas of mankind; have in no way contributed to the progress of human understanding and 
have distorted everything that has been conveyed to us by that progress. In the course our entire social 
existence we have done nothing for the general welfare of man; not a single useful thought has sprung from 
our sterile soil; not a single great truth has arisen among us…I wonder whether there is something in our 
blood that is repellent and inimical to progress. I only insist we have lived and are living as a great lesson to 
remote generations that will surely make good use of it; at the present time, no matter what anyone says, we 
constitute a void in the order of reason” (Chaadaev, qtd. in Peterson, “Civilizing the Race” 551).  
88 For a description of New York as a counterimage to the South, see Rubin, “Image of the South” 3. 
Meyer writes of the ambivalence nineteenth century Russians felt towards Europe in general and France in 
particular (3-4). 
89 For a discussion of the term, “internal orientalism,” see Jansson (296). He cites other, similar terms, such 
as “domestic Orientalism” (Piterberg 1996), “Oriental Orientalism” (Gladney 1994), and “nesting 
Orientalisms” (Bakic-Hayden 1995). 
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Wisconsin, California) as well as the federal state” (297 n.4).90 Priscilla Meyer makes a 

similar argument about Russia when she suggests, “Literate Russians who lived in an 

imitation European subculture were painfully aware that the level of Russian culture was 

far lower than that of Western Europe and saw themselves self-consciously through 

Western European eyes, at once admiring Europe and feeling inferior to it” (3-4). She 

clarifies: “In this sense, Russia is the colony and Europe the imperium of Said’s 

Orientalism” (225 n.1).91 Though not officially colonies, the U.S. South and Russia share 

many similarities with colonized lands, and the inhabitants of these regions thus respond 

to the dominant cultures as a colonized people responds to its colonizers. Gogol and 

O’Connor’s fiction refuses to dispel the anxiety attendant this uneven relationship. 

Instead, these two writers focus on the response of their homelands to such internal 

orientalism. 

When Gogol and O’Connor were writing, neither Russia nor the U.S. South 

possessed an established national/regional literary tradition.92 Certainly there had 

emerged a few shining stars – Russia had Pushkin and Lermontov, and the U.S. South 

had Faulkner and the Fugitive Poets – indicating that a certain national/regional culture 

was in the works. Yet Russian and southern literature was not yet widely appreciated, 

certainly not on a global scale. Rather than accept the “cultural thinness”93 of their 

homelands as a deficiency, Gogol and O’Connor attempted to refashion it into a 

mysterious, yet-to-be-articulated hope for the future that would redeem not only Russia 

                                                
90 See also Cobb (3). 
91 See also Andrew Wachtel, who argues, “At the same time, in sharp contrast to other politically strong 
imperializing modern states, Russia found herself in a culturally subordinate, one might even say colonized, 
position entering the nineteenth century” (49). 
92 See, for example, Lounsbery, who argues, “In the earliest decades of the nineteenth century, the absence 
of a national literature was often an assumed fact: as Alexander Pushkin put it in 1824, ‘We have neither 
literature nor books’” (Thin Culture 7). 
93 See Lounsbery, Thin Culture. 
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and the U.S. South, but also the whole world. In writing “regional” literature, therefore, 

Gogol and O’Connor sought to become writers of world literature.  

Although separated by geography, chronology, and gender, Gogol and O’Connor 

actually share a number of noteworthy biographical details. Both were born into 

provincial, highly religious families dominated by strong matriarchal figures whose 

influence would serve as a source of both consternation and creativity throughout the 

writers’ lives. Their fathers each died when the writers were fifteen years old. Both 

writers “renamed” themselves: Gogol, whose full name was Nikolai Vassilyevich Gogol-

Yanovsky, was known simply as “Yanovksy” but soon dropped that designation in favor 

of the more unusual “Gogol”; O’Connor, for her part, chose to be called by her middle 

name, Flannery, instead of her more common – and more feminine – first name, Mary.94 

Both Gogol and O’Connor left home in early adulthood to pursue writing professionally: 

Gogol left his birthplace of Poltava Province, Ukraine for St. Petersburg when he was 

nineteen; O’Connor left her hometown of Milledgeville, Georgia for the Iowa Writers’ 

Workshop when she was twenty-one. Yet neither ever felt at home among the literary 

elite with whom they began to work and live.95 Both suffered health problems for most of 

their adult lives, remained unmarried, and died young.96 These biographical connections 

certainly contributed to the similar shape their fiction took, particularly to the writers’ 

anticipation of regeneration that was just out of reach for them.97 Exploiting apophatic 

                                                
94 See Pevear (xii-xiii) and Gooch (121). 
95 See Holquist (127); Moeller-Sally (30); and Gooch (152-53, 174). 
96 The circumstances of their ailments and deaths, of course, differed dramatically. Gogol’s ailments were 
primarily the product of his tendency to hypochondria and his early death is attributed to self-starvation, 
while O’Connor was diagnosed with lupus, the same disease that had carried her father to an early grave 
and would eventually kill her, as well.  
97 Of the relationship between Gogol’s biography and his work, Fanger writes, “There is, in short, no 
record of meaningful personal experience either as material for the art or as alternative to it, so that the only 
clear relation of the biography to the works becomes paradoxical, resting on shared motifs of absence, 
ambiguity, and lack of resolution” (16-17). 
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language and diabolical figures in their fiction, Gogol and O’Connor paradoxically seek 

to fill their “empty” homelands with meaning, both situated and impending. 
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GOGOL’S DEAD SOULS: THE “UNSOLVED MYSTERY OF BANALITY” 

 

Dead Souls opens with a view of Chichikov’s carriage rolling into the town of N., 

and it ends with a view of that same carriage leaving town, marking Chichikov as an 

outsider from beginning to end. He neither originates from the town nor effectively knits 

himself into its fabric once he arrives. Yet the narrator finds nothing unusual in 

Chichikov’s initial appearance, noting, “His entrance caused no stir whatever in town and 

was accompanied by nothing special” (Въезд его не произвёл в городе совершенно 

никакого шума и не был сопровождён ничем особенным 5/7). Chichikov’s actions, of 

course, are most unusual and end up causing quite a stir: the reader soon learns that 

Chichikov’s purpose in town is the purchase of “dead souls” (мёртвые души) – serfs 

who have died but have not yet been removed from the census roles and are therefore still 

available to be bought and sold. Chichikov hopes to purchase enough serfs, dead though 

they may be, in order to borrow against them two hundred thousand in capital. Not 

wanting to arouse the suspicions of the authorities, Chichikov resolves to say as little 

about himself as possible, preferring language of evasion and mystery to that of 

directness and clarity. This indirect language, which the narrator shares with the hero, 

denies any totalizing definition of identity for Chichikov as well as the nation he 

represents.   

Critics have long acknowledged Gogol’s “semantics of negativity” or his “artistic 

apophatism,”98 suggesting that his evasive language “reaches for an absence or otherness 

beyond all words,” something akin to Derrida’s conception of “hyperessentiality” 

(Spieker 9). Offering perhaps the best description of Gogol’s persistent tendency to 

                                                
98 See Spieker and Epstein, “Irony of Style,” respectively. These essays are part of an entire monograph 
devoted to Gogolian absence entitled, Gogol: Exploring Absence. 
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evade, Donald Fanger argues, “Phenomena there [in Gogol’s universe] have blurred 

boundaries and shifting centers; everything falls short of or passes beyond stable identity 

in obedience to the universal law of ne to (the suggestion that a thing is not what it seems 

to be, not what it should be, not what you expect)” (233). This Gogolian language of “ne 

to” must be understood in its relationship to apophatic theology,99 the doctrine in which a 

believer approaches the Divine indirectly, acknowledging the inability of language to 

bridge the chasm between God and man.100 Mikhail Epstein and others have shown that 

this spiritual dimension of apophaticism is, in fact, paramount for understanding how 

Gogol uses language in his fiction, and it is “especially relevant to such a religious 

subject as Russia was in Gogol’s eyes” (Epstein, “Russian Spirituality”). Through his use 

of apophatic language, therefore, Gogol reveals the problematic relationship between 

Russian national identity and language, which is historically contingent upon the 

available discourses outside and inside the nation, discourses that have always already 

articulated a monologic understanding of that nation.101 

Gogol famously claimed that in Dead Souls he wanted to show “all of Russia,”102 

a claim that many critics have taken as evidence that Gogol longed to establish himself as 

a national writer, one who would serve “as the moral and spiritual voice of his nation” 

(Gasparov 116).103 Yet many other critics view Gogol, like his hero Chichikov, as a 

                                                
99 The doctrine of apophatic theology has a long history of overlap with Russian literature; for example, see 
Epstein, “Russian Spirituality.” 
100 Here I disagree with Maguire, who argues, “The term ‘apophaticism’ really should be reserved for 
theological discourse. That certainly is not Gogol’s purpose” (Exploring Gogol 88).  
101 For a recent meditation on apophatic theology, language, and European identity, see William Franke.  
102 In 1835 Gogol wrote to Pushkin regarding his purpose in writing Dead Souls: “I want to show all of 
Russia – at least from one side – in this novel” (Letters 52). A year later, he wrote to Zhukovsky, “What a 
varied heap! All of Russia will appear in it!” (Letters 63). 
103 See also Epstein “Irony of Style”; Fanger; and Maguire, Exploring Gogol. 
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swindler and a rogue – hardly an ideal ambassador for a unified national literature. For 

example, Bojanowska asks pointedly,  

Is Gogol’s own Russian nationalism – like Chichikov’s – also a pretense, a 
gimmick, a ruse? Are the readers of Dead Souls in the position of Sobakevich: is 
the author-narrator pulling wool over their eyes, conning them with lyrical 
nationalistic digressions, yet in the process asking them to accept a demeaning 
image of Russia? (224)  

Sympathetically, Troyat’s biography of Gogol portrays him as a pretender of equal 

measure to Chichikov: 

Even with his friends Gogol was never entirely honest…With one friend, for 
example, he was all levity, in writing or conversation; with another he talked 
nothing but art; with a third he would not speak at all, or even dozed or pretended 
to sleep. Thus it was that the first man said he was a hearty fellow, thoughtful and 
sympathetic, the second found him taciturn, gloomy, and proud, and the third said 
he cared for nothing but spiritual matters. (Sergei Aksakov, qtd. in Troyat 257, 
my ellipses)  

What these and other critics fail to acknowledge are the ways in which Gogol’s personal 

and fictional shape-shifting actually serve as an ideal, if apophatic, example of Russia’s 

nascent national identity. If the author’s personality and beliefs cannot be pinned down 

definitively, neither can the identity of the nation about which he writes. Donald Fanger 

has recognized this connection, noting “Gogol’s drawn-out identity crisis as an author 

runs parallel to a cultural identity crisis in Russia (and one that carried, inevitably, 

political implications)” (4). Yet the instability inherent in this “crisis” Gogol views as an 

advantage. 

Homi Bhabha writes of “the Janus-faced ambivalence of language itself in the 

construction of the Janus-faced discourse of the nation” (Nation 3). It is just this kind 

ambivalent discourse – “where meanings may be partial because they are in medias res” 

– that Gogol and his characters embody (Bhabha, Nation 3). Thus denial and the 

diabolical in the language of Dead Souls actually subvert the restrictive, monologic 
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understandings of Russian national identity that were circulating during Gogol’s time. 

The early reception of Dead Souls illuminates these various identifications: those who 

were outraged by the novel claimed that Gogol’s portrayal of Russia stemmed from the 

author’s debased desire, as a Ukrainian national, to humiliate the Russian nation, while 

those who lauded the novel did so precisely because they saw in it a true depiction of 

Russian life in the provinces.104 The symbolists were among the first to acknowledge the 

absurdist, non-realist aspects of the novel, while more recent critics have focused on 

studies of écriture and the “pleasure of the text” in Gogol’s works.105 Because of its 

language of negation, Dead Souls has proven to be easily adaptable by a variety of 

critical camps: since Gogol only approaches the concept of unified national identity 

indirectly, critics are free to adapt Gogol for their own purposes. Rather than suggesting a 

clear conception of national identity, therefore, Gogol merely gestures toward some 

vague, yet-to-be-articulated hope for the future. 

Gogol’s letters state that Dead Souls was to be a trilogy along the lines of Dante’s 

Divine Comedy, but the author was only able to complete Volume I. Though critics 

disagree about whether Gogol’s didactic aims were intended from the beginning, at some 

point Gogol decided that the full cycle of Dead Souls must necessarily work to regenerate 

his fellow Russians by revealing their own shortcomings to them and then pointing them 

to a more noble and honorable life.106 Although he devoted the rest of his life to the task, 

Gogol was unable to write the more positive counterparts to Volume I. As Epstein puts it, 

                                                
104 For an overview of contemporary critics’ reactions to Dead Souls, see Debreczeny. 
105 Moeller-Sally, Fanger, and Maguire, Exploring Gogol, among others, provide excellent overviews of 
the history of Gogolian criticism. 
106 See, for example, Troyat, who argues, “The apologetics written after the book was published are 
assuredly subject to caution: he [Gogol] had no such moralizing intentions when he joyfully set out to write 
Dead Souls. It was only gradually, when he began asking himself what was the purpose of his work, that 
the idea of this double spiritual operation came to him” (285). 
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“If in the first volume of Dead Souls he undertakes an apophatic description of Russia 

based on visible, inert indications which do not correspond to its true poetic essence, then 

in the second volume he tries to approach this elevated subject cataphatically (positively), 

picturing Russia in terms of positive images – ‘light,’ ‘wisdom,’ ‘grandeur’; here he met 

with failure” (“Russian Spirituality”). The success of Gogol’s apophatic descriptions of 

Russia in Volume I should have prepared readers, if not the author himself, for this 

failure. Indeed, the unfinished nature of Gogol’s trilogy confirms that Russia’s national 

identity, like Gogol’s literary project, will be perpetually in flux – never fully defined, 

never finally finished.107 Gogol’s emphasis on the performativity of language thus proves 

prophetic: it was not possible for Gogol, nor will it ever be possible for any writer, to 

offer some direct and final word of identification for himself or his nation.108 There is 

always, therefore, the possibility for some future regeneration.  

Gogol spent his final decades revising and explaining his novel-poem, anxious as 

to whether or not his writing was true to his newly rekindled faith. Even his explanations, 

however, fail to affirm any single, moral lesson, since they, like Dead Souls, resort to 

apophatic language. For example, in a letter to Mrs. Smirnova, Gogol writes: “It is not 

provincial life, nor a few ghastly landowners, nor what is imputed to them, that is the 

subject of Dead Souls. For the time being it is still a secret, which will suddenly be 

revealed to the stupefaction of one and all (for not a single reader has guessed!) in the 

following volumes” (qtd. in Troyat 339). Note the language of negation here: Dead 

Souls’s subject is not this, not that, nor even that. Gogol refuses to articulate directly what 

                                                
107 See Fusso, who argues, “The unfulfilled promise of completion, when read not in biographical but in 
literary terms, is a device that guards the text against neat solutions and fixed interpretations. It is not only 
Chichikov who escapes at the end of Mertvye dushi; the novel itself escapes its readers’ (and author’s) 
desire for the last word” (32). 
108 See Bhabha, Nation 3. 
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his novel-poem is actually about, claiming that it is “still a secret.” His inability ever to 

fully reveal this secret led finally to his death.109  

Dead Souls’ unanswered questions and abrupt ending uphold this secrecy. Anne 

Lounsbery claims, “A distinguishing characteristic of the book Gogol wrote (thought not 

perhaps of the book he later wished to have written) is its deliberate insistence on its own 

mysteriousness” (Thin Culture 150). She points out the interrogatives that fill the novel, 

suggesting, “Gogol’s text represents itself as an enigma, a question to be answered only 

by a revelation to come, an introduction to something too profound to be plumbed in the 

text readers have before them” (Thin Culture 151). Indeed, the questions the novel poses, 

particularly the final one, leave room for ever-expanding meaning. In the final paragraph 

of the novel, Gogol writes, “Rus, where are you racing to? Give answer! She gives no 

answer” (Русь, куда ж несёшься ты? Дай ответ. Не даёт ответа 284/260). This 

question, pointedly directed to the nation about which Gogol is writing, reveals Gogol’s 

anxieties regarding Russia’s place in the literary and cultural life of Europe, if not also 

Gogol’s anxieties regarding his own identity as a Russian and/or world author.  

Yet Gogol’s prescription for Russia’s identity crisis – and for his own crisis – is 

silence.110 Indeed, Lounsbery calls Gogol’s use of silence “aesthetically effective,” since 

it “can hint at unexplored depths without articulating them” (Thin Culture 24). The 

townspeople’s – and the reader’s – inability to pin down exactly who or what Chichikov 

is allows his final escape to preserve at least the possibility for his future redemption. 

Chichikov, who is described on the first page of the novel as “not handsome, but also not 

bad-looking, neither too fat nor too thin” (не красавец, но и не дурной наружности, ни 

                                                
109 See Holquist, 126 and Bojanowska, 183. 
110 Spieker sees Gogol’s silences as evidence of his “extreme linguistic skepticism, the suspicion that 
words may not be adequate to what they are hoped to express” (9).  
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слишком толст, ни слишком тонок 5/7), neither young nor old, clearly embodies 

Gogol’s conception of “ne to.” The narrator’s imprecise description of him and 

Chichikov’s own evasiveness leave an obvious void for the townspeople of N. to fill with 

their wild theories regarding Chichikov’s identity: he is a most respectable gentleman and 

a millionaire, or else a rogue of the worst sort who plans to kidnap the governor’s 

daughter; perhaps he is even the one-armed and one-legged Captain Kopeikin, or if not 

him, then Napoleon himself, and therefore the Antichrist. Critics likewise have filled in 

Chichikov’s absence of identity with their own theories, calling him a “chameleon,” a 

“swindler,” or the “swindler-in-chief,” a “confidence man,” an “imposter,” a “rogue” and 

a “pretender,” or “Devil-in-Man.”111  

Chichikov is unquestionably a diabolical character – he traffics in human souls, 

after all. Nabokov sees Chichikov in this light, calling him “Satan’s home-bound, hell-

bound agent,” and maintaining that “Chichikov is a fake and a phantom clothed in a 

pseudo-Pickwickian rotundity of flesh, and trying to smother the miserable reek of 

inferno (something far worse than the ‘natural smell’ of his moody valet) permeating 

him, by means of maudlin perfumes pleasing to the grotesque noses of the inhabitants of 

that nightmare town” (89-90). William Mills Todd reveals the apophatic implications of 

Chichikov’s infernality when he suggests, “Chichikov, because of his ability to imitate 

the speech patterns of all of his interlocutors and his ability to adapt himself to all 

situations, has struck many readers by his absence of identity” (193). Indeed, like the 

Father of Lies, Chichikov manipulates his language depending on his audience: with 

Manilov, Chichikov expresses himself only in polite, flattering terms, whereas with 

                                                
111 See, respectively, Morson, 210; Rukhelman, 20; Benigsen, 10; Todd, 164; Troyat, 268; Turner, 36 and 
40, Troyat 269. 
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Korobochka he allows himself to be more familiar and jocular.112 When talking to 

himself, Chichikov exhibits none of the formality of his public address, resorting instead 

to coarse language and cursing.  

The narrator attributes this “artfulness” not only to Chichikov but also to all 

Russians, claiming, “It must be said that if we in Russia are still behind foreigners in 

some other things, we have far outstripped them in the art of address. Countless are all 

the nuances and subtleties of our address” (Надобно сказать, что у нас на Руси если не 

угнались ещё кой в чем другом за иностранцами, то далеко перегнали их в умении 

обращаться. Пересчитать нельзя всех оттенков и тонкостей нашего обращения 

53/51). This observation, simultaneously self-congratulatory and self-deprecating, 

contains the seeds of what we have already seen to be true regarding Russian literature’s 

relationship to national identity: the desire for a national literature and culture must 

contend with competing sentiments of inferiority and exceptionalism. Yet the narrator 

mocks this tension by applying it to something as banal as how Chichikov speaks to each 

of the different landowners. Pevear describes this Gogolian technique, repeated 

throughout Dead Souls, as “the unsolved mystery of banality” (xxii). Beginning with the 

banal, therefore, Gogol approaches national identity indirectly, apophatically, seeking to 

fill Russia’s ostensible emptiness with seemingly anything he can lay his hands on 

quickly. That what he grabs to fill the emptiness turns out to be just as meaningless as 

what it was meant to replace only exacerbates the mystery of Russian national identity. 

This tension between Russian inferiority and exceptionalism reflects what 

Maguire sees as permeating the consciousness of every Russian in Gogol’s time: “To be a 

Russian in the early nineteenth century, or for that matter, at any time, was to risk anxiety 

                                                
112 Chichikov’s verbal maneuvering recalls Gogol’s own; see Troyat, above. 
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when it came to self-definition. More often than not, the obsession with Russianness, 

which lay at the heart of cultural discourse in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries, moved between two poles: an imitation of European ways and a discovery of 

indigenous values” (Exploring Gogol 135). The story of Chichikov in the town of N. thus 

loosely parallels the story of Russia’s relationship with Western Europe: from the 

country’s meager beginnings on the margins of Western civilization, Russians – and 

Russian writers in particular – dreamed of establishing themselves as leaders of world 

culture, yet they were torn between the desire to imitate Europe and the desire to promote 

“indigenous values.” Often, the attempt to set themselves above Europeans rested on an 

empty performance of superiority. 

Chichikov’s anxiety regarding his own identity is palpable: he is so desperate to 

imitate what he believes is the lifestyle of a true Russian landowner, though his own 

origins are much more humble than that. When Chichikov is forced to offer some 

explanation of himself to the waiter at the inn where he takes his first dinner in town, 

readers learn only that he is “Collegiate Councillor Pavel Ivanovich Chichikov, 

landowner, on private business” (Коллежский советник Павел Иванович Чичиков, 

помещик, по своим надобностям 9/11). In his meetings with various town dignitaries 

and landowners, he keeps the details of his biography vague: he tells them “that he was 

an insignificant worm of this world and not worthy of much concern, that he had gone 

through many trials in his life, had suffered for the truth in the civil service, had many 

enemies, who had even made attempts on his life, and that now, wishing to be at peace, 

he was seeking to choose finally a place to live” (что он незначащий червь мира сего и 

недостоин того, чтобы много о нем заботились, что испытал много на веку своём, 

претерпел на службе за правду, имел много неприятелей, покушавшихся даже на 

жизнь его, и что теперь, желая успокоиться, ищет избрать наконец место для 
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жительства 12/13). Only toward the end of the novel do we learn that Chichikov’s 

identity is an embellished one.113 Gogol writes, “Obscure and modest was our hero’s 

origin” (Темно и скромно происхождение нашего героя) and “Life, at its beginning, 

looked upon him somehow sourly, inhospitably, through some dim, snow-covered 

window: not one friend, not one childhood companion” (Жизнь при начале взглянула 

на него как-то кисло-неприютно, сквозь какое-то мутное, занесённое снегом 

окошко: ни друга, ни товарища в детстве 257/234, 234-35). Yet Chichikov imagines a 

bright and glittering future, so different from his present reality, and he sets out to 

achieve it by whatever means necessary. He “suffered for the truth in the civil service,” 

of course, on account of his bribe-taking and fraud while serving as a department head in 

the civil service. Gogol writes, “But he was not attached to money for its own sake; he 

was not possessed by stinginess and miserliness. No, they were not what moved him: he 

pictured ahead of him a life of every comfort, of every sort of prosperity; carriages, an 

excellently furnished house, tasty dinners – this was what constantly hovered in his head” 

(Но в нем не было привязанности собственно к деньгам для денег; им не владели 

скряжничество и скупость. Нет, не они двигали им: ему мерещилась впереди жизнь 

во всех довольствах, со всякими достатками; экипажи, дом, отлично устроенный, 

вкусные обеды – вот что беспрерывно носилось в голове его 262/239). This hope for 

a bright future, the shape of which Chichikov can only imagine, stands for Gogol’s own 

vague hopes for the future of Russia.114 

                                                
113 Thus Chichikov, like Faulkner’s Temple Drake, becomes a kind of author, reinventing his own 
biography and thus linking himself to his creator-inventor. Chichikov’s fate, therefore, is inextricably 
entwined with Gogol’s. Chichikov, like Gogol, stands between two mutually exclusive identities that he 
can finally only account for through silence. 
114 Spieker argues, “Emptiness, gloom, desolation, fleetingness, but also the promise of a bright future are 
the distinct hallmarks of Gogol’s Russia, especially in the Petersburg Tales and in the first part of Dead 
Souls” (12). 
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Through Chichikov, however, Gogol mocks Russians’ desire to possess a 

distinctly national literature and character. Just as Chichikov chases an elusive, imagined 

position as a Russian landowner of a certain standing, Gogol suggests, so is Russia 

pursuing a place in world history that is just as empty and meaningless. Maguire grounds 

this pursuit when he points out, “As heirs to the German Romantic movement, young 

Russians of the 1830s were intensely concerned with the problem of nationality. There 

was a strong feeling that a great writer, a ‘Russian Homer,’ must arise to give expression 

to the soul of the restless and burgeoning narod” (“Introduction” 4). Gogol, as the author 

of Dead Souls, poses as just this kind of great writer. Yet what he writes about is not the 

Trojan War and its brave warriors, nor Odysseus’s long journey home; Gogol writes, 

instead, about the banality of life in the Russian provinces: Manilov’s children’s petty 

accomplishments, Korobochka’s pies and pancakes, and the town’s provincial ball.115 By 

reducing the national epic to such lowly subject matter, Gogol suggests that Russians’ 

attempts to distinguish themselves by relying solely on repudiation or imitation of the 

West are both doomed to fail. 

Gogol extends his mockery of Russian exceptionalism through his other 

characters as well, many of whom perpetuate some of the worst stereotypes about 

Russia.116 These landowners and townspeople are backwards, impoverished, illiterate and 

corrupt, or else insincere and imitative of European ways. For example, Chichikov’s 

                                                
115 See Gogol’s description of his work in Dead Souls in a letter he wrote in 1843: “I have been much 
talked about by people who have analyzed some of my aspects but failed to define my essence. Pushkin 
alone sensed it. He always told me that no other writer before has had this gift of presenting the banality of 
life so vividly, of being able to describe the banality of the banal man with such force that all the little 
details that escape notice flash large in everyone’s eyes. That is my main quality, which belongs to me 
alone, and which indeed no other writer possesses” (qtd. in Pevear xx). 
116 For an historical overview of the development of these stereotypes, see Riasanovsky and Steinberg 
chapters 23-27. See also Chaadaev’s First Philosophical Letter. 
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coachman Selifan is portrayed as unthinking and brutish; the narrator, positioning Selifan 

as a typical Russian, describes him in this way:  

But Selifan simply could not recall whether he had passed two or three turns. 
Thinking back and recalling the road somewhat, he realized that there had been 
many turns, all of which he had skipped. Since a Russian man in a critical 
moment finds what to do without going into further reasonings, he shouted, after 
turning right at the next crossroads: “Hup, my honored friends!” and started off at 
a gallop, thinking little of where the road he had taken would lead him.  

Но Селифан никак не мог припомнить, два или три поворота проехал. 
Сообразив и припоминая несколько дорогу, он догадался, что много было 
поворотов, которые все пропустил он мимо. Так как русский человек в 
решительные минуты найдётся, что сделать, не вдаваясь в дальние 
рассуждения, то, поворотивши направо, на первую перекрёстную дорогу, 
прикрикнул он: «Эй вы, други почтенные!» - и пустился вскачь, мало 
помышляя о том, куда приведёт взятая дорога. (45/43)  

Korobochka is extremely superstitious, foolish and greedy, while Sobakevich is overly 

nostalgic, clumsy, and rude. Plyushkin is miserable and miserly, while Nozdryov is 

dishonest to the highest degree. The ladies of the town are described as petty, 

materialistic, and unoriginal, resorting to French phrases and obscenities “to ennoble the 

Russian language still more” (чтоб ещё более облагородить русский язык 180/165). 

Although Gogol insists in his letters that he is merely recording in this story what he has 

observed of the country, it is clear that the picture of Russia he draws is rather larger and 

louder than life. Valery Bryusov confirms Gogol’s tendency to embellish when he 

suggests, “Yes, Gogol did base his art on observations and on a close study of real life, 

but he carried everything to the highest degree, to the height of the comical, and turned it 

into something unprecedented and inhuman” (117).  If Gogol’s characters reveal 

something true about Russian society, they do so by way of hyperbolic caricature. In this 

way Gogol underscores his apophatic approach to identity, since his caricatures unsettle 

the “prevalent, though often implicit, understanding of language as nomenclature, as a 
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means for describing, defining, and categorizing in a spirit of utilitarian objectification” 

(Fidia 63-64). The reader is left, unsurprisingly, with no clear picture of what is true 

about Russia and what is not. 

On the surface, these examples of Europeanized Russians and provincial Russians 

appear to be simply examples of local color, details that fill in Gogol’s picture of “all of 

Russia.” Yet readers cannot help but notice that the details Gogol includes, like the ones 

the narrator offers about Chichikov, tell us nothing of substance about the Russian nation 

or its inhabitants. “A Russian man does not like to admit before another that he is to 

blame” (русский человек не любит сознаться перед другим, что он виноват 101/93), 

notes the narrator, or “Many and various among the Russian people are the meanings of 

scratching one’s head” (Многое разное значит у русского народа почёсыванье в 

затылке 247/226). Gogol’s descriptions of Russia and Russians, whether they are 

Europeanized or not, are either meaningless or unflattering. Either way, he muddies 

rather than clarifies the mystery of Russian national identity. 

Even the lyrical passages praising holy Rus’ approach patriotic feeling by way of 

exaggeration and humor.117 For instance, Gogol’s narrator claims that each nation is 

distinguished by its own individual language “which, whatever subject it may express, 

reflects in that expression a portion of its character” (которым, выражая какой ни есть 

предмет, отражает в выраженье его часть собственного своего характера 123/114). 

The French language is flashy, he suggests, while the German language is esoteric; “but 

there is no word so sweeping, so pert, so bursting from beneath the very heart, so 

ebullient and vibrant with life,” he concludes, “as an aptly spoken Russian word” (но нет 
                                                
117 Shevyrev, however, takes these passages at face value, writing, “Who does not remember the 
digressions about the apt words and nicknames the Russian gives, about the boundless Russian song carried 
over the vast expanse of our land from sea to sea, and finally about the dashing troika, this troika-bird, 
which only a Russian could have invented and which suggested to Gogol an inspired page, a wonderful 
image for the rapid flight of our glorious Rus?” (58). 
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слова, которое было бы так замашисто, бойко, так вырвалось бы из-под самого 

сердца, так бы кипело и животрепетало, как метко сказанное русское слово 

123/114). By way of example of such a word, of course, the narrator offers an unutterable 

curse word that a passing muzhik applies to Plyushkin when Chichikov asks for directions 

to the latter’s estate. The humor of the juxtaposition here is clear – Gogol praises the 

richness and naturalness of the muzhik’s unprintable obscenity as a pure expression of the 

Russian national soul.118  

The fact that this word is never spoken effectively extends the metaphor of the 

“aptly spoken Russian word” as representing the whole of Russian national literature, 

since silence, as we have seen, contains the seeds for some future hope of redemption. 

Knowing only that this word is an obscenity leads readers to adopt a hermeneutic of 

suspicion regarding its potential literary quality, however, just as knowing only that a 

novel or poem was Russian would have alerted early nineteenth century European and 

Russian readers alike to temper their expectations for “great” or “high” literature. 

Moreover, it once again illustrates the inadequacy of language to fully communicate its 

meaning.  

Indeed, this pure – and, simultaneously, vulgar – expression of Russian national 

identity remains elusive, since as Bojanowska points out, “The discourse on the 

superiority of the Russian word hinges on a blank. It is the ultimate creatio ex nihilis” 

(226). Such a creation of something out of nothing reflects the history of Russian national 

literature, which was just coming into being during Gogol’s lifetime. As with the “aptly 

spoken Russian word,” a Russian national literature at the time could only exist in 

relation to European literatures. Desiring a national literature and culture that could 

                                                
118 See Valentino, who observes,  “The word is rich and fresh, uncontaminated by outside influences. 
Gogol’ describes its uniqueness in the most lush and expressive of terms” (557). 
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compete and indeed, surpass, the long-established European one, writers such as Gogol 

endeavored to turn Russia’s cultural lack into hope for a radiant future of Russian letters. 

As Lounsbery points out, Gogol in particular labored under the conviction that “despite 

or even because of the culture’s thinness and its divergence from European standards, 

there was – there might be – a new literature coming into being that would far surpass 

contemporary European literature in profundity, universal significance, and prophetic 

power” (Thin Culture 20-21). Gogol thus positions his own novel-poem as that pure-yet-

vulgar prophetic and significant “new literature.” 

The humorous combination of truth and caricature embedded within Gogol’s 

descriptions of his characters and within his lyrical passages praising the Russian nation 

exposes the anxiety that is inextricably intertwined with any question of national identity. 

Gogol refuses to offer either straightforward praise or clear condemnation of the Russian 

nation, deftly undermining Russians’ quest for a clear, strong national identity. According 

to Lounsbery, Gogol’s novel reminds readers that “national identity would have to base 

itself, to some degree at least, on the unknown and uninviting hinterlands,” which “could 

be represented both as horror show and as repository of true Russianness, their 

inhabitants both as freaks and as representative Russian types” (Lounsbery, “Not the 

Provinces” 268). Yet even as Gogol mocks Russians’ desire for a strong national identity 

by ridiculing individual manifestations of it, he understands and reinforces their desire.  

Volume I cuts off with Chichikov abruptly leaving town and racing away along 

the open road. Gogol explicitly binds Chichikov’s fate to that of the Russian nation when 

he turns his final attention from his hero riding away in his carriage to the future of all of 

Rus: “And you, Rus, are you not also like a brisk, unbeatable troika racing on?...Rus, 

where are you racing to? Give answer! She gives no answer. Wondrously the harness bell 

dissolves in ringing; the air rumbles, shattered to pieces, and turns to wind; everything on 
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earth flies by, and, looking askance, other nations and states step aside to make way” (Не 

так ли и ты, Русь, что бойкая необгонимая тройка несёшься?... Русь, куда ж 

несёшься ты? дай ответ. Не даёт ответа. Чудным звоном заливается колокольчик; 

гремит и становится ветром разорванный в куски воздух; летит мимо все, что ни 

есть на земли, и, косясь, постораниваются и дают ей дорогу другие народы и 

государства 284/259, 260). Gogol is unable to communicate concretely what Russian 

national identity is, offering instead only a vague, yet-to-be-articulated hope that Russia’s 

future will outstrip and amaze all other nations. 

Here I disagree with Bojanowska’s claim that Gogol’s “clearest message of 

Russian nationalism can be found in his nonfiction, Selected Passages from 

Correspondence with Friends, which contains Gogol’s comprehensive national 

philosophy fashioned in the spirit of Official Nationality” (369). Whereas Bojanowska 

argues that in this later work Gogol “replaced his former condemnation of Russia as a 

nation with the idea that Russia had not yet attained true nationhood” (369), I contend 

that Dead Souls, not Selected Passages, actually stands as the best representation of 

Gogol’s optimistic expectations for the future of Russian literature as well as the Russian 

nation. What Bojanowska reads as condemnation of the Russian nation actually operates 

in the novel-poem as apophatic affirmation of Gogol’s hopes for some future, yet-to-be-

articulated salvation for Russia and even the whole world. 

Gogol’s humorous and relentless emphasis on banality in Dead Souls stands 

finally as his testament to this bright future. Denying in one breath that Russian culture 

can ever equal European culture, he affirms in the next that his novel-poem will, in the 

future, be recognized for its profound accomplishment. Gogol comments directly on the 

novel-poem’s artistic achievement within the text itself, writing,  
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For contemporary judgment does not recognize that equally wondrous are the 
glasses that observe the sun and those that look at the movements of 
inconspicuous insects; for contemporary judgment does not recognize that much 
depth of soul is needed to light up the picture drawn from contemptible life and 
elevate it into a pearl of creation; for contemporary judgment does not recognize 
that lofty ecstatic laughter is worthy to stand beside the lofty lyrical impulse, and 
that a whole abyss separates it from the antics of the street-fair clown! 

Ибо не признаёт современный суд, что равно чудны стекла, озирающие 
солнцы и передающие движенья незамеченных насекомых; ибо не признаёт 
современный суд, что много нужно глубины душевной, дабы озарить 
картину, взятую из презренной жизни, и возвести ее в перл созданья; ибо не 
признаёт современный суд, что высокий восторженный смех достоин стать 
рядом с высоким лирическим движеньем и что целая пропасть между ним в 
кривляньем балаганного скомороха! (151/139) 

Even if “contemporary judgment” does not recognize Russia’s worth, Gogol insists, 

future judgment certainly will.  
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O’CONNOR’S A GOOD MAN IS HARD TO FIND: THE “HIDDEN AND OFTEN THE MOST 
EXTREME” 

  

Like Gogol’s Dead Souls, Flannery O’Connor’s stories approach questions of 

regional identity by way of negation rather than forthright declaration. Many of her 

characters, like Gogol’s Chichikov, are outsiders to whatever town they happen to be 

visiting, and as a rule they refuse to disclose their true identities. In “The Life You Save 

May Be Your Own,” the stranger Tom T. Shiftlet tells Lucynell Crater, Sr. that he is from 

Tarwater, Tennessee, but then he asks Mrs. Crater an important question: “How you 

know I ain’t lying?” (Complete Stories 147). In “Good Country People” the traveling 

Bible salesman, Manley Pointer, tells Joy/Hulga Hopewell, “Pointer ain’t really my 

name. I use a different name at every house I call at and don’t stay nowhere long” 

(Complete Stories 291). And in “A Good Man is Hard to Find,” the criminal-protagonist 

offers only a nickname, “The Misfit,” to the family he encounters on the side of the road. 

These men perform carefully crafted identities for their chosen audiences, never revealing 

who or what lies behind their masks. Their deliberately unstable identities cause other 

characters, as well as readers, to examine what they think they know about the world and 

about themselves. “I am a stranger, and you cannot truly know who I am. But do you 

even know who you are?” these outsiders seem to say. 

These characters follow in the tradition of the dishonest outsider invading the 

pastoral South, a narrative with a long history in the United States. Indeed, this narrative 

can trace its origins to the Civil War, or at least to the unifying “Lost Cause” ethos that 

pervaded the South following its defeat in that war. Reconstruction added a new layer to 

this narrative: white southerners portrayed Reconstruction as a time of injustice and 

suffering during which Yankee carpetbaggers invaded and debauched the virtuous 
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South.119 By 1930, the South was perceived to be under attack again, this time by the 

modern, industrial, soulless North, represented most strikingly by the celebrated 

Baltimore journalist, H.L. Mencken, who called the South disparagingly “the Sahara of 

the Bozart.” As Jon Lance Bacon has shown, the South’s invasion narrative took on a 

newly sinister meaning during the Cold War era, gaining “symbolic weight from 

nostalgia as well as anxiety” (9). In her stories, O’Connor replays this invasion narrative 

time and again, yet she does so in order to side with the invader rather than the invaded. 

Critics have identified O’Connor’s invading characters as variously representing 

Christ-figures, devil figures, tricksters, or confidence men.120 There is certainly a devilish 

quality about these figures, who collect young girls – or, in Manley Pointer’s case, pieces 

of young girls, such as fake legs and glass eyeballs – as the devil collects souls. 

O’Connor is reluctant to reduce these characters to either their devilish features or their 

apparently redemptive ones, however. She admits that their infernal dealings are the 

necessary groundwork that allows the other characters to approach an understanding of 

identity that lies beyond the mere surface.121 Through these duplicitous characters and 

their language of negation, O’Connor’s stories effectively illustrate the constructed nature 

of identity, whether personal or regional/national. 

“Of course, the history of the South as an imagined construct is hardly new, and 

scholars have long debated the existence of regionally distinctive features of the South,” 
                                                
119 See, for example, Bacon (89-90) and Cobb (88, 105). 
120 See Karnes (123); D. Evans (312, 323); Schaum (1-3); Edmondson (64); and Hubbard (62). J. Ramsey 
Michaels adds the Displaced Person to this list of invading characters in O’Connor’s fiction. He argues, “In 
short, even if the Displaced Person is a Christ figure of sorts, he is at the same time another version of a 
Tom T. Shiftlet or a Manely Pointer, or a Rufus Johnson – or The Misfit. Like Christ and like them all, Mr. 
Guizac in The Misfit’s words ‘thown everything off balance’ (151). Or in Mrs. McIntyre’s words: ‘He’s 
extra and he’s upset the balance around here’ (322)” (144). 
121 During an introduction to her reading of “A Good Man is Hard to Find” at Hollins College, Virginia, 
O’Connor claimed, “I don’t want to equate the Misfit with the devil” (Mystery 112). In a letter to Winifred 
McCarthy, O’Connor wrote, “In my stories a reader will find that the devil accomplishes a good deal of 
groundwork that seems to be necessary before grace is effective” (Mystery 117). 
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Natalie Ring observes (13-14). Extending the concept of internal orientalism in the 

United States, Ring, Leigh Anne Duck, Larry J. Griffin, Don Harrison Doyle, and others 

demonstrate how the construction of southern regional identity in particular was 

fashioned in opposition to American identity and has continued to be defined in mythical 

and metaphoric terms.122 The image of the South, therefore, has long been opposed to the 

image of the North, which effectively contains the entire nation defined as not-South.123 

Those outside the South have portrayed the South as a “problem,” describing it as  

“ignorant, intolerant, hidebound in its traditionalism, and fearful of ideas, science, 

change, modernity” (Ring 3; Griffin 25). Those inside the South have developed equal 

and opposite explanations for southern distinctiveness: slavery was ordained by God and 

beneficial for all races; the Civil War – or “Lost Cause” – demonstrated southerners’ 

“heroic sacrifice and honorific commitment to duty and family” (Griffin 27). 

Reconstruction represented outwardly-imposed corruption and villainy; white supremacy 

developed as a means to defend the purity of white southern womanhood against the 

violence of the “black beast”; and finally, the agrarian way of life was actually far 

superior to the way of life in the “unnatural, dehumanized, money-grubbing industrial 

North” (Griffin 27-28). Long the repository for whatever was disagreeable about the 

American national identity, the South has painstakingly articulated and rearticulated its 

own understanding of its distinctive identity against the prevailing characteristics of the 

national identity.  

                                                
122 See Griffin and Doyle, who observe, “The South was never just a geographical entity or region, a 
collection of states below the Mason-Dixon line or even those, as the phrase went, ‘in rebellion’ against the 
Union. Rather, as Joyce Chaplin intimates in her essay, since before there was an American republic, the 
South has been understood and portrayed mythically and metaphorically. In a way that is no less important 
for the admitted difficulty we have in articulating it, this mythic and metaphoric ‘South’ transcends 
geography, history, and social arrangements” (8). See also Cobb, Peacock, and Robison. 
123 For explanations of “the North as the nation” or the North as norm, see Ring (14-15); Duck (3); Cobb 
(2-3, 9); and Hutchison. 
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O’Connor acknowledges this oppositional southern identity in her fiction and her 

essays. Many people can agree that southerners are anguished, she argues in “The Fiction 

Writer and His Country”; the cause of southern anguish is where people tend to disagree. 

She points to a recent Life magazine editorial suggesting the South’s anguish stemmed 

from its isolation from the rest of the country. She counters: “The anguish that most of us 

have observed for some time now has been caused not by the fact that the South is 

alienated from the rest of the country, but by the fact that it is not alienated enough, that 

every day we are getting more and more like the rest of the country, that we are being 

forced out not only of our many sins, but of our few virtues” (Mystery 28-29). For 

O’Connor, there is something distinctive about the South, but it is not the imagined 

pastoral chivalry described above. Rather, it has more to do with humility than pride, 

with an understanding of its own imperfections instead of a belief in its superiority.   

In this same essay, O’Connor gives two further clues for how she understands 

identity: “To know oneself is to know one’s region,” she writes, and “to know oneself is, 

above all, to know what one lacks. It is to measure oneself against Truth, and not the 

other way around” (Mystery 35).124 But what does it mean to “know one’s region”? For 

O’Connor it means to be “bound through the senses to a particular society and a 

particular history, to particular sounds and a particular idiom” (Mystery 197). The South, 

therefore, is impressed upon those who live there even before they are aware of the South 

as a distinctive region. Yet when it comes to defining the South, knowing the sights and 

sounds, smells and stories of the region is not enough. “The image of the south, in all its 

complexity, is so powerful in us that it is a force which has to be encountered and 

engaged. The writer must wrestle with it, like Jacob with the angel, until he has extracted 

                                                
124 O’Connor echoes this last sentiment in her understanding of her own identity; in a letter to Betty Hester 
she wrote, “I measure God by everything that I am not” (Habit 430). 
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a blessing,” O’Connor explains (Mystery 198). The identity of the South, then, like 

knowledge of God, can only be approached indirectly – through an intermediary, like the 

angel with whom Jacob wrestled, or through the diabolical characters and unstable 

language of O’Connor’s stories.125  

O’Connor claims that it is the artist who is able most closely to approach the 

greatest depths of identity, and the regional writer, specifically the southern writer, has 

the even greater advantage (Mystery 58). The reason? When the South lost the Civil War, 

it developed “an inburnt knowledge of human limitations” and “a sense of mystery which 

could not have developed in our first state of innocence – as it has not sufficiently 

developed in the rest of our country” (Mystery 59). O’Connor explains that this 

interpretation derives from the fact that the South is “Christ-haunted,” its inhabitants 

having imbibed from Scriptures “a distrust of the abstract, a sense of human dependence 

on the grace of God, and a knowledge that evil is not simply a problem to be solved, but a 

mystery to be endured” (Mystery 44, 209). It is specifically the South’s legacy as the 

“Bible Belt” that affords southerners the ability to recognize that identity often relies on 

possibility rather than probability, on what can or will be true rather than what appears at 

any given moment to be true.126 Ralph Wood grounds this conception of the South when 

he observes, “For O’Connor…the South was to be admired for the same reason that 

Mencken despised it: for its branch-head proclaimers and wool-hat testifiers to the Truth, 
                                                
125 In her essay, “Novelist and Believer,” O’Connor argues, “But the real novelist, the one with an instinct 
for what he is about, knows that he cannot approach the infinite directly, that he must penetrate the natural 
human world as it is” (Mystery 163). 
126 O’Connor explains, “Not every lost war would have this effect on every society, but we were doubly 
blessed, not only in our Fall, but in having means to interpret it. Behind our own history, deepening it at 
every point, has been another history. Mencken called the South the Bible Belt, in scorn and thus in 
incredible innocence. In the South we have, in however attenuated a form, a vision of Moses’ face as he 
pulverized our idols” (Mystery 59). Elsewhere she argues, “if the writer believes that our life is and will 
remain essentially mysterious,” then he “will be interested in what we don’t understand rather than in what 
we do. He will be interested in possibility rather than in probability” (Mystery 41, 42). See also Ralph 
Wood (11).  
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for its apocalyptic signs abjuring all and sundry to ‘GET RIGHT WITH GOD,’ and 

asking ‘DOES SATAN HAVE YOU IN HIS POWER? REPENT OR BURN IN HELL. 

JESUS SAVES’” (33, my ellipses). Rather than looking forward to the day when 

northerners and liberal southerners will “modernize the South and uplift poor whites and 

poor blacks,” these southern fundamentalists who people O’Connor’s stories, in fact, are 

the ones who most clearly understand their relationship both to the land they inhabit and 

to the God whom they worship  (Ring 11). 

In O’Connor’s story, “The Life You Save May Be Your Own,” Tom T. Shiftlet 

ambles onto the Crater property looking for work – or more accurately, looking to 

acquire the Crater automobile – and initially refuses to answer Mrs. Crater’s question 

regarding his origin. “You from around here?” she asks, and he answers evasively by 

stating simply, “Name Tom T. Shiftlet” (Complete Stories 147). Devoid of any 

stabilizing possessive pronoun, Shiftlet’s answer no more describes his identity than does 

his résumé, which he presently lists for the Crater women. Along with the women the 

reader learns that:  

…he had been a gospel singer, a foreman on the railroad, an assistant in an 
undertaking parlor, and he had come over the radio for three months with Uncle 
Roy and his Red Creek Wranglers. He said he had fought and bled in the Arm 
Service of his country and visited every foreign land and that everywhere he had 
seen people that didn’t care if they did a thing one way or another. He said he 
hadn't been raised thataway. (Complete Stories 148)  

In this account of a varied life, O’Connor manages to address some of the most pressing 

concerns of her region and nation: religion and its commercial appropriations, 

technological innovation and increasing mobility, death, art, and international military 

deployment. She glosses over the significance of these concerns, however, by cramming 

them all together in an undifferentiated list. These details do not actually tell the reader 

anything about who Shiftlet is or where he comes from. Although the reader thinks he is 
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from somewhere in the South – even if not specifically from Tarwater, Tennessee – 

because of his dialect (“He hadn't been raised thataway”) and his references to gospel 

music and “Uncle Roy and his Red Creek Wranglers,” he cannot be sure. The reader is 

left without any concrete referents on which to rely and must resort to stereotypes about 

the South. 

O’Connor refuses to dispel the reader’s doubts, offering instead only further 

stereotypes about the South. The characters here seem to fulfill traditional southern roles: 

Shiftlet is a chivalrous gentleman who says he won’t do a thing if he can’t do it right, and 

he is unmarried only because he has yet to find the “innocent” woman he desires. 

Lucynell, Jr. is just such an innocent woman, the emblem of pure southern womanhood, 

at least according to her mother, who lists her daughter’s virtues for Shiftlet: “She’s the 

sweetest girl in the world,” she tells him. “She’s smart too. She can sweep the floor, 

cook, wash, feed the chickens, and hoe…” and, perhaps most importantly, she “can’t sass 

you back or use foul language” since she is mute (Complete Stories 149, 151). Lucynell, 

Sr., for her part, represents herself as a nurturing and protective mother who would not 

give up her daughter to any man “even for a casket of jewels” (Complete Stories 149). 

For the right man, of course, Lucynell, Sr. is willing to fulfill that other important 

southern matriarchal role: match-maker. 

Even as O’Connor proliferates traditional stereotypes about the South through her 

characters, she simultaneously introduces those other southern stereotypes which 

emanate from outside the South: the Crater women, she shows, are stuck in the past, 

inhabiting a primitive and exotic land wholly cut off from the rest of the country and 

relying on a barter economy rather than entering into the system of American capitalism. 

Lucynell, Jr.’s illiteracy and mental deficits can stand in for the backwardness and idiocy 

thought to exist across the South. And Shiftlet is a corrupt and corrupting figure who 
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takes advantage of an already impoverished family, feeding the cycle of lawlessness and 

violence in the South. 

Though readers might be inclined to see these characters as more closely fulfilling 

their negative stereotypes than their positive ones, especially given the seemingly bleak 

ending of the story, O’Connor never directly opposes nor affirms either the positive or 

negative designations that have been attributed to the South from within and without. 

Instead, she insists on the interplay of opposites in such a way that denies any stable 

meaning in the South. Unwilling to exclude, O’Connor paradoxically combines truth and 

lies, constant movement and unchanging stasis, transcendent knowledge and idiocy, in a 

way that actually restores human dignity to her characters who have otherwise been read 

as “types.” “Fiction is about everything human and we are made out of dust,” she 

explains (Mystery 68). Lucynell, Sr. is not merely a selfless, loving mother, nor is she 

utterly unaware of the world outside her small plot of land. She is not a representative of 

this or that version of the South but rather a way for O’Connor to approach a more 

complex understanding of southern identity. By refusing to typecast Lucynell, Sr. and the 

other characters, O’Connor grants dignity to them and to the place where they live. In 

O’Connor’s view, “The South and the religion found there are extremely fluid and offer 

enough variety to give the novelist the widest range of possibilities imaginable” (Mystery 

164). O’Connor does not subscribe to any totalizing definition of southern identity at the 

expense of those persons who physically or psychologically do not conform to whatever 

that definition may be.  

By proliferating and then disrupting myths about her region, O’Connor reveals 

that the only way to approach an understanding of southern identity is apophatically, or 

through the narrative strategy of “not that.” Southern identity, according to O’Connor, is 

some indescribable, inherent, known-when-seen state of being. As in traditional 
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apophatic theology, which bears witness to God through inappropriate or inadequate 

representations, O’Connor illustrates what she might consider this authentic southern 

identity by proliferating a series of wholly inadequate and contradictory images of it. 

O’Connor speaks of southern identity in this way in her essay, “The Regional Writer”:  

Southern identity is not really connected with mocking-birds and beaten biscuits 
and white columns any more than it is with hookworm and bare feet and muddy 
clay roads. Nor is it necessarily shown forth in the antics of our politicians...An 
identity is not to be found on the surface; it is not accessible to the poll-taker; it is 
not something that can become a cliché. It is not made from the mean average or 
the typical. (Mystery 57-58)  

Her language here is the language of negation: southern identity is not this, but neither is 

it that. What is it, then? O’Connor insinuates that southern identity emanates from what 

she calls “the hidden and often the most extreme” (Mystery 58). In this essay as in her 

fiction, O’Connor reveals a problematic relationship between an ideal southern identity 

and language, which is historically contingent on the available discourses which have 

always already articulated a monologic understanding of the region.127 She refuses to tell 

readers directly what southern identity is, referring us instead to some enigmatic “hidden” 

and “extreme” place.  

Lucynell, Jr.’s muteness, therefore, becomes an aesthetically effective silence that 

hints at this mysterious and transcendent depth of identity; after all, the waiter at the Hot 

Spot cafe calls her an “angel of Gawd” (Complete Stories 154). Silence is then preferable 

because who can say what it conceals? Rather than necessarily point to a deficiency, it 

could imply mystery or potential. Similarly, Lucynell, Jr.’s disability – which her mother, 

lacking any teeth, and Shiftlet, lacking an arm, share – becomes not a deficit, but a way to 
                                                
127 O’Connor explains this problematic relationship when she observes, “When we look at a good deal of 
serious modern fiction, and particularly Southern fiction, we find this quality about it that is generally 
described, in a pejorative sense, as grotesque. Of course, I have found that anything that comes out of the 
South is going to be called grotesque by the Northern reader, unless it is grotesque, in which case it is going 
to be called realistic” (Mystery 40). 
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reframe the consideration of southern identity. Indeed, the “problem” South can be 

thought of as comparably handicapped in comparison to the ostensibly whole North-as-

not-South. Yet, as Laura L. Behling argues, “physically whole bodies are just as 

problematic, perhaps even more so, just as fragmented and chaotic, just as alienated and 

distant, as the disabled body is believed to be” (89). Even if the disabilities of a 

physically whole body are not immediately manifest, Behling suggests, they must and do 

exist somewhere below the surface, removed from view of the naked eye. Disability and 

silence thus become O’Connor’s hallmarks of the redemptive potential of the South’s 

mystery, serving as a mirror by which the rest of the country can gauge its own 

disabilities. 

O’Connor’s character, The Misfit, actually calls directly for this silence in the 

final line of “A Good Man is Hard to Find.” After he shoots the grandmother three times 

in the chest, he turns to one of his murderer-accomplices and tells him, “Shut up, Bobby 

Lee” (Complete Stories 133). Shooting the grandmother, of course, is another, more 

graphic act of silencing. “She was a talker, wasn’t she?” Bobby Lee remarks as he moves 

to dispose of the grandmother’s lifeless body; “She would have been a good woman…if 

it had been somebody there to shoot her every minute of her life,” The Misfit replies 

(Complete Stories 133). The South, he realizes, is not the “moonlight and magnolias” the 

grandmother claims it to be, nor is it the life of violence he and his accomplices live. The 

Misfit, like the characters in “The Life You Save May Be Your Own,” embodies both of 

these seemingly mutually exclusive southern stereotypes. Melita Schaum caustically 

observes, “the Misfit is well-mannered and polite to a fault as he systematically murders 

this family of six” (12). Alex Link elaborates, “As both a terrifying figure out of the 

tabloids and a perfect southern gentleman out of nostalgic fantasies like Gone with the 

Wind, the Misfit embodies the Romantic gloss that interposes itself between subjects and 
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the South, as well as the means of transcending that interposition” (134). Like Tom T. 

Shiftlet and the Crater women, The Misfit gestures toward something beyond himself and 

the sum total of his actions, toward some “hidden” and “extreme” South. 

The Misfit’s résumé, which reads as a slightly altered version of Tom T. 

Shiftlet’s, offers a glimpse of this mysterious and multivalent South. “I was a gospel 

singer for a while,” The Misfit tells the grandmother; “I been most everything. Been in 

the arm service, both land and sea, at home and abroad, been twict married, been an 

undertaker, been with the railroads, plowed Mother Earth, been in a tornado, seen a man 

burnt alive oncet…I even seen a woman flogged” (Complete Stories 129-130, my 

ellipses). The South, it seems, is thus a collection of all the various experiences of those 

living there, good and bad, significant or not. The Misfit’s name, while a lie in itself, tells 

the truth about the South in a way that the grandmother refuses to do. Her South is full of 

manners and respect for one’s elders, pretty as a picture because of, not in spite of, its 

persistent poverty and racism.128 The Misfit’s South, like his name, reveals a more 

complex region, an understanding of which can only be accessed indirectly by holding 

the crimes and punishments of the South in equal balance and accepting the mystery of 

identity to which they point. “I found out the crime don’t matter,” he tells the 

grandmother. “You can do one thing or you can do another, kill a man or take a tire off 

his car, because sooner or later you’re going to forget what it was you done and just be 

punished for it” (Complete Stories 130-131). This truth applies to the South’s identity as 

well: those who argue that southern identity emanates from only one set of stereotypes, 
                                                
128 As the family passes drives towards Florida for their vacation, O’Connor gives readers access to the 
grandmother’s vision of the South, one that relies in equal measure on nostalgia for the past and an 
unwillingness to see the present clearly: “‘In my time,’ said the grandmother, folding her thin veined 
fingers, ‘children were more respectful of their native states and their parents and everything else. People 
did right then. Oh look at the cute little pickaninny!’ she said and pointed to a Negro child standing in the 
door of a shack. ‘Wouldn’t that make a picture now?’ she asked and they all turned and looked at the little 
Negro out of the back window” (Complete Stories 119). 
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positive or negative, refuse to look below the surface and are content simply to “punish” 

the South on the basis of this or that variously constructed regional identity. 

Yet O’Connor suggests that the way to approach a more honest understanding of 

identity is through negation. In “Good Country People,” Hulga Hopewell, formerly Joy 

Hopewell, renames herself solely on the basis of her new name’s ugly sound. She denies 

the “Joy” implicit – or rather, explicit – in her original name and replaces it with a 

meaningless, ugly sound, which calls to mind for her mother “the broad blank hull of a 

battleship” (Complete Stories 274, my emphasis). Of course, Hulga has another, more 

obvious blank in her life: she is missing a leg, which was shot off in a hunting accident 

when she was ten years old. She is now 32 and has replaced her lack with an artificial 

wooden appendage and a “number of degrees,” not least of which is a Ph.D. in 

philosophy (Complete Stories 288). And Hulga has shaped her life around the idea of 

“lack”: “I don’t have any illusions,” she condescendingly tells Manley Pointer, the 

wandering Bible salesman; “I’m one of those people who see through to nothing” 

(Complete Stories 287, O’Connor’s emphasis). When Manley Pointer steals Hulga’s 

wooden leg after seducing her in the barn loft, however, Hulga’s lack completely 

unnerves her. “Aren’t you just good country people?” she mumbles, horrified as she 

examines the contents of Pointer’s hollowed-out Bible which include a flask of whiskey, 

a box of condoms, and a deck of obscene playing cards (Complete Stories 290). The 

reader sees once again that language is rendered inadequate, since Hulga’s naiveté here 

denies the atheism she has professed.  

Hulga’s language is thus no different than her mother’s or Mrs. Freeman’s, whose 

hollow clichés similarly drain language of meaning. Through Mrs. Hopewell and Mrs. 

Freeman, O’Connor floods her story with such empty rhetoric as, “Well, I wouldn’t of 

said it was and I wouldn’t of said it wasn’t” and “Well, other people have their opinions 
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too” (Complete Stories 271, 273). Like a dog returning to its vomit, these women spew 

forth meaningless, hackneyed phrases and then eat their own words; O’Connor notes, 

“The girl was used to this kind of dialogue for breakfast and more of it for dinner; 

sometimes they had it for supper too” (Complete Stories 273). They seek their sustenance 

in empty conversation, which leads only to miscommunication and a misapprehension of 

identity. Mrs. Hopewell and Mrs. Freeman fail to see Manly Pointer for who he really is, 

just as they fail to see Joy/Hulga as anything other than a petulant child or the victim of a 

tragic hunting accident. Neither do they understand their own identities. “Woman!” 

Hulga yells at her mother one day; “do you ever look inside? Do you ever look inside and 

see what you are not? God!” (Complete Stories 276, O’Connor’s emphasis). Though 

“God” appears here as Hulga’s exasperated expletive, it also serves as an apophatic 

reminder that identity rests on difference and lack, specifically in relation to a 

transcendent “Other.”129 Hulga does not clarify for her mother who or what she is, but 

she makes it clear that Mrs. Hopewell is not, and cannot be, God. “Malebranche was 

right: we are not our own light. We are not our own light!” Hulga cries (Complete Stories 

276). Hulga’s language of negation thus effectively extends her apophatic denial to 

herself and to everyone else. 

So what does the devil have to do with denial? Firstly, the devil is a liar – the 

Father of Lies. David Evans writes of Shiftlet, though it could easily apply also to Pointer 

and any number of other O’Connor characters, that because he is a liar and knows he is a 

liar, “He stands at a distance from his own language and is thus conscious of the fact that 

all language necessarily falls short of the truth” (313). Here again O’Connor’s critique of 

historically situated language appears. The devilish figures of Tom T. Shiftlet, Manley 

                                                
129 See Franke (35, 38). 
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Pointer, and The Misfit recognize the inability of language to truly, or fully, articulate 

identity. Secondly, the devil is not God. By giving us the devil – or devils, if not Lucifer 

himself – O’Connor purposefully does not give us God. Yet the reader is to identify with 

Shiftlet and Pointer and perhaps even The Misfit because neither is he or she God. 

Indeed, Shiftlet’s missing arm is to be the reader’s missing arm, a signifier of what he 

himself lacks; and Pointer’s appropriation of Hulga’s leg, which leaves her literally and 

figuratively without a leg to stand on, similarly fractures what readers may think they 

know about themselves. “To know oneself is, above all, to know what one lacks,” 

O’Connor has told us.130 All three of these stories “effectively invert[] our normal notion 

of that relation [between completeness and incompleteness], asserting that ‘wholeness’ is 

a misguided ideal, that our identity in this world is necessarily defined not by what we 

are, but by what we are not” (D. Evans 315). In essence, the devilish characters in these 

stories are able to defamiliarize the reader’s sense of himself by reminding him of what 

he is not. And if he is not beaten biscuits and white columns, and he is also not 

hookworm and clay roads, then maybe what he is, or what he will become, is something 

better than all that.  

Denial and negation in these stories return southern identity to a zero-sum, which 

suggests at least the potential for some future, yet-to-be-articulated salvation that will 

renew not only the South, but also the whole world. The bleak endings of many of 

O’Connor’s stories, however, seem to deny even that potential. In one fell swoop, the 

hitchhiker Shiftlet picks up after abandoning Lucynell, Jr. in the cafe manages to destroy 

the three elements of what James C. Cobb has identified as the New South’s creed: a 

“glorious past, a reassuring present, and a glittering future” (98). “You go to the devil!” 

                                                
130 See her essay, “The Fiction Writer and His Country,” quoted above.  
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the hitchhiker shouts at Shiftlet, who has just called his mother an “angel of Gawd,” 

echoing the waiter’s identification of Lucynell, Jr. (Complete Stories 156). The hitchhiker 

continues to berate Shiftlet, denying his identification of his mother by shouting, “My old 

woman is a flea bag and yours is a stinking pole cat” (Complete Stories 156). This 

nameless hitchhiker rewrites Shiftlet’s “glorious past” by calling his mother a “stinking 

pole cat” instead of an “angel of Gawd,” and readers see that there can be no “reassuring 

present” if this boy, a representative of the new generation, also has a mother who is a 

“flea bag”; and there is certainly no “glittering future” awaiting Shiftlet in hell, which is 

where the hitchhiker would have him go.  

This final episode with the nameless hitchhiker resembles the parable of Kifa 

Mokievich and Mokii Kifovich appended to the end of Gogol’s Dead Souls, ostensibly 

provided by the author to help readers interpret what they have just read. As Susan Fusso 

argues, “The narrator anticipates that the ambiguity of his hero will produce in the reader 

the same reaction that ‘dead souls’ produced in the townspeople: an urgent desire for a 

final, simple solution, ‘a conclusive definition by a single feature’ (6:241)” (45). Yet 

O’Connor’s parable of the hitchhiker, like Gogol’s parable of father and son, leaves the 

reader with perhaps as many questions as answers, and certainly with no “final, simple 

solution.” As with Kifa Mokievich and Mokii Kifovich, communication between Shiftlet 

and the young hitchhiker breaks down completely, and the father-figure Shiftlet is no 

more able to “save” the life of this unknown boy than he is able to save his own life. 

After haranguing Shiftlet, the boy jumps out of the moving car, abandoning Shiftlet to his 

fate.  

Perhaps this ending is not so bleak as it seems, however. Perhaps it does retain 

some potential for a future salvation of the South. “Oh Lord!” Shiftlet prays, “Break forth 

and wash the slime from this earth!” (Complete Stories 156). With these words Shiftlet 
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calls down a cleansing storm, with its turnip-shaped clouds and “guffawing peal of 

thunder” and “fantastic raindrops,” which recalls that earlier cleansing storm from Noah’s 

day, as well as any number of other literary storms (Complete Stories 156).131 Anne 

Elizabeth Carson sees the storm in this light, arguing, “As Dante and Yeats employ it, 

this shape [the tornado funnel] functions as a harbinger of new beginnings, be they 

spiritual or historical. Dissatisfied with the skepticism and sorrow indigenous to her 

world, all Flannery O’Connor seems to be searching for are new beginnings” (27). 

Perhaps this storm, O’Connor seems to suggest, will allow humanity to press the reset 

button and essentially start over. It could provide the clean slate O’Connor was seeking 

by proliferating and then denying all manner of myths about the South.  

Edward Ayers argues that southerners tend to see time as the enemy, whereas they 

should see it as a precious ally. Time, after all, indicates that “regional identity is 

continuously being replenished even as other forms, older forms, erode and mutate” 

(Ayers 82). Shiftlet and his fellow-travelers, Manly Pointer and The Misfit, refuse to 

occupy any stable identity – and that is a good thing, O’Connor suggests. For the South 

and its inhabitants, an identity that is ever-evolving is more desirable than one that is 

always already fixed as backward and corrupt. As Ayers concludes, “There is no essence 

to be denied, no central theme to violate, no role in the national drama to be betrayed. 

The South is continually coming into being, continually being remade, continually 

struggling with its pasts” (82). Rather than accept the monologic, fixed identities that 

have been constructed for the South – the “probability” of the South – O’Connor looks 

                                                
131 The endings of the other stories in this collection can be read as following a similar pattern. J. Ramsey 
Michaels writes, “If the stories in A Good Man is Hard to Find are read ‘canonically’ (that is, as parts of a 
collection), the ‘guffawing peal of thunder’ may signal divine laughter answering Mr. Paradise’s ‘loud 
guffaw’ at the end of ‘The River,’ the story just preceding it in the collection. God has the last laugh, on 
Mr. Paradise and Mr. Shiftlet alike” (122).  
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eagerly toward the future, to the “possibility” inherent in a more complex, dialogic image 

of the South. 
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GOGOL AND O’CONNOR: DEFAMILIARIZING IDENTITY 

 

Gogol and O’Connor seek to approach identity apophatically, through denial or 

silence; as discussed above, silence acknowledges the limitations of language while still 

gesturing toward some mysterious, inaccessible depth of meaning. Another approach, 

which Gogol and O’Connor use at least as frequently as they use silence, is a diabolical 

flood of language. Like silence, their undifferentiated lists and inventories empty 

language of stable meaning while simultaneously suggesting a more complex 

understanding of identity. The contents of Chichikov’s chest, or the résumés of Shiftlet 

and The Misfit, recall Gogol’s story, “Nevsky Prospect,” first published in 1835; 

Piskarev, the protagonist of that story, is overwhelmed by the contradictions he has 

witnessed in his beloved, and Gogol writes, “it seemed as if some demon had chopped 

the whole world up into a multitude of different pieces and mixed those pieces together 

with no rhyme or reason” (“Nevsky Prospect” 258). Gogol and O’Connor perform the 

role of that demon, chopping up and rearranging all the stereotypes of Russia and the 

U.S. South, respectively. Yet their purpose is not only to disrupt the already-known 

identities of their homelands but then to point to the future, a future they hope will bring 

redemption for those homelands and for the whole world. 

Bryusov has written of Gogol, “All the power of his art is concentrated in one 

device and one only: an extreme thickening of colors”; further, “Gogol had still another 

way of using the materials he collected: bringing an enormous number of observations 

together in one place, as if he were trying to deafen the reader with terminology” (111, 

117 n.10). Gogol’s “extreme thickening of colors” forces the reader to focus on what he 

thinks is already familiar about his own and his companions’ identities and there to find 
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new meaning. Gogol’s “enormous number of observations” compels the reader to be 

silent, looking and listening rather than speaking. O’Connor operates with a similar 

technique: “you have to make your vision apparent by shock,” she explains; “to the hard 

of hearing you shout, and for the almost-blind you draw large and startling figures” 

(Mystery 34). Like Gogol’s Chichikov, her diabolical characters are these shocking and 

startling figures, harbingers of a better South and a better world. 
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Chapter 3:  “Constant inappropriateness”: Identity and Otherness in 
Fyodor Dostoevsky’s The Idiot and Carson McCullers’ The Ballad of the 

Sad Café 

 
The books of Dostoevski – The Brothers Karamazov, Crime and Punishment, and 

The Idiot – opened the door to an immense and marvelous new world. For years I had 
seen these books on the shelves of the public library, but on examining them I had been 

so put off by the indigestible names and the small print. So when at last I read Dostoevski 
it was a shock that I shall never forget – and the same amazement takes hold of me 

whenever I read these books today, a sense of wonder that cannot be jaded by familiarity.  
-Carson McCullers, 1941 

 

Carson McCullers is the southern writer who was most explicit about how 

Russian literature influenced her writing as well as that of her fellow southerners. She 

knew well the works of Chekhov, Tolstoy, Gogol, Aksakov, Turgenev, Herzen, and most 

of all Dostoevsky.132 In her 1941 essay, “The Russian Realists and Southern Literature,” 

McCullers articulates a kinship shared between Russian and southern writers that stems 

from these writers’ “peculiar and intense realism” (252). This realism, she suggests, relies 

more on memory, dreams, and imagination than on factual details. “The imagination is 

truer than the reality,” she clarifies in another essay, “Notes From a Flowering Dream” 

(Mortgaged Heart 281). Her statement recalls Dostoevsky’s own claim regarding his 

“fantastic realism” made in a letter to his friend, Apollon Maikov, as he was completing 

work on The Idiot: “I have absolutely different notions of reality and realism from what 

our realists and critics do,” he declared; “My idealism is more real than theirs” 

(December 11/23, 1868).  Joseph Frank defines this kind of realism as “an uncanny 

ability to visualize and dramatize the extraordinary within the conventions of realism, and 

without any (overt) supernatural intrusion” (56). Such a depth of insight allows 

                                                
132 See “Books I Remember” and “The Russian Realists and Southern Literature.” 
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Dostoevsky and McCullers to meditate on the pressing exigencies of their tumultuous 

times as well as to imagine a better future for themselves and their homelands. 

In considering specifically Dostoevsky’s The Idiot (1868-1869) and McCullers’s 

The Ballad of the Sad Café (1943), this chapter explores the necessity of just such a 

peculiar realism and depth of insight, particularly when viewing one’s homeland from 

afar. These two novels share many similarities with the other works already considered: 

like Faulkner and Platonov, Dostoevsky and McCullers trouble the traditional conception 

of the pure female body through the characters of abused and abusing Nastasia 

Filippovna and the gigantic, mannish Miss Amelia Evans. Like Gogol and O’Connor, 

Dostoevsky and McCullers utilize their characters’ moments of silence as aesthetic 

opportunities to gesture toward potential future regeneration. Here, as in the earlier works 

discussed, there is a suggestive interplay of opposites; here, too, are seemingly bleak 

denouements that imply failed representations of personal and regional/national 

identities. What Dostoevsky and McCullers add to the work of their compatriots is the 

insight that only distance can give. 

The Idiot was written during the time Dostoevsky and his second wife, Anna 

Grigoryevna, spent in Europe following their wedding, and The Ballad of the Sad Café 

was written shortly after McCullers moved permanently to New York with her husband, 

Reeves McCullers. Both works rely heavily on the authors’ memories of their erstwhile 

homelands. As Frank points out, “Never had Dostoevsky’s love for his native land 

reached such a pitch of fanaticism as during these years of involuntary expatriation. And 

never, as a result, did Russia appear to him, with the beguiling eyes of distance, more 

radiant and more full of hope for the future” (551-552). For McCullers’ part, Noah Mass 

suggests that her time away from the South led to more ambivalent feelings about her 

native land; in his view, “Much of McCullers’s work shows her reaching for a language 
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that will allow her to articulate both her love for, and her antagonism against, the South 

of her birth, and doing so in the context of an emerging American global presence” (226). 

This distance made Dostoevsky eager and McCullers reluctant to return home; for both 

writers, however, it sharpened their understandings of their own identities as region-

bound world citizens. Their novels, therefore, challenge readers to reconsider their own 

identities in a world at once real and imagined. 

Clearly exemplifying their authors’ conceptions of peculiar or fantastic realism, 

The Idiot and The Ballad of the Sad Café lead some readers to complain about the 

stylized or unbelievable quality of the characters and plotlines. Indeed, Dostoevsky’s 

friend Maikov lodged just such a complaint against the characters in Part One of The 

Idiot, prompting Dostoevsky to respond: “By the way: many little things at the end of the 

first part are taken from nature, and certain characters are simply portraits, for instance, 

General Ivolgin, Kolya. But your judgment may in fact be very accurate.”133 Such a 

response indicates that for Dostoevsky, these “unbelievable” characters actually do 

accurately represent something true about life. Regarding McCullers’ peculiar realism, 

Oliver Evans notes, “As for [McCullers’s] situations, if they sometimes have an artificial, 

stylized quality, it is because they have been contrived deliberately to illustrate a thesis, 

not to imitate situations in real life” (127). Her characters and situations actually are 

meant “to imitate situations in real life,” however, but by way of “moral authenticity” 

rather than by way of strict “mimetic precision” (Maus 57). Like Gogol and O’Connor – 

and, really, like Faulkner and Platonov, too – Dostoevsky and McCullers “draw large and 

                                                
133 See Dostoevsky’s letter to Maikov on 21-22 March/2-3 April, 1868. See also David Lowe’s note at the 
bottom of page 60: “Maykov had written that the characters in Part One of the novel seemed to inhabit a 
fantastic world, and that one did not believe in them.”  
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startling figures,” shouting through the peculiar and fantastic realism of these novels to 

their sleeping readers.134  

Both The Idiot and The Ballad of the Sad Café were written with national and 

international concerns very much in mind. Dostoevsky obsessed from afar over the great 

reforms of Tsar Alexander II and became disillusioned with the politics and people of 

Europe, including his fellow Russian exiles. McCullers, already a staunch anti-racist and 

anti-facist, followed the unfolding events of World War II and the South’s response with 

rapt attention. This engagement with questions of global politics informs the characters 

that these authors create and the stories that they tell. Indeed, in the words of V.S. 

Prichett, rather than subjects of “regional gossip” or “bywords of a local ballad,” the 

characters in these particular novels are offered a “Homeric moment in a universal 

tragedy” (qtd. in Savigneau 208-209). Focusing on the seemingly insular locales of St. 

Petersburg, Russia and its suburbs and a nameless small town in the American South, 

presumably in McCullers’ native Georgia, Dostoevsky and McCullers manage to address 

universal questions of belonging, community, and identity at times of significant global 

shifts.  

Leigh Anne Duck has designated just such a concern for both the local and the 

global as “provincial cosmopolitanism,” a label she attributes specifically to McCullers 

and a handful of other twentieth-century southern writers. Duck argues,  

On the one hand, these writers vigorously situated the image of the South in 
relation to other places, demonstrating the ways in which aspects of regional life 
considered backward were comparable to cultural forms seen elsewhere and, 
accordingly, exemplified prominent patterns in global modernity. On the other 
hand, their narratives demonstrate how perceptions of backwardness could 
intervene in attempts to imagine regional activism, as characters question whether 

                                                
134 See O’Connor, Mystery (34). 
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their cosmopolitan impulses might demonstrate their own temporal divergences 
from their local peers. (178) 

Through this “provincial cosmopolitanism,” McCullers thus employs the strategies of 

Deleuze and Guattari’s “minor literature” or Bhabha’s “minority discourse,” 

demonstrating that the “backwardness” of the U.S. South is not confined solely to that 

region but rather extends to marginalized regions across the globe.135 By demanding that 

her characters question the dominant cultural narratives of their communities, McCullers 

antagonizes traditional southern identity. Rather than “provincial cosmopolitanism,” 

Anne Lounsbery offers the term “sophisticated provincial” to describe the ways in which 

Russian writers are able to reveal the cultural potential inherent in Russia, that nation 

forever set apart from Western Europe (“Not the Provinces” 280). For Lounsbery, Gogol 

and Dostoevsky are the two writers in particular who are able “to represent Russia’s 

backwardness and lack of sophistication as sure signs of both moral virtue and cultural 

potential” (“Not the Provinces” 278). By reimagining the characteristics of Russia’s 

historical marginalization, Dostoevsky constructs a revolutionary “minor literature” or 

“minority discourse” that situates Russia as an important player within the global context. 

Regardless of what term is used, Duck’s and Lounsbery’s point still stands: McCullers 

and Dostoevsky, along with a few of their fellow writers, productively utilize the 

marginalized, “backwards” communities of the U.S. South and Russia, respectively, to 

address questions of global concern.  

James Peacock has considered this kind of outward-looking engagement with 

others in his study of “grounded globalism” in the U.S. South.  He defines this term as 

“an organic conception of globalism, rooting globalism in the ground rather than relying 

overmuch on cyberspace or other abstracted systems” (42). Peacock argues that in light 

                                                
135 As Flannery O’Connor puts it, “I find it hard to believe that what is observable behavior in one section 
can be entirely without parallel in another” (Mystery 32).  
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of the ongoing global shifts of the world, southerners must turn away from their 

historically oppositional identity defined against the North and the rest of the country and 

towards an emerging global identity, a dynamic “globalized regionalism” that situates an 

international network of social, cultural, political, and economic relationships within a 

local community (43). Dostoevsky and McCullers, I argue, anticipate just such a 

“grounded globalism,” particularly through the actions and interactions of their 

protagonists, Prince Myshkin and Cousin Lymon. The peripheral status of their 

communities is reflected in these characters, who are themselves always marginalized. 

Indeed, it is these characters’ “constant inappropriateness”136 – their backwardness, or 

general strangeness – which allows them to function as “provincial cosmopolitans” or 

“sophisticated provincials” who uncover the potential for connection and sympathetic 

engagement within their communities. These two characters embody idealized 

representations of Russia and the U.S. South, respectively. The fact that the salvific 

communal ethos they engender does not last illustrates that for Dostoevsky and 

McCullers, this hope for their homelands must be displaced into the future. 

Though questions of regional and national identity may not initially appear to be 

as relevant to these novels as they are to other works by these two writers – Dostoevsky’s 

Demons (Бесы), for example, or McCullers’ The Heart is a Lonely Hunter – two facts 

mark these particular narratives as ideal spaces for the working out of identity. In the first 

place, The Idiot is the only one of Dostoevsky’s major novels fully conceived, written, 

and published while he was away from Russia, and The Ballad of the Sad Café is the first 

fictional work McCullers conceived, wrote, and published while she was away from the 

                                                
136 Mikhail Bakhtin, 173. See below for a discussion of this characterization of Prince Myshkin. 
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South.137 Secondly, both of these stories center around characters who appear to be 

simultaneously outsiders and insiders to the communities these narratives examine.138 As 

outsiders, Prince Myshkin and Cousin Lymon offer distinct judgments about those 

around them, which would not otherwise be possible; simultaneously, their tenuous 

claims to belong to these communities allow them access they would not otherwise be 

granted. The varying degrees of success in their abilities to enmesh themselves within 

these communities speak to the complexity of identity that these semi-fictional 

communities represent. 

Dostoevsky, and particularly his character Prince Myshkin, were very much on 

McCullers’ mind just prior to and during the time she was working on The Ballad of the 

Sad Café.139 In July 1940 she met the Swiss writer Annemarie Clarac-Schwarzenbach, 

and later she would write of this meeting, “As Annemarie was bodily resplendent I could 

only think of [Myshkin’s] meeting with [Nastasya Filipovna] in the ‘Idiot,’ in which he 

experienced ‘terror, pity and love’” (qtd. in Saxton, “Dostoevsky’s ‘Idiot’” 103). In April 

of 1941, McCullers published her short piece, “Books I Remember,” in Harper’s Bazaar, 

from which the epigraph for this chapter is drawn. In this essay McCullers meditates on 

the many literary influences on her work, calling particular attention to the influence of 

Dostoevsky. She met the composer David Diamond, to whom she would eventually 

dedicate The Ballad of the Sad Café, in May 1941, one month before she moved to 
                                                
137 Dostoevsky began work on Demons while still living in Europe, but he did not finish the novel or 
publish it until he was back in Russia. Although McCullers did not publish Reflections in a Golden Eye 
until she was already living in New York, a substantial portion of it was written while she and her husband, 
Reeves, were still living in Fayetteville, North Carolina. 
138 See, for example, Sarah Hudspith, who argues, “While Myshkin is not a typical Westernized gentleman, 
neither does he have much at all to connect him with Russia” (51).  
139 See Saxton, who calls attention to McCullers’ direct personal identification with Prince Myshkin and 
argues that McCullers found in The Idiot “a model for her own treatment of love, spiritual isolation, and 
silent desire” (“Dostoevsky’s ‘Idiot’” 104). Saxton compares The Idiot to McCullers’ The Heart is a Lonely 
Hunter, but I argue that a comparative analysis is more appropriate between The Idiot and The Ballad of the 
Sad Café.  
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Yadoo Artists’ Colony, where she began work on Ballad. In a 1941 letter to Diamond, 

“Carson asked Diamond if he had read Dostoevski’s The Idiot recently, and if so, he 

would understand what she meant when she said that she had felt like a cross between 

Rogozhin and Myshkin” (Virginia Carr, qtd. in Saxton, “Dostoevsky’s ‘Idiot’” 103). 

McCullers’ specific personal identification with Prince Myshkin at the very moment she 

was creating her own “constantly inappropriate” character, Cousin Lymon, demands a 

comparative reading of these two characters.  

Although many critics have already explored biographical influences in 

McCullers’ fiction, from her early musical education to her sexuality, it is the fact of her 

voluntary exile from the South that weighs most heavily on The Ballad of the Sad 

Café.140 Having freely chosen to leave her native land, McCullers lived in New York 

among countless European exiles who had been forced from their home countries against 

their will, escaping terrors far more dangerous than a provincial southern town could 

threaten to a brilliant but odd teenage girl.141 According to Edward Said’s logic, 

McCullers’ experience should more accurately be described as expatriation than exile, 

although it nevertheless resembled the exile of her European friends in its “solitude and 

estrangement” (181). Like these friends, McCullers experienced an “unhealable rift 

forced between a human being and a native place, between the self and its true home” 

(Said 173). Said explains that in order to cope with the loneliness of separation, exiles 

experience “an urgent need to reconstitute their broken lives, usually by choosing to see 
                                                
140 See, for example, Kenschaft; Mass; McDowell; Saxton, “Dostoevsky’s ‘Idiot’”; and Vande Kieft. 
141 Lynne Greeley remarks of this time, “As Reeves and McCullers struggled in their early marriage, 
refugees escaping the war in Europe were arriving in New York. Identifying as an exile herself, a 
Southerner in the North, McCullers sought to meet the more prominent arrivals, including Greta Garbo” 
(163). See also Brinkmeyer, who notes, “In large part because of her new circle of friends, McCullers 
began to see herself in them – as an exile from a repressive homeland, in her case the American South. This 
identification deepened her political commitment, pushing her both to write openly patriotic nonfiction 
about the conflict in Europe and to continue to explore the authoritarian structures of the South in her 
fiction” (241). 
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themselves as part of a triumphant ideology or a restored people” (177). McCullers 

sought this reconstitution through deliberate efforts to put down roots in her adopted 

homeland, concerning herself in her nonfiction with national rather than regional 

concerns.142 Yet in her fiction she turned time and again to the land of her birth, dreaming 

of “a triumphant ideology or a restored people” that might one day be possible in the U.S. 

South.  

Dostoevsky, like McCullers, experienced this “unhealable rift” while he was away 

from Russia, but rather than seek out connections with other Russian exiles or expatriates 

in Europe, he sought to nurse his wound in isolation. “I’m miserable,” he wrote to 

Maikov. “I don’t know anyone here and am glad for that. It’s disgusting even to meet our 

clever fellows. Oh, poor people, oh, worthless people, oh, trash, swollen from vanity, oh, 

shit! It’s disgusting! H[erzen] and I met by chance on the street, talked ten minutes in a 

hostilely polite tone, with little gibes, and went our separate ways” (21-22 March/2-3 

April, 1868, Dostoevsky’s emphasis). Fitting Said’s description of an exile or expatriate, 

Dostoevsky lived as an “eccentric” who experienced his situation “as a kind of 

orphanhood” (182). Dostoevsky eagerly devoured any news he could get concerning 

Russia, whether from newspapers or letters from his friends back home. His experiences 

in Europe prohibited him from taking “home and language for granted,” from watching 

his “underlying assumptions recede into dogma and orthodoxy” (Said 185). Indeed, his 

time abroad heightened his commitment to reimagining an identity for Russia quite apart 

from the “dogma and orthodoxy” of Russia’s past. And in his fiction he, like McCullers 

would do more than half a century later, imagined “a triumphant ideology or a restored 

people” springing up from within the depths of his homeland, redeeming the ravages of 

                                                
142 See, for example, her essays, “Brooklyn is My Neighbourhood,” “Look Homeward, Americans,” and 
“We Carried Our Banners – We Were Pacifists, Too” (all reprinted in The Mortgaged Heart). 
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his painful separation from Russia. A comparative analysis of The Idiot and The Ballad of 

the Sad Café reveals that this future redemption is achievable for all marginalized nations 

or regions. No matter how “backwards” or “inferior,” all nations and regions have the 

potential to access a dynamic “globalized regionalism” or “grounded globalism.” 
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“CONSTANT INAPPROPRIATENESS” IN DOSTOEVSKY’S THE IDIOT 

 

The Idiot tells the story of Prince Lev Nikolaevich Myshkin, a meek epileptic 

Russian nobleman who returns to Russia after more than four years spent at a Swiss 

sanatorium. Though he is a native Russian, he reappears in his home country as an 

outsider: he is wearing a Swiss cloak with no sleeves, though it is the end of November, 

and his shoes and gaiters, as Rogozhin immediately notes, are “all not the Russian way” 

(всё не по-русски 6/6).143 Unlike Gogol’s Chichikov, Prince Myshkin is marked as 

unusual from his first appearance in the novel, and he is unable easily to reintegrate 

himself into Petersburg society. Upon Myshkin’s first visit to the Epanchins’ house, the 

two servants who reluctantly admit him to the waiting room are suspicious of him since, 

as Dostoevsky writes, “the prince was too far from fitting into the category of everyday 

visitors” (слишком уж князь не подходил под разряд вседневных посетителей 18/17). 

Even after the prince’s pedigree and wealth are satisfactorily established, the other 

characters continue to view him as somehow not quite right. His history of epilepsy, his 

naïve forthrightness, and his refusal to acknowledge class hierarchies are unsettling for 

those around him. 

Unwilling to exclude anyone, Myshkin pursues his love for Nastasia Filipovna 

and Aglaya Epanchin, for Rogozhin, Lebedev, Ippolit, and all the others, no matter how 

indecorous the coexistence of these relationships might be. Myshkin manages to bring 

together all manner of people through his egalitarian hospitality, and it is just this ability 

that is most significant for understanding his character. Through his naïve candor, or 

                                                
143 Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky’s 2003 English translation, when used, is listed before the 
Russian citation; where only the Russian citation is listed, translations are my own. All original Russian 
quotations are from the Soviet Academy of Sciences edition (Izdatel’stvo “Nauka”), volume 8 (Leningrad, 
1973). 
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what the other characters call his “idiocy” and what recent critic Nancy Ruttenburg calls 

his “democracy,” Myshkin breaks down the barriers between the other characters and 

affirms the whole truth of the relationship between the self and the other.144 Myshkin thus 

embodies James Peacock’s conception of “grounded globalism” by empathetically 

inviting those around him to share a sense of community and identity beyond any 

restrictive hierarchies or boundaries.145 In this way, Myshkin anticipates the role 

Dostoevsky prophesied for Russia as the chosen country that would finally unify the 

entire world in a universal brotherhood. 

Written during Dostoevsky’s voluntary expatriation146 in Western Europe, The 

Idiot is full of nostalgic longing for Russia, but it also contains Dostoevsky’s national 

messianic hopes for the future of his homeland. Europe was the model of modernity 

during the nineteenth century, and as his letters attest, Dostoevsky was deeply invested in 

observing and documenting Russia’s struggles to enter modernity.147 Frustrated by his 

encounters with Russians abroad who seemed to value Europe over Russia as a place 

where civilization reigned and nationality was erased, Dostoevsky was particularly 

                                                
144 Ruttenburg calls attention to the numerous occasions when other characters refer to Prince Myshkin as a 
“democrat” (6-21). For Lizaveta Prokofevna, “the word ‘democrat’ incorporates everything that makes him 
unquestionably bad yet possibly good” (Ruttenburg 8). For the other characters, Myshkin’s “democracy” 
stems from the fact that he is inspired “by a kind of optical illusion of class which leads him in this scene 
[the Epanchins’ soiree] to see aristocratic vanity as candor, cynicism as naïve friendliness, and 
conventional politesse – ‘tact and cunning’ – as the warmest sincerity” (Ruttenburg 9). Ruttenburg argues 
that by the end of the novel, “‘democrat’ stands in for that which cannot be named” in the prince’s 
character (20). 
145 James Peacock defines this type of world citizenship as sharing “a sense of community and identity 
beyond national, geographic, or other restrictive boundaries. In so doing, one edges toward empathy, 
necessarily identifying somewhat with the other without becoming the other” (49). 
146 Dostoevsky and his new wife, Anna Grigorievna, left Russia for Europe in 1867 in order to avoid 
Dostoevsky’s many creditors and demanding family members.  
147 See Riasanovsky and Steinberg (338), and Dostoevsky’s letters to Maikov and his niece, Sonia 
Ivanovna, in particular. 
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disappointed in his fellow Russian writer, Ivan Turgenev.148 Turgenev’s recently 

published novel, Smoke (1867), was proudly summarized by its author in the single 

phrase, “If Russia disappeared, there would not be any loss or any agitation among 

mankind.”149 Dostoevsky, in contrast to “all these trashy little liberals and progressives,” 

deeply regretted his absence from Russia and could find no peace in his European life.150 

In The Idiot, Dostoevsky imagines a mutually beneficial relationship between Russia and 

the West. The novel’s bleak denouement, rather than portraying an acquiescence to the 

impossibility of such a constructive transnational relationship, illustrates a sharp 

repudiation of the current state of affairs in Russia and the West. It also contains the seed, 

however small and obscured from view, of hope for Russia’s future in regards to the 

West.151 

The Idiot’s obsession with death and, by extension, with the possibility of 

resurrection and redemption, anticipates this apparently tragic ending. The theme of death 

is introduced casually almost from the first page of the novel: Myshkin’s initial 

conversation with Rogozhin on the train to Petersburg centers on Myshkin’s illness and 

his failure to find a cure, despite more than four years of treatment in Switzerland. 

Rogozhin, for his part, is only just recovering from a month-long delirium brought on by 

                                                
148 See, for example, the anecdote Dostoevsky includes in an 1867 letter to Maikov, in which he recounts 
the Russian expatriate who proclaims, “Civilization ought to level everything, and we won’t be happy until 
we forget that we’re Russians, and everyone looks like everyone else…” (16/28 August 1867). 
149 Dostoevsky recounts his meeting with Turgenev in his 1867 letter to Maikov (16/28 August 1867, 
Dostoevsky’s emphasis). 
150 Ibid. 
151 Mochulsky draws a direct line between Dostoevsky’s Russian nationalism and his Russian messianism, 
both of which were heightened during his time in Europe: “We know with what agitation Dostoevsky 
watched all that happened in Russia from abroad, how somberly he looked at reality, how he attempted to 
find in the legal chronicles threatening signs of a near end. The papers complained of the decline of 
morality, the increase of crimes, robberies, and murders. But at the same time, never did he so believe in 
the coming renovation of the perishing world, in the salvation of mankind by the image of the Russian 
Christ” (352). 
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the anxiety of his initial meeting with Nastasya Filippovna.152 After leaving Rogozhin at 

the train station, Myshkin arrives at the Epanchins’ house, where he initiates a 

conversation with the Epanchins’ lackey about the horrors of capital punishment. 

Myshkin observes, “To be killed by legal sentence is immeasurably more terrible than to 

be killed by robbers. A man killed by robbers, stabbed at night, in the forest or however, 

certainly still hopes he’ll be saved till the very last minute” (Убийство по приговору 

несоразмерно ужаснее, чем убийство разбойничье. Тот, кого убивают разбойники, 

режут ночью, в лесу, или как-нибудь, непременно ещё надеется, что спасётся, до 

самого последнего мгновения 23/20). Susan McReynolds Oddo considers this theme of 

certain death to carry national implications for Russia, claiming, “The novel initially 

holds out some hope that Russia may be a special space within which new life is 

possible” (138). Indeed, Myshkin, who was unable to be cured in Switzerland, returns to 

Russia to begin a new life; Rogozhin, too, returns home with dreams of beginning anew. 

According to Oddo, however, the initial hope for Russia is extinguished, and “Russia 

emerges as a space of spiritual degeneration, a place to which redemption hasn’t come. 

Myshkin’s fate and the experiences of the other characters belie any hope in Russia” 

(138).  

Indeed, the novel’s tragic ending – Nastasia Filippovna’s murder, Rogozhin’s 

exile to a Siberian prison, and Prince Myshkin’s relapse into complete “idiocy” – has led 

Oddo and other critics to dismiss this novel as somehow distinct from the rest of 

Dostoevsky’s oeuvre; many see the novel as a failure, both in terms of structure and of 

                                                
152 The account of this initial meeting is peppered with references to death and rebirth: Rogozhin steals 
money from his father to buy Nastasia Filippovna diamond earrings, and he considers drowning himself 
afterwards so as to avoid what he assumes will be a worse fate when he faces his father. After an initial 
browbeating by his father, Rogozhin escapes to Pskov, where he lies in delirium for a whole month, during 
which time his father dies of a stroke. Rogozhin then returns to Petersburg, having inherited two and a half 
million in capital. 
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Dostoevsky’s commitment to Orthodox Christian tradition.153 Robin Feuer Miller 

attributes this apparent failure to the novel’s structure: “The Idiot has often been regarded 

as Dostoevsky’s ‘great failed novel’ because of the way in which the events of the novel 

seem to escape the control of both the author and the narrator” (227).154 The form informs 

the content, according to these critics. Since Dostoevsky was publishing the novel serially 

as he wrote it, he forfeited his ability, as an author, to shape the novel into a unified 

whole while simultaneously granting a Bakhtinian agency to his characters to participate 

in affecting their own narratives.155 Such agency, however, allowed the characters to 

diverge from Dostoevsky’s own Orthodox beliefs regarding resurrection, or so these 

critics argue. Sarah J. Young summarizes the responses of these critics when she 

pointedly asks,  

What, then, are we to make of a novel which has a positive hero and is replete 
with biblical allusions, but ends in abject failure and a denial of Christ’s divinity 
(not to mention the complete absence of the doctrine of Grace), which has been 
called Dostoevskii’s most ethical text, but is also his darkest, ending with no 
image of spiritual redemption or hope? (“Epistle” 405).  

Yet this response is incomplete. Orthodox Christological theology actually requires death 

as a necessary precursor to rebirth, according to the Gospel of John.156 The novel is 
                                                
153 See, for example, Bethea; Bortnes; Oddo; Saxton, “Dostoevsky’s ‘Idiot’”; Thompson; Wasiolek; and 
Young, “Epistle.” These and other critics draw their conclusions regarding the novel’s failure from 
Dostoevsky’s own comments about the novel. In 1869 Dostoevsky declared to his niece, Sofia Ivanova, 
“But I’m dissatisfied with the novel; it hasn’t expressed even a tenth part of what I wanted to express, 
although I nonetheless do not disown it and I still love my unsuccessful idea” (25 January/6 February 
1869). A few weeks later he wrote again to his niece, claiming, “But with regard to the faults I am 
absolutely in agreement with everyone; and most importantly, I’m so irritated with myself for the flaws that 
I want to write a critique of myself” (8/20 March 1869).  
154 Miller refuses to call the novel a failure, however, pointing to evidence from the notebooks regarding 
the unity of Dostoevsky’s plan for the novel (227). 
155 For a discussion of the ethical implications of Dostoevsky’s narrative structuring, see Young, Ethical 
Foundations.  
156 See John 12:24, where Jesus tells his disciples of his impending death and resurrection, calling them to 
follow him in the same pattern of death and rebirth: “Very truly, I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into 
the earth and dies, it remains just a single grain; but if it dies, it bears much fruit.” This same verse serves 
as the epigraph to Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov. 
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unquestionably dark, but it does not end without a glimmer of redemptive hope, even if 

that glimmer is only a promise of a future rather than a present rebirth.  

This Johannine hope, I argue, lies in the novel’s absolute declaration of Christ’s 

embodied humanity, which, in its fullness, in no way denies his divinity. Hans Holbein’s 

painting, Christ’s Body in the Tomb (1521), is the visual manifestation of this divine 

humanity around which the novel revolves, and anyone who has ever written about The 

Idiot is almost required to consider this painting’s relevance to the novel. Depicting 

Christ’s body taken down from the cross and already in an obvious state of physical 

decay, this painting has been read almost universally as denying any possibility of 

resurrection.157 Indeed, as Tat’iana Kasatkina points out, “For two centuries, Holbein’s 

painting has been an inseparable part of the stockpile of Russian culture. As such, it 

appears to us as a symbol of Christ’s death with no resurrection, as the symbol of the 

‘laws of nature’ triumphant over humanity’s greatest treasure, vanquished and laid low 

by death” (75). The dying consumptive Ippolit, after viewing the painting at Rogozhin’s 

house, responds with this question: “If all his disciples, his chief future apostles, if the 

women who followed him and stood by the cross, if all those who believed in him and 

worshipped him had seen a corpse like that (and it was bound to be exactly like that), 

how could they believe, looking at such a corpse, that this sufferer would resurrect?” 

(если такой точно труп (а он непременно должен был быть точно такой) видели все 

ученики его, его главные будущие апостолы, видели женщины, ходившие за ним и 

стоявшие у креста, все веровавшие в него и обожавшие его, то каким образом могли 

они поверить, смотря на такой труп, что этот мученик воскреснет? 408/339). The 

answer Dostoevsky offers rests on the paradox depicted in the Gospel of John and 
                                                
157 See, for example, Lisa Woodson, who perceptively asks, “Can one believe in resurrection and 
redemption when all visible signs indicate the opposite?” (636). See also Oddo, Thompson, and Young, 
Ethical Foundations. 
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expressed through Myshkin’s anecdotes of faith, which Myshkin tells to Rogozhin 

following their discussion of Holbein’s painting.158 

When Myshkin sees a copy of this painting hanging in Rogozhin’s apartment, he 

reacts viscerally, feeling suddenly suffocated. Dostoevsky writes, “The prince glanced 

fleetingly at it, as if recalling something, not stopping, however, wanting to go on through 

the door. He felt very oppressed and wanted to be out of this house quickly” (Князь 

мельком взглянул на неё, как бы что-то припоминая, впрочем не останавливаюсь, 

хотел пройти в дверь. Ему было очень тяжело и хотелось поскорее из этого дома 

217-218/181). His reaction to the painting prompts Rogozhin to ask Myshkin whether or 

not he believes in God, and Myshkin’s initial response is to cry out, “A man could even 

lose his faith from that painting!” (Да от этой картины у иного ещё вера может 

пропасть! 218/182). Without directly answering Rogohzin’s questions, Myshkin narrates 

for Rogozhin four anecdotes about his recent encounters with the faith of the Russian 

narod. 

In a way, these four stories emanate from Myshkin’s own character by combining 

seemingly incompatible beliefs and actions. The first story centers on an atheist 

intellectual Myshkin meets on a train, a thoughtful and brilliant conversationalist who is 

unable to articulate his unbelief convincingly; Myshkin tells Rogozhin, “He doesn’t 

believe in God. Only one thing struck me: it was as if that was not at all what he was 

talking about all the while” (В бога он не верует. Одно только меня поразило: что он 

вовсе как будто не про то говорил, во всё время 219/182).  In the next story, Myshkin 

learns of a peasant who has just stabbed his lifelong friend to death in order to acquire the 

                                                
158 Joseph Frank argues that in these anecdotes lies the key for interpreting this paradox and Myshkin’s 
ostensible failure to save anyone. He explains, “The point of these stories is to exhibit religious faith and 
moral conscience existing as an ineradicable attribute in the Russian people independent of reason, or even 
of any sort of conventional social morality” (582).  
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friend’s silver watch, praying to the Lord for forgiveness even as he is already wielding 

the knife. Myshkin’s third story involves a drunken soldier who sells Myshkin his 

Byzantine cross for twenty kopecks in order to buy another drink, an act so desperate that 

Myshkin stands overwhelmed by some strong impression, refusing to pass judgment on 

this “Christ-seller” (христопродавца) since “God knows what’s locked away in these 

drunken and weak hearts” (Бог ведь знает, что в этих пьяных и слабых сердцах 

заключается 220/183). The final story tells of a young mother who, upon seeing her 

baby’s very first smile, rejoices in just the same way that “God rejoices each time he 

looks down from heaven and sees a sinner standing before him and praying with all his 

heart” (у бога радость всякий раз, когда он с неба завидит, что грешник пред ним от 

всего своего сердца на молитву становится 220-221/184). Frank suggests, “The point 

of these stories is to exhibit religious faith and moral conscience existing as an 

ineradicable attribute in the Russian people independent of reason, or even of any sort of 

conventional social morality” (582). These anecdotes, like Hans Holbein’s painting, call 

readers to ponder the profundity of faith, action and circumstance that paradoxically can 

coincide within the Russian heart. 

For Myshkin, in this final story resides “a thought that all at once expressed the 

whole essence of Christianity, that is, the whole idea of God as our own father, and that 

God rejoices over man as a father over his own child – the main thought of Christ!” 

(такую мысль, в которой вся сущность христианства разом выразилась, то есть всё 

понятие о боге как о нашем родном отце и о радости бога на человека, как отца на 

своё родное дитя, – главнейшая мысль Христова! 221/184). He then explains:  

the essence of religious feeling doesn’t fit in with any reasoning, with any crimes 
and trespasses, or with any atheisms; there’s something in it that atheisms will 
eternally glance off, and they will eternally be talking not about that. But the main 
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thing is that one can observe it sooner and more clearly in a Russian heart, and 
that is my conclusion!  

сущность религиозного чувства ни под какие рассуждения, ни под какие 
проступки и преступления и ни под какие атеизмы не подходит; тут что-то не 
то, и вечно будет не то; тут что-то такое, обо что вечно будут скользить 
атеизмы и вечно будут не про то говорить. Но главное то, что всего яснее и 
скорее на русском сердце это заметишь, и вот моё заключение! (221/184).  

This observation anticipates the end of the novel when Myshkin’s actions appear fully 

irrational, leading him into a final state of unreason as he slips back into his former state 

of mute “idiocy.” His identity and the identity of Russia, like a Christian’s faith, exists 

apart from any superficial or rational explanation.  

Kasatkina has complained that the typical interpretation of the Holbein painting as 

illustrating the impossibility of bodily resurrection is mindlessly and uncritically repeated 

in scholarly literature, despite its clear departure from Dostoevsky’s own beliefs 

regarding resurrection.159 Following Kasatkina’s lead, I argue that this painting, like 

Myshkin’s anecdotes about faith that the painting prompts, do not – in fact, cannot – deny 

the possibility of resurrection. Instead, the painting and the stories point to the 

irrationality and profundity of faith required to believe in the face of such physical and 

moral decay. Indeed, The Idiot is itself an extended anecdote in the same vein. Even as it 

tells the story of Prince Myshkin’s “constant inappropriateness,” it simultaneously 

articulates Russia’s “constant inappropriateness,” an attribute that, like the inexplicable 

faith of the narod, anticipates a future rebirth. 

An outsider in Petersburg society, Prince Myshkin nevertheless is able to bring 

together the aristocratic families, the disgraced sinners, the callous nihilists, and the 

                                                
159 See, for example, Dostoevsky’s diary meditation after the death of his first wife (PSS 20:172). See also 
his letter to his sister on the death of her husband, where he implores her not to fall into despair, reminding 
her, “After all, you believe in the future life, Verochka, just as you all do; none of you is infected with 
rotten and stupid atheism. Understand that he surely knows about you now; never lose the hope of seeing 
each other, and believe that this future life is a necessity, and not just a consolation” (1/13 February 1868). 
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passionate, wildly possessive materialists. As his name, Lev Myshkin – or “Lion Mouse” 

– illustrates, the prince is able to accommodate within himself any number of opposing 

forces: aggression and meekness, death and rebirth, darkness and light, profanity and 

holiness, tragedy and comedy, Europe and Russia.160 Ironically, it is these contradictory 

characteristics that mark Prince Myshkin as Dostoevsky’s ideal Russian citizen. He has 

not been corrupted by Westernizers who strive to model their lives on European values, 

repudiating all that is natively Russian as somehow inferior. Neither has the prince been 

prejudiced by Slavophiles who view Europe as fully deceitful, corrupt, and decadent. He 

is a hybrid figure mediating between two distinct sets of values as he anticipates “the 

future renewal of all mankind and its resurrection, perhaps by Russian thought alone, by 

the Russian God and Christ” (в будущем обновление всего человечества и 

воскресение его, может быть, одною только русскою мыслью, русском богом и 

Христом 546/453). Myshkin is Dostoevsky’s “PRINCE-CHRIST” (КНЯЗЬ 

ХРИСТОС),161 the “mighty and righteous, wise and meek giant” (исполин могучий и 

правдивый, мудрый и кроткий) Dostoevsky hoped would serve as an answer to 

Turgenev’s and others’ judgment of Russia as embodying nothing “the sword, the sword 

and violence” (меча, меча и насилия 546/453).162 His existence alone, Dostoevsky 

suggests, would be reason enough to mourn the loss if Russia disappeared, contra 

Turgenev. 

                                                
160 For an explanation of Myshkin’s name and the names of many other characters, see Knapp, 
Introduction. 
161 See Dostoevsky’s The Notebooks for The Idiot 198. 
162 See Liza Knapp, who argues, “Dostoevsky may well have envisioned The Idiot as just what people like 
Turgenev needed in order to see what Russia was truly like” (8). Joseph Frank makes this same point when 
he argues that Dostoevsky’s decision to write The Idiot stemmed from his desire “to celebrate the highest 
values of Russian culture as he conceived them” (558).  
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If indeed Prince Myshkin is an ideal representative of Russia, his marginal status, 

of course, is historically appropriate. According the dominant philosophy of history, 

Russia has occupied and continues to occupy a marginal position with regard to 

Europe.163 Russians, particularly in the nineteenth century, were viewed as backwards 

linguistically, culturally, politically, historically, and economically. The country’s 

belatedness to world culture led to the split between the Westernizers and Slavophiles, 

with the one camp seeking to overcome that belatedness by imitating the already-

established European culture and with the other camp seeking to create their own native 

culture in opposition to Europe. Yet, as is clear, both ideologies rely significantly on a 

relationship with the “other” – that is, Europe.  

When Prince Myshkin finds himself torn between the two women, Agalaya 

Epanchin and Nastasia Filippovna, readers can recognize the similar position between 

two mistresses – Russia and the West – that Russia found itself in during Dostoevsky’s 

lifetime. And just as Myshkin discovers, the situation is quite a bit more complicated than 

simply choosing one or the other, which, in fact, Myshkin finds himself unable to do. In 

his failure to choose between Agalaya Epanchin and Natastia Filippovna, the prince is not 

simply displaying his “idiocy” and indecision. Instead, he is manifesting what 

Dostoevsky sees as a truer path toward approaching his, and Russia’s, singular destiny. 

For as Dostoevsky would have it, neither the Westernizers nor the Slavophiles have it all 

quite figured out. Russia’s future, as well as that of the West, depends on a mutually 

beneficial relationship between the two. The tragic end to the encounter between the two 

                                                
163 Sources documenting this history are too numerous to account for here. By way of example, see Foster, 
Jr.; Lounsbery, Thin Culture; Peterson, Up from Bondage; Rancour-Laferriere; and Riasanovsky and 
Steinberg.  
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female rivals in the novel stands as a testament to the grim future for Russia if it fails to 

reconcile its relationship with Europe.  

Yet the conclusion of the novel and Myshkin’s fate are perhaps not quite as bleak 

as most critics assume. Indeed, rather than the “claustrophobic tale of unmitigated 

tragedy for all its protagonists” which Diane Oenning Thompson sees in the novel, The 

Idiot actually ends on a positive, though mitigated, note, at least as far as the future of 

Russia is concerned (76). When Nastasia Filippovna faints after her tragic encounter with 

Aglaya Epanchin, the narrator observes that Myshkin, rather than run after Aglaya, sits 

down beside the suffering Nastasia Filippovna:  

He did not say anything, but listened intently to her fitful, rapturous, and 
incoherent babbling, hardly understood anything, but smiled quietly, and as soon 
as it seemed to him that she had begun to be anguished again, or to weep, or 
reproach, or complain, he would at once begin again to stroke her dear head and 
tenderly pass his hands over her cheeks, comforting and reassuring her like a 
child. (572)  

Он ничего не говорил, но пристально вслушивался в её порывистый, 
восторженный и бессвязный лепет, вряд ли понимал что-нибудь, но тихо 
улыбался, и чуть только ему казалось, что она начинала опять тосковать или 
плакать, упрекать или жаловаться, тотчас же начинал её опять гладить по 
головке и нежно водить руками по её щёкам, утешая и уговаривая её, как 
ребёнка. (475) 

And later, when the murderer Rogozhin falls into a fitful sleep beside Nastasia 

Filippovna’s corpse, Dostoevsky uses almost the same language as above to describe 

Myshkin’s actions here: “Now and then Rogozhin sometimes suddenly began to mutter, 

loudly, abruptly, and incoherently; began to exclaim and laugh; then the prince would 

reach out his trembling hand to him and quietly touch his head, his hair, stroke it and 

stroke his cheeks…there was nothing more he could do!” (Рогожин изредка и вдруг 

начинал иногда бормотать, громко, резко и бессвязно; начинал вскрикивать и 

смеяться; князь протягивал к нему тогда свою дрожащую руку и тихо дотрагивался 
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до его головы, до его волос, гладил их гладил его щеки…больше он ничего не мог 

сделать! 611/506, Dostoevsky’s ellipses). Myshkin’s silence in the first scene with 

Nastasia Filippovna – Dostoevsky notes, “He did not say anything” (Он ничего не 

говорил) – presages his final silence following the later scene with Rogozhin.  

Caryl Emerson argues that Dostoevsky “was far more attuned to the healing 

effects of nonverbal communication – silence, icons, genuflections, visual images – than 

he was to the alleged beneficent effect of words” (147). Nariman Skakov echoes this 

reading, arguing “Silence for Dostoevsky is not about leaving something unsaid – it is 

about saying something by means of the unsaid” (140). Myshkin’s final muteness, 

therefore, becomes an aesthetically effective silence that hints at the mysterious and 

transcendent depth of identity Dostoevsky sees as belonging to Russia, if only Russia will 

leave off its petty squabbling with the West. Silence, finally, becomes preferable to 

articulation, since it contains layer upon layer of mystery and potential.164 

Anticipating Christ’s much-disputed silence in the face of the Grand Inquisitor in 

Dostoevsky’s The Brother’s Karamazov, Myshkin’s final silence represents not a 

concession to tragedy and the impossibility of redemption, but rather a repudiation of 

Russia’s current relationship to the West and the rest of the world. It serves as his “means 

to overcome isolation and facilitate communion in the fullest sense of the word” (Jens 

52). Though Myshkin, of course, does not choose to go mute, he does choose to enter into 

the sufferings of others, a kenotic act that inevitably leads to his muteness.165 John Givens 

argues that Myshkin’s return to idiocy at the end of the novel is “a kenosis: a humiliation 

or emptying (from the Greek, kenoun). In loving the murderer Rogozhin all through the 

                                                
164 See Malcolm Jones, who links silence in Dostoevsky to apophatic theology (73). 
165 Benjamin Jens recognizes the “kenotic possibilities inherent in molchanie that allow this form of silence 
to create true communion” (61). 
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night, Myshkin, the novel’s ‘ridiculous man,’ performs his most absurd and humiliating 

stunt: he empties himself of all ego and all reason. But in doing so, he reveals their 

opposite: pure heart” (111). Through Myshkin, therefore, Dostoevsky seems to suggest 

that the only way for Russians to access their true national identity is to worry less about 

themselves and their nation’s place in the world, and to worry more about their sacrificial 

relationship to others. Myshkin’s silence, therefore, allows Dostoevsky to rewrite 

Russia’s “backwardness” and lack as a transcendent, yet-to-be-articulated, hope for the 

future.  

Like the paradox of Christ’s death being necessary to generate rebirth for himself 

and his followers, so has the abuse of Russia at the hands of the West been necessary in 

order to strengthen and save that country, Dostoevsky seems to suggest. That this is so 

can be seen in the final scene of the novel, where a motley crew gathers lovingly around 

the prince in the Swiss sanatorium. Givens observes, “There is the suggestion here of a 

‘new society’ forming around the prince, one that has been influenced and changed by 

him and one that stands in opposition to the dark forces of murder and destruction that 

hover menacingly over the novel” (116). The beauty of Myshkin’s silence, ultimately, is 

that it allows Dostoevsky to forego articulating a specific future for Russia but instead 

simply to hint at the possibility of redemption.  

Without clear direction regarding how to interpret the ending of the novel, readers 

are left to their own devices and must actively participate in creating meaning from the 

text.166 Dostoevsky thus affords a certain integrity to his readers, trusting that their 

generosity and openness to mystery will echo that of Myshkin. Though his characters die 

– if not physically, then mentally or spiritually – his novel survives, and the questions it 
                                                
166 See Harriet Murav, who argues that this narrative failure at the end of the novel is deliberate: “The 
narrator’s abrupt abandonment of his hero opens up the possibility of other accounts of Prince Myshkin’s 
final actions, which require the reader’s active role in the process of interpretation” (88). 
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has raised regarding personal and national identity will continue to engender the search 

for a better and brighter world. Whether or not this search can be observed “sooner and 

more clearly in a Russian heart” depends on the individual seeker in question. 

Regardless, Dostoevsky has ensured that Russian literature will continue to live and 

thrive. 

By identifying Russia with the ideals of sacrificial acceptance and free exchange 

of ideas through his marginalized and “inappropriate” hero, Dostoevsky wavers between 

allegiance to a conservative, defensive self-definition of Russia’s superiority to the West 

and a more cosmopolitan nationalism that seeks to integrate fully with a multicultural and 

multinational Eurasian culture. He ultimately suggests that his “backwards” and 

“inferior” nation, because of and not in spite of its peripheral status, is actually the place 

best equipped to overcome the atheism, materialism, and greed of the modern world. The 

mute Prince Myshkin becomes the self-sacrificial Russian ideal who offers the promise, 

vague as it may be, of future redemption for Russia and the world – or at the very least, 

of Russian and world literature. 
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“FAR OFF AND ESTRANGED”: MCCULLERS' THE BALLAD OF THE SAD CAFÉ 

 

McCullers’ novella, The Ballad of the Sad Café, follows Dostoevsky’s The Idiot 

in its concern with her peripheral homeland’s response to the invasion of modernity. 

Although McCullers was much less eager to return home than Dostoevsky, her 

preoccupation with the U.S. South pervades almost all of her published work. In her 

view, southern writers write best about the South of their childhoods, “because it is not 

only their speech and the foliage, but their entire culture – which makes it a homeland 

within a homeland. No matter what the politics, the degree or non-degree of liberalism in 

a Southern writer, he is still bound to this peculiar regionalism of language and voices 

and foliage and memory” (Mortgaged Heart 279).167 Ballad confronts this “homeland 

within a homeland” through the marginalized and eccentric Cousin Lymon, who appears 

as a stranger in town although he asserts tenuous claims of kinship with one of the town’s 

foremost residents, Miss Amelia Evans. Lymon’s “otherness” allows the town’s 

inhabitants to overlook their own differences and commune together over their shared 

regional identities. Cousin Lymon ultimately brings tragedy to the town, however, 

demonstrating McCullers’ belief that the redemptive communal spirit he engenders can 

only be realized fleetingly in the South as it currently stood.  

When McCullers’ hunchbacked Cousin Lymon hobbles into town on his crooked 

legs towards midnight one April evening, it is immediately apparent that he is an outsider 

in all respects. The small group gathered on Miss Amelia’s porch is not even sure if he is 

human. “I see something coming,” one of the Rainey twins says, and his brother answers 

immediately, “A calf got loose” (Ballad 199). Stumpy MacPhail says, “It’s somebody’s 

                                                
167 This description of southerners’ relationship to the South echoes Flannery O’Connor’s explanation of 
what it means to “know one’s region”; see Mystery (197). 
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young’un,” and Miss Amelia remains silent, not even venturing a guess. Finally the 

figure approaches and the narrator confirms: “The man was a stranger” (Ballad 200). 

Stumpy Macphail asks the hunchback where he is from, and Cousin Lymon answers 

evasively: “I was traveling,” he says (Ballad 201). As if to cement his status as an 

outsider, when one of the twins says, “I’ll be damned if he ain’t a regular Morris 

Finestein,” everyone nods and agrees, understanding the special meaning of that 

expression, while the narrator notes that “the hunchback cried louder because he could 

not know what they were talking about” (Ballad 202). So although Cousin Lymon claims 

kinship with Miss Amelia – he says their mothers were half sisters in Cheehaw, and his 

name, Cousin Lymon, seems to confirm these familial claims – there is no way to 

corroborate his story or determine with any certainty his true identity.  

Yet despite his marginalized and outsider status, or better, because of that status, 

Cousin Lymon is actually an ideal representation of this town itself, which McCullers 

describes as “lonesome, sad, and like a place that is far off and estranged from all other 

places in the world” (Ballad 197). His story thus becomes the story of this town, and the 

story of the South as a whole, which in McCullers’ time was thought of as “lonesome, 

sad, and like a place that is far off and estranged from all other places in the world.” 

McCullers grounds this view of the South in her essay, “The Russian Realists and 

Southern Literature,” published two years before Ballad: “The South has always been a 

section apart from the rest of the United States, having interests and a personality 

distinctly its own. Economically and in other ways it has been used as a sort of colony to 

the rest of the nation” (254). Fred Hobson speaks of the South in this way when he notes, 

“The South has stood alone as an alien member of the national family” (9). This region, 

once called the “nation’s number one problem,” is thus like a dirty, grotesque, 

hunchbacked cousin whose kinship the rest of the nation is reluctant to admit.  
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Criticism of the novella by southerners and non-southerners alike has focused on 

this grotesquerie, reducing it to symbolism for the loneliness and isolation inherent in the 

human condition or else to an analogy specifically for the South-as-aberrance.168 Louis D. 

Rubin, Jr. summarizes this scholarship, which frequently extends to all of McCullers’ 

oeuvre, when he suggests,  

Carson McCullers focuses upon her maimed, misfitting, wounded people not as a 
commentary upon the complacent ‘normality’ of the community which would 
term them freakish, but as exemplars of the wretchedness of the human condition. 
It isn’t that freaks are commentaries or criticisms on normality; they are 
normality.” (“Carson McCullers” 275, Rubin’s emphasis) 

I argue that grotesque Cousin Lymon actually accomplishes both of these metonymies yet 

moves beyond them in order to suggest that the South’s deviance makes it particularly 

well-suited for overcoming universal isolation and disconnection. Cousin Lymon thus 

undermines even as he embodies the isolation of the town’s, the South’s, and the world’s 

inhabitants.  

Following the example of Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin, Cousin Lymon is able 

simultaneously to embody all manner of binary opposites: he is kin to Miss Amelia, but 

maybe not kin; animal and human; childlike yet ageless; shadowy yet fully, grotesquely 

embodied; pitiful and proud; beggarly and foppish; demonic and comic. The very first 

word Lymon speaks in the novella gives the reader a further clue to his character and his 

mission: “Evening,” he announces breathlessly as he shuffles toward the crowd gathered 

on Miss Amelia’s porch (Ballad 200). Rather than serve simply as a polite greeting, this 

potent word could imply a leveling, a bringing onto an equal playing field, of 

relationships and hierarchies. In fact, Miss Amelia’s initial response to the hunchback 

demonstrates exactly such a leveling: when Cousin Lymon sits down and begins to cry, 
                                                
168 See, for example, O. Evans; Fowler, “Primal Scenes”; Kenschaft; Logan; Presley; Rubin, “Carson 
McCullers”; and Spivak. For an excellent overview of McCullers criticism, see Logan (2-11). 
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she immediately condescends from her high perch and goes to where he crouches on the 

bottom step of the porch, gently stroking the hump on his back. Miss Amelia then 

communes with Cousin Lymon over her own flask of whiskey and leftover fried chicken, 

a herald of the generosity and connection soon to be found in the café. Even the narrator 

expresses surprise at Miss Amelia’s action, noting, “Miss Amelia could seldom be 

persuaded to sell her liquor on credit, and for her to give so much as a drop away free was 

almost unknown” (Ballad 202). Already from the very moment of his arrival, Cousin 

Lymon’s presence disrupts the established conventions and hierarchies of this small 

southern town. 

It is this interpenetration of opposing forces and leveling of hierarchies that 

McCullers suggests has led critics to label her characters as “grotesque” or her novels as 

“cruel,” a label she maintains is more applicable to her technique than to her characters or 

plotlines (“Russian Realists” 253, 258).169 Acknowledging southern literature’s debt to 

Russian literature, particularly to the work of Dostoevsky, McCullers explains, “The 

technique briefly is this: a bold and outwardly callous juxtaposition of the tragic with the 

humorous, the immense with the trivial, the sacred with the bawdy, the whole soul of a 

man with a materialistic detail” (“Russian Realists” 252-253). What readers often 

perceive as cruelty or callousness, however, McCullers suggests is better understood as 

“a sort of naiveté, an acceptance of spiritual inconsistencies without asking the reason 

why, without attempting to propose an answer” (“Russian Realists” 258). Indeed, this 

naiveté resembles exactly the attitude of Dostoevsky’s Prince Myshkin as he relates his 

four anecdotes of faith to Rogozhin: without attempting to reconcile the spiritual 

                                                
169 The label, “The School of Cruelty,” was first applied by Henry Seidel Canby to Faulkner’s Sanctuary in 
a 1931 review of that novel. This label was then picked up by a number of critics and applied broadly to 
writers from the American South, including McCullers. See Canby. See also Flannery O’Connor’s 
discussion of the grotesque (Mystery 40). 
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inconsistencies he witnesses in the atheist intellectual and in the Russian narod, Myshkin 

offers their stories as manifestations of the mystery of faith in Russia. McCullers 

advocates a similar naiveté regarding Cousin Lymon’s relationship with Miss Amelia, 

which is inexplicable to the townsfolk, since “Miss Amelia was a powerful blunderbuss 

of a person, more than six feet tall – and Cousin Lymon a weakly little hunchback 

reaching only to her waist” (Ballad 215). 

This mystery of opposites permeates not only McCullers’ characterization of 

Cousin Lymon and his relationship with Miss Amelia, but also the novella as a whole. 

For example, one need only to recall the striking image McCullers describes as the 

giantess, Miss Amelia, and the bent and deformed hunchback, Cousin Lymon, climb the 

stairs of Amelia’s house that first night, forming “one great, twisted shadow” (Ballad 

204). Other examples include a vision of the same giantess dressed up for the Sabbath in 

a gaudy red dress that she shamelessly lifts up to warm her backside, exposing her 

enormous, hairy thigh, or the image of the hunchback furiously wiggling his ears and 

fluttering his eyelids in order to attract the attention he so desperately craves from the 

criminal Marvin Macy (Ballad 243, 235). Sarah Gleeson-White contends that hybrid 

moments like these point to “the failure or impossibility of any stable identity” (117). For 

a dirty, grotesque hunchback, or for the region he represents, however, an identity that is 

perpetually in flux can only be an asset. 

The Ballad of the Sad Café was written while McCullers was living in New York 

and was prompted by her encounter in a New York bar with what she called “a 

remarkable couple”: she recalls seeing “a woman who was tall and strong as a giantess, 

and at her heels she had a little hunchback” (Illuminations 32). These figures become for 

McCullers what Noah Mass labels “agents who would transform a South of alienation 

and isolation into one that embraced contingency and difference” (233). The picture of 
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the South presented in the novella is simultaneously bleak and hopeful, marginalized and 

yet communal. Yet there is confidence in McCullers’ suggestion that the South can be 

better than it has been and better than it currently is, even if only fleetingly.  Rather than 

simply reflecting the backwardness of the South that seems to permeate this town, 

McCullers suggests that the identity of the South is changing and, further, that it has the 

possibility to change the rest of the country, too. 

After all, it is this very same hunchback who challenges the rigidity of the town’s 

communal identity with his flamboyant strangeness. When the group of men who believe 

Merlie Ryan’s rumor that Miss Amelia has murdered Cousin Lymon come to the store 

one evening to investigate, McCullers reminds readers of their shared identity:  

All having taken pleasure from something or other, all having wept and suffered 
in some way, most of them tractable unless exasperated. Each of them worked in 
the mill, and lived with others in a two- or three-room house for which the rent 
was ten dollars or twelve dollars a month. All had been paid that afternoon, for it 
was Saturday. So, for the present, think of them as a whole. (Ballad 211) 

Yet Cousin Lymon, very evidently not murdered, descends the stairs and stands in their 

midst wearing knee-breeches, black stockings, and a green fringed shawl; McCullers 

writes that he “was already sorting them out in his mind” (Ballad 211). Cousin Lymon 

therefore dignifies these men by individualizing them, by refusing to “think of them as a 

whole.” Before Cousin Lymon’s arrival, these same men bought their liquor under the 

cover of darkness through Miss Amelia’s back door, a transaction McCullers describes as 

joyless and lonesome. After his arrival, however, Miss Amelia begins to sell her liquor 

inside her “warm, bright store,” and McCullers adds, “More than that she furnished some 

glasses and opened two boxes of crackers so that they were there hospitably in a platter 

on the counter and anyone who wished could take one free” (Ballad 212). This moment, 

the narrator notes, marks the inauguration of the café. Although the café was begun for 
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Cousin Lymon’s benefit – “it was a thing that brought him company and pleasure and 

that helped him through the night” – it serves the community as a whole as “the only 

place of pleasure for many miles around” (Ballad 215, 214). It is a place where they can 

gather, not as a single mass sharing a collective identity, but as individuals aware of and 

accepting of their differences. 

McCullers describes the effect the café has on the town in this way: “But it was 

not only the warmth, the decorations, and the brightness, that made the café what it was. 

There is a deeper reason why the café was so precious to this town. And this deeper 

reason has to do with a certain pride that had not hitherto been known in these parts” 

(Ballad 239). Readers see this pride in the way the townsfolk wash and dress up before 

coming to the café, forgetting the poverty of their lives for a few moments at least. 

Moreover, as McCullers points out, “the café was a special benefit to bachelors, 

unfortunate people, and consumptives,” providing them with a sense of community that 

was otherwise inaccessible to them (Ballad 240). At the center of this community stands 

the hunchback, whose egalitarian hospitality draws others in and allows them to feel 

valued.  Always about him is “an air of intimacy” and “vague festivity,” and McCullers 

describes him as “the type of person who has a quality about him that sets him apart from 

other and more ordinary human beings…an instinct to establish immediate and vital 

contact between himself and all things in the world” (Ballad 210, 211, my ellipses). Noah 

Mass maintains that the café is “a symbol for a new kind of southern identity, a place in 

which the freakish Amelia and Lymon share their differences with the mill workers and 

‘old country couples’” who gather there (Ballad 234). Indeed, the café seems to erase, if 

only temporarily, the alienation and isolation of life in this bleak and dreary town. In 

these moments of eating and drinking, laughing and gossiping, the townsfolk are no 
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longer “far off and estranged” from one another, instead coming together through the 

intimacy and festivity of the café.   

The atmosphere of the café serves as an ideal representation of life in the South, a 

life that McCullers was able temporarily to access through her youthful friendship with 

Reeves McCullers and Edwin Peacock.170 This communality did not exist throughout the 

South as a whole, though; even as a young girl, therefore, McCullers was eager to leave 

the South for New York or Paris – some great cosmopolitan city full of tolerance, 

acceptance, and individuality. Her vision of the café is her projection of this idealized 

cosmopolitan community onto the South, so far realistic only in the realm of the 

imagination. This imaginative realism is fleeting, of course, a hope for the future rather 

than a representation of the current state of events. 

Even as this ideal representation of the South is fleeting, so too is it incomplete. 

Besides Cousin Lymon, there is someone else who is responsible for the success of the 

café – Jeff, Miss Amelia’s old black cook, who prepares the catfish or fried chicken 

dinners that Miss Amelia sells for fifteen cents a plate. Jeff is mentioned by name only 

four times in the novella, and each time he is described in a position of service, cooking 

or cleaning for Miss Amelia and her customers. Never do readers witness him partaking 

of the festivities of the café. Racial violence and segregation are likewise introduced only 

as a sort of inconspicuous backdrop for the events of the story; for example, when Marvin 

Macy leaves town after his failed ten-day marriage to Miss Amelia, McCullers writes that 

Miss Amelia attaches little value to the possessions Macy has left behind, and “that 

spring she cut up his Klansman’s robe to cover her tobacco plants” (Ballad 222). In her 

philosophical conversations with Cousin Lymon, one of Miss Amelia’s favorite topics is 

                                                
170 See Brinkmeyer, 230 and Savigneau 34-35 and 44-45. 
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to ponder “the reason why Negroes are black” (Ballad 224). And when a crowd of people 

gathers in Miss Amelia’s backyard during the first cold spell, drawn together in hopes of 

witnessing a spectacle upon Marvin Macy’s return to town, McCullers describes the 

silence of the town’s black inhabitants, who are relegated to the outskirts of the action 

along with the children (Ballad 236). By so marginalizing the black inhabitants of the 

town – as unseen victims of the Klan’s activity, as subjects of philosophical musings 

rather than as full human beings, and as silenced, vulnerable members of the community 

who can only participate in the actions of the town from a distance – McCullers indirectly 

criticizes the persistent, normalized racism of the South. The communality of the café can 

never exist in the first place without black labor; it can never last without including black 

men, women, and children as equals. McCullers certainly expects readers to recognize 

this racism, yet almost no critic has drawn attention to the issue of race in this story. 

The tragic ending, brought about by Cousin Lymon’s betrayal of Miss Amelia, 

cements the incomplete and temporary status of this communal identity. In fact, the view 

of the town after the café closes is perhaps bleaker than it was before the café came into 

being. McCullers writes:  

The largest building, in the very center of town, is boarded up completely and 
leans so far to the right that it seems bound to collapse at any minute. The house is 
very old. There is about it a curious, cracked look that is very puzzling until you 
suddenly realize that at one time, and long ago, the right side of the front porch 
had been painted, and part of the wall – but the painting was left unfinished and 
one portion of the house is darker and dingier than the other. The building looks 
completely deserted. (Ballad 197)  

Yet the event of the café, and its impermanence, remains a mystery that will forever color 

the identity of this desolate town. 

The conviviality and communal festivity of the café ends when Miss Amelia’s ex-

husband, Marvin Macy – “that loom-fixer” she was married to for ten days in her youth – 
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returns to town after a spell in the state penitentiary. Cousin Lymon becomes infatuated 

with him; for the hunchback, this criminal is a sort of cosmopolitan wonder: “He has 

been to Atlanta,” Cousin Lymon tells Miss Amelia dreamily, though Macy was only 

there while incarcerated, of course (Ballad 238). In the end, Cousin Lymon betrays Miss 

Amelia by throwing her fight with Marvin Macy, flying through the air like a hawk and 

clawing at Miss Amelia’s neck. Together with Macy, he vandalizes the café itself. The 

two men break the mechanical piano, etch dirty words on all the café tables, pour syrup 

all over the kitchen floor, and wreck the new condenser and cooler that Miss Amelia uses 

to make her whiskey. Finally, they fix “a dish of Miss Amelia’s favorite food, grits with 

sausage,” and “seasoned it with enough poison to kill off the county” (Ballad 251). Miss 

Amelia cannot recover from this betrayal, and McCullers writes,  

Miss Amelia let her hair grow ragged, and it was turning gray. Her face 
lengthened, and the great muscles of her body shrank until she was thin as old 
maids are thin when they go crazy. And those gray eyes – slowly day by day they 
were more crossed, and it was as though they sought each other to exchange a 
little glance of grief and lonely recognition. (Ballad 252) 

It is with this same image that McCullers opens her story, writing of a deserted, decrepit 

house in the center of town, from whose second-story window a face appears in the late 

afternoon: “It is a face like the terrible dim faces known in dreams – sexless and white, 

with two gray crossed eyes which are turned inward so sharply that they seem to be 

exchanging with each other one long and secret gaze of grief” (Ballad 197). By 

describing Miss Amelia’s bleak fate to readers on the very first page of the novella, 

McCullers sets up their expectations for how the story will go.171  

So if this story is the story of the South, then readers are prepared beforehand to 

encounter the backwardness, violence, and tragedy thought to inhere in that “far off and 

                                                
171 And this in case readers missed the clue offered by the title of the novella.  
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estranged” region. In McCullers’ economy, Marvin Macy embodies the invasion of the 

modern world’s atheism, materialism and greed in the South, while Cousin Lymon’s 

unholy coupling with Macy and his destruction of the generous community he helped to 

create stands as a warning to southerners in the face of national shifts toward global 

issues with the United States’ recent entry into World War II. The warning is clear: let go 

of expectations about who or what gets to belong in the community of the South, who is 

“calculable” and valuable (Ballad 219). Otherwise the South will become nothing more 

than “a version of the Fascist systems that America was fighting against, a powerful 

cultural system that brutally enforced its demands for conformity and allegiance” 

(Brinkmeyer 230). Remember instead, McCullers seems to insist, the freedom and joy 

that are possible in the South when a place like the café can exist. Strive always to make 

the South a place of “company and a genial warmth,” a place of “fellowship, the 

satisfactions of the belly, and a certain gaiety and grace of behavior” (Ballad 212, 213).  

Yet the novella does not actually end with Cousin Lymon’s betrayal and Miss 

Amelia’s defeat and decline. Instead, McCullers shifts readers’ attention finally to the 

interracial chain gang working along Fork Falls highway. Here is yet another picture of 

the South as marginalized and queer, but also as ironically liberated. This group, bound 

together not through any voluntary act, but rather through the chains of their shared 

criminality, comprises what Bakhtin would call an “accidental family” enacting a kind of 

call and response song that is reminiscent of slave songs. McCullers writes:  

One dark voice will start a phrase, half-sung, and like a question. And after a 
moment another voice will join in, soon the whole gang will be singing. The 
voices are dark in the golden glare, the music intricately blended, both somber 
and joyful. The music will swell until at last it seems that the sound does not 
come from the twelve men on the gang, but from the earth itself, or the wide sky. 
It is music that causes the heart to broaden and the listener to grow cold with 
ecstasy and fright. Then slowly the music will sink down until at last there 
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remains one lonely voice, then a great hoarse breath, the sun, the sound of the 
picks in the silence. (Ballad 253) 

What these men share is not their race, nor the history of their crimes. But they are able to 

adapt their moment of enchained togetherness to create something beautiful, which not 

only makes their shared burden a bit easier to bear, but also promises to permeate to the 

ends of the earth, to the sun and back. There is freedom even in their chains.  

This freedom is tempered, of course, by the very fact of the chains. Darren Millar 

makes this point when he argues, “Yet the fact that these men are chained at the ankle 

and watched over by an armed guard ironically undermines the utopian imagery and 

mocks the socially progressive ideals that this desegregated group of seven black and five 

white men might otherwise represent” (104). And the song, too, is not a spontaneous, 

unambiguous expression of interracial joy and togetherness. Margaret Whitt chastises 

those critics who view it as such, arguing, “The implication that ‘joy’ can come from 

physical degradation is disturbing” (121). Whitt refers readers to the words of Frederick 

Douglass, who has argued, “Slaves sing most when they are most unhappy. The songs of 

the slave represent the sorrows of his heart; and he is relieved by them, only as an aching 

heart is relieved by its tears” (qtd. in Whitt 121). The South clearly has not yet arrived at 

any ideal fulfillment of communality and racial reconciliation. 

Yet the silence into which the chained men finally fall is aesthetically effective, 

reverberating in this ephemeral moment with layers and layers of personal, regional, and 

universal identity. Here are echoes of the identity of the criminal Marvin Macy, whose 

criminality is tempered by our knowledge of his childhood status as an orphan and his 

later reforming love for Miss Amelia. Here, too, are echoes of the identities of Miss 

Amelia and Cousin Lymon, that earthy giantess and that otherworldly, hawk-like 

hunchback. Just as the café provided a fleeting moment of communion for the townsfolk, 
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allowing them temporarily to rewrite their bleak identities as valuable, so do this passing 

song and the silence that follows give momentary dignity to this group of criminals.  

This heavy silence is burdened with the same questions McCullers attributes to 

Dostoevsky’s great novels, questions she laments are “too immense…like angry demands 

to God”: “Why has man let himself be demeaned and allowed his spirit to be corrupted 

by matter? Why is there evil? Why poverty and suffering?” (“Russian Realists” 256, my 

ellipses). Although McCullers dismisses Dostoevsky’s answer of the Russian Christ as a 

“contrivance,” in The Ballad of the Sad Café she ventures to assume a similar 

“philosophical responsibility” for her region’s – and, indeed, the world’s – ills (“Russian 

Realists” 256, 258). Brinkmeyer calls McCullers’ novella “her ironic parable of 

totalitarianism,” suggesting that the communality of the café and the chain gang’s song 

are her answers to “the South’s crushing conformity” (244). Through the fleeting 

existence of the café and the momentary song of the chain gang, therefore, McCullers 

defamiliarizes readers’ expectations for how to confront the threats of fascism and 

totalitarianism. Rather than Dostoevsky’s Christ, McCullers offers hope for renewal 

through figures as marginalized and queer as a cross-dressing giantess, a cross-cross 

dressing hunchback,172 and a group of interracial criminals. By identifying the U.S. 

South, even if only temporarily, with the cosmopolitan ideals of acceptance and free 

exchange of ideas through these unexpected figures, McCullers suggests that her 

“backwards” and “inferior” region is actually the place best equipped to overcome the 

evils of the modern world. The chain gang’s song, the “sound of picks in the silence,” 

                                                
172 When Cousin Lymon first descends the stairs of Miss Amelia’s home to confront the group of men 
gathered there to see if he had been murdered or not, he is wearing Miss Amelia’s red and black checkered 
shirt, which we have already been told belonged to her father and is therefore originally a man’s shirt, and a 
lime-green fringed wool shawl (Ballad 209). 
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and the final word of the novel, “together,” are her answers to the questions provoked by 

the “cruelty” of life in the South.  
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DOSTOEVSKY AND MCCULLERS: CRUEL COMPASSION 

 

Dostoevsky and McCullers meditate on the corruption and suffering still inherent 

in their homelands, refusing to ease their readers’ distress through unambiguous 

characters or explicitly happy endings. Critics often view The Idiot and The Ballad of the 

Sad Café, therefore, as hopelessly bleak stories of loneliness, impotence, and absolute 

tragedy. These critics are heirs to Henry Seidel Canby, who first charged Faulkner with 

membership in the “School of Cruelty” for his similar unwillingness to offer readers an 

easy reprieve from the violence and venality of the South represented in his novel, 

Sanctuary. Through their “peculiar and intense” or “fantastic” realism, however, 

Dostoevsky and McCullers challenge readers to reexamine the corruption and suffering 

evident in their own lives and to look to the future for the possibility of a renewed, 

communal identity that can one day redeem the tragic histories of Russia and the U.S. 

South. 

Prince Myshkin and Cousin Lymon, despite their imperfections and failures to 

engender lasting change in their communities, offer hope for the future of their marginal 

homelands. Themselves marginalized and “constantly inappropriate,” these characters 

manage to insinuate themselves into the rigidly hierarchical communities of St. 

Petersburg and the small-town South, overturning those hierarchies in the process. Such a 

surreptitious act undermines the solidity of these “backwards” and “inferior” regions, 

implying the possibility for real change to come in the future. As Frank points out, “For 

Dostoevsky, faith had now become completely internal, irrational, nonutilitarian; its truth 

could not be impugned by a failure to effect worldly changes, nor should it be defended 

rationally, as it were, because of the moral-psychological assuagements it might offer for 

human misery” (576). Dostoevsky’s understanding of Russian national identity is 
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similarly grounded in an inexplicable belief that Russia’s suffering will ultimately lead to 

a renewal of the nation and the world. Likewise, McCullers’ vision for the future of the 

U.S. South is not compromised by the failure of the café. After all, the café did exist, for 

a moment at least. McCullers, like Dostoevsky, anticipates the day when the ethos of the 

café can survive and expand throughout the South and the nation.  
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Conclusion: “It is all mine” 

 
Versts by the hundred, miles 

by hundreds, hundreds 
Of dim kilometers beneath our track: 

Reaches of salt marsh, feather 
grass that billowed; 

Beyond, the somber cedar 
groves showed black. 

As though, for the first time I saw my country. 
And, with a pang of recognition, knew: 

It is all mine – and nothing can divide us, 
It is my soul, It is my body, too. 

-Anna Akhmatova, 1944/Iris DeMent, 2015	
  

This dissertation opened with a twentieth century U.S. southern novelist claiming 

a direct bloodline to nineteenth century Russian realists. It closes with a twenty-first 

century U.S. southern singer/songwriter discovering a kinship with a twentieth century 

Russian poet. Released in August 2015, Arkansas native Iris DeMent’s newest album, 

The Trackless Woods, sets eighteen Anna Akhmatova (1889-1966) poems to music – and 

not just any music, but the folksy rhythms that are deeply rooted in the American South. 

The lyrics, above, are from Akhmatova’s poem and DeMent’s song, “From an Airplane,” 

which Akhmatova wrote in 1944 when she returned to Moscow from Tashkent. These 

words record an enduring link to one’s homeland – to all of one’s homeland, the good 

and the bad. Following her three-year absence, Akhmatova observes Russia from a 

distance after it has been ravaged by World War II and Stalin’s purges. She recognizes 

and remembers her country from her lived experience there while simultaneously seeing 

it “as though, for the first time.” This recognition inflicts acute pain on Akhmatova, who 

understands that the war and Stalin’s reign of terror have forever marked the landscape 
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and the identity of Russia. In spite of this realization, however, she refuses to give up her 

connection to her native land, a connection that she insists runs so deep that it fuses with 

her very body, her very soul. Nothing that happens in her country, no matter how horrific, 

can ever cause her to renounce it.  

Instead, through the very act of writing this poem, Akhmatova reinscribes the 

history, and the future, of her Russia. Akhmatova once claimed, “My poetry is my link to 

our time. When I write, I live with the very pulse of Russian life” (qtd. in Ervin C. Brody, 

691). Like her fellow Russian writers, Akhmatova wrote as a way to imagine a future 

rebirth for the country she loved. As Brody argues, Akhmatova turned to poetry as “a 

medium of social and spiritual redemption, and [her] idea of ultimately building a new 

society was essentially an aesthetic and even mystical process rather than a political one” 

(690). Although she outlived Stalin by thirteen years, Akhmatova’s longed-for rebirth of 

Russia never finally arrived in her lifetime. Her vast body of poetry, however, stands as 

an enduring testament to her version of Russia’s national identity. 

By “translating” Akhmatova’s poem into an American country-folk song, DeMent 

reimagines her own identity, which began in the American South. Like so many southern 

writers and artists before her, DeMent recognizes a “cousinly resemblance” with Russian 

artists, specifically Akhmatova. In an interview following the release of “The Trackless 

Woods,” DeMent attempts to explain why Akhmatova’s work so deeply resonates with 

her:  

But there’s also just something in her view that reminds me a lot of the story, and 
the outlook on life that I was exposed to growing up: my Southern parents, and 
from people that really struggled a lot to survive. I think that’s in her work, and 
that was familiar to me. I also liked that she has a big message. She uses, like, 
small, everyday details of life to tell it. But the message is really big, and really 
deep. (qtd. in Erin Lyndal Martin) 
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This combination of everyday details and a deep message carries forth the narrative 

strategies employed by each of the writers considered here.  

DeMent’s discovery of Akhmatova’s poetry comes at a time of transition and 

upheaval for both Russia and the U.S. South. Illustrated perhaps most starkly for 

Westerners in Russia’s 2014 invasion of Ukraine and subsequent annexation of Crimea, 

Russia under President Vladimir Putin is turning increasingly towards xenophobia, 

corruption, and political terror. Even as the nationalist rhetoric increases to a fever pitch 

in Russia, it is clear that the redemption and cosmopolitan renewal about which Gogol, 

Dostoevsky, and Platonov dreamed and wrote has yet to arrive. Similarly, the U.S. South 

is currently embroiled in controversies surrounding discriminatory “religious freedom” 

acts being signed into law from Mississippi to North Carolina and public displays of the 

Confederate iconography, from the flag to statues honoring its heroes.  The Confederate 

flag was removed from the South Carolina statehouse grounds only in July 2015, and 

Confederate statues continue to preside in places of prominence on university campuses, 

statehouse grounds, and elsewhere throughout the U.S. South.  Rather than achieving a 

more nuanced, inclusive understanding of identity in the U.S. South, as Faulkner, 

O’Connor, and McCullers attempted to do, it seems that the South is inviting the 

disparaging labels of “backwards” and “inferior” once again. 

And yet, southerners and Russians alike, even those who may disagree with the 

current state of affairs in their respective homelands, continue to cling to their regional 

identities as a vital component of their personal identities. With Akhmatova they seem to 

claim, “It is all mine – and nothing can divide us,/It is my soul, It is my body, too.” 

Indeed, the authors considered here certainly would have joined their voices to the 

chorus. “Somewhere is better than anywhere,” O’Connor reminds us (Mystery 200). The 

stories that are now being crafted in Russia and the U.S. South are part of the fabric of the 
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past, present, and future of those regions.  That the longed-for future renewal of these 

regions has yet to arrive is simply evidence that the process is ongoing. The heirs to 

Faulkner and Platonov, Gogol and O’Connor, Dostoevsky and McCullers must now pick 

up the torch and carry on the fight. 

This outcome is exactly the one predicted by Gregory Jusdanis, who argues, 

“Nationalism will continue to agitate the next century as a twin-headed force, releasing 

chaos into the world and leading to internecine strife but also allowing peoples to look for 

collective inner strength, to preserve their identities in the face of perennial change, and 

to strive for justice” (15). Indeed, Jusdanis suggests that seeking to separate “a winsome 

hybridity” from a “dour national culture” is to pursue a “false dilemma,” since “any 

solution that, in the name of cosmopolitanism, civic nationalism, or diaspora, does not 

recognize the need people feel for their identities and their connection to the native soil, 

will fail” (15). Faulkner and Platonov’s broken bodies, Gogol and O’Connor’s devious 

outsiders, and Dostoevsky and McCullers’s marginalized and inappropriate protagonists 

thus continue to serve as exemplary models for productively thinking about a regional or 

national identity that fervently strives for justice in the face of local and global conflict 

and chaos.  

Indeed, the work done by these six writers to reimagine a cosmopolitan identity 

that is always tied to the soil of one’s native land informs the study of all 

regional/national identities, no matter how marginalized or forgotten. As Stephanie Foote 

argues, “In an age in which an increasing global circulation of commodities and ideas has 

not mitigated fundamental structural inequalities – has not, in other words, made 

everyone equally valuable – interest in regions and regional identity is on the rise” (39-

40). These “regional” or “minor” writers and the stories they have left behind, therefore, 

are more important now than ever. Their “bold and outwardly callous juxtaposition of the 
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tragic with the humorous, the immense with the trivial, the sacred with the bawdy, the 

whole soul of a man with a materialistic detail” has become the ideal way to engage the 

world. 
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